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0.2 PrefaeThis book is written to put forward a partiular sienti� hypothesis about the nature of onsiousexperienes, or qualia. It is aimed largely at aademi readers, but beause of the wide variety ofprofessional bakgrounds among aademis interested in the nature of onsiousness, I have tried towrite so that the argument will be lear to anyone with a high shool eduation in general sieneand an interest in one of the oldest questions of humankind: \what is mind?" Despite this goodintention however, there are probably some parts of the text that will be inomprehensible to anyonewithout a reasonably solid bakground in neurophysiology. I have tried to help at these points byinluding a small amount of Beginner's Guide type material as appendies.It should be said at the outset that at the time of writing, the hypothesis I advane here is not, asfar as I know, aepted by anyone in the aademi world of onsiousness studies (with the obviousexeption of myself). Therefore the book is organized as a polemi. First the basi hypothesis isintrodued and its origins in anient philosophy are shown. Then some ground rules for disussion arelaid and a onsiderable amount of neurophysiologial evidene supporting the hypothesis is given.In the light of this supporting evidene the hypothesis is expanded beyond its basi statement.Further empirial evidene is then given to show that the idea explains not only how the braina�ets onsiousness, but also how onsiousness a�ets the brain. Next, a number of objetions tothe hypothesis are stated and refuted. Finally, some rather large impliations of the idea are skethedbriey.So what is this ontroversial hypothesis? The basi question it goes to is that most anient ofphilosophial saws, the mind-body problem. The mind-body problem boils down to the question ofwhether onsiousness (mind) is a physial phenomenon or a non-physial one. The position thatonsiousness is a physial phenomenon is known as materialism and the position that it isn't is alleddualism. Almost all modern-day sientists are, at least on the surfae, �ere materialists. Indeedin sienti� irles these days the word \dualist" is so unaeptable that it tends to be reservedas a last-dith impreation, to be hurled only when all else has failed to dispose of an opponent'sargument. However, to many philosophers, the materialist position that is so muh an artile offaith among sientists simply fails to satisfy. The argument against it is essentially an intuitive one- mind and matter just seem to be di�erent lasses of phenomena. In fat, even to many sientiststhis privately seems an intuition with muh to reommend it, but the problem remains that thosein the anti-materialist amp who bite the bullet and frankly espouse dualism do have a hard timeexplaining how something that is not itself material ould a�et matter in the brain (as onsiousnessmust if it is to inuene the behavior of those who possess it). This diÆulty sometimes leads tothe intuitively bizarre position that onsiousness atually doesn't a�et matter in the brain at all -that it is merely an epiphenomenon, with no ausal powers in the material world. No wonder this issuh a long-running debate. However, all is not lost - into this mess rides the hypothesis put forwardhere.The essene of the present hypothesis an be stated in one sentene. It is that onsiousness isidential with ertain spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eld.Now if this hypothesis is true, it may not be overstating the ase to say that it solves the mind-body problem at a stroke. If the hypothesis is true, then onsiousness is not material in theusually aepted sense, but neither is it some kind of non-physial spook (whih, being non-physial,is therefore not aessible to sienti� investigation). Consiousness (or at least normal humanonsiousness) is a loal, brain-generated, on�guration of, or pattern in, the eletromagneti �eld.A brain-sized spatial pattern in the eletromagneti �eld is not matter as suh, so the hypothesisesapes the main objetion to materialism. However, the eletromagneti �eld does have the easilyobserved property of a�eting matter, so the hypothesis also side-steps the main objetion to dualism.Philosophially speaking, this looks like a winner.3



But the question remains, is it just another philosophial speulation, or is this a hypothesissupported by the vast mass of presently available sienti� evidene on onsiousness? The majorpart of the present book is an argument that the entral hypothesis is supported by a great deal ofempirial evidene, and thus that it must be onsidered a serious sienti� hypothesis, deserving offurther experimental investigation.The struture of the book is as follows.The introdution introdues. Chapter 1 sets down some working de�nitions and a set of riteriaby whih to evaluate sienti� evidene on the neural orrelates of onsiousness. Chapters 2 to 5lay out a onsiderable body of perfetly standard and reputable neurosienti� data showing thatboth the di�erent states of onsiousness (i.e. waking, sleeping and dreaming) and the spei� sen-sory experienes of waking onsiousness (i.e olfatory, auditory and visual experienes), are indeedassoiated with identi�able eletromagneti patterns generated by the brain. Chapter 6 eshes outthe hypothesis in more detail and names it the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness. It alsopoints out that sensible answers fall naturally out of the theory to at least two questions whih havepreviously been intratable: the question of what distinguishes the tiny fration of brain ativity thatis available to onsiousness at any given moment from the large proportion that is not, and anotherwidely bothersome philosophial question alled the binding problem. The di�erenes between thepresent theory and the psyhoneural identity theory are also disussed, the main di�erene being thatthe present theory predits biologial neurons to be in priniple not neessary for the generation ofonsious experiene. The eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness predits that the right sortsof patterns in the eletromagneti �eld will be onsious, whatever generates them. Some pratialonsequenes of this predition and a possible empirial test of the theory whih follows from thepredition are noted.Chapter 7 moves on from the question of how the brain generates onsiousness to a onsiderationof how onsiousness ats bak on its own brain. First the history of the idea that eletromagneti�elds inuene brain ativity is given, and then urrent empirial evidene that they do so on aroutine basis, as part of the normal operation of the brain, is presented. Chapter 8 then onsiderssix di�erent objetions to the theory and provides answers to them. Finally, Chapter 9 disussesthe relationships between this theory and the ideas of Charles Darwin, the experienes of mystisthrough the ages and ommonly held notions about a universal onsiousness, also known as God.It is probably superuous to say that I think the entral idea put forward here is an important one,whih deserves to be further investigated on a large-sale basis. My hope is that this monographwill onvine you of the importane of the idea too, dear reader, and that it may even inspiresome bushy-tailed young graduate students of the future to stake their areers on investigating theeletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness. However, whether or not the book sueeds in theselofty aims, I hope that you will at least �nd it a entertaining read!
Susan PokettAukland, New ZealandDeember 1999
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0.3 Introdution| Aim of this book - History of the atomi theory of matter - Anient views about onsiousness- A hypothesis on the nature of onsiousness0.3.1 Aim of this bookThe aim of this book is to lay the foundation stone for a sienti� theory of the nature of onsiousexperiene.When I �rst started thinking seriously on this question about �ve years ago, I had no lue as towhat suh a theory would look like. All I did know was that in order to be ounted as sienti�, itwould have to have ertain harateristis. It would have to �t all the available empirial evideneon the relationship of onsiousness to the brain. It would probably have to be potentially falsi�ableby new experimental evidene (although the theory of evolution, whih must be one of the mostsuessful sienti� theories of all time, sits rather uneasily with that riterion). And most dauntingof all, it would probably have to involve some sort of new fundamental priniple about the universe.These seemed fairly onerous requirements.However, being a New Zealander and thus imbued from hildhood with the notion that I was arugged individualist who ould �x anything with a piee of number eight fening wire, I was not asdaunted by these obstales as a more soialized person might have been, and simply made a startsomewhere. On the priniple that suessful strategies an often be generalized, it seemed that auseful way to begin might be to look at the development of a suessful theory in another area ofsiene. Perhaps this would a�ord some ideas about how to proeed in the present ase. Sine whatI was trying to build was a theory of the nature of mind, I deided that the urrently aepted theoryon the nature of matter might be a good starting point. So I began by taking a look at the historyof the atomi theory.0.3.2 History of the atomi theory of matterIt turned out that the idea that matter is omposed of atoms was �rst put forward by the Greekphilosopher Leuippus and his pupil Demoritus, around 450 BC (Whyte, 1961 [309℄). These thinkerswere onerned to explain the observed fat that material objets hange, while at the same timepreserving a ertain faith in the permanene of things that are real. Their speulation was that theuniverse onsists of ultimate, indivisible atoms, eah of them hard, permanent and unhangeable,of one homogenous substane but of various shapes and sizes. The atoms of �re, for example, werepostulated to be smooth spheres. Atoms were oneived as being in onstant motion, vibrating andwhirling, though sometimes �tted together in stable ombinations. All the variety of the universewas seen as resulting from the di�erenes in size, shape, position, order and motion of these atomsof a single substane.It must be said that this was an inspired and brilliant speulation. However, sine it was philo-sophial rather than sienti� in the sense in whih we now understand siene, it was subjet todefeat of an almost politial nature by other philosophial ideas. Plato and Aristotle did not muhlike it and its popularity delined, until by about 200 BC atomism as a philosophy was pretty muhdead. The writings of Epiurus (341-270 BC) were inuential in preserving the idea however, aswere those of Aslepiades, a Greek physiian in Rome who asribed disease to alterations in thesize, arrangement and motion of atoms in the body. Luretius (98-55 BC), whose poem \De RerumNatura" eloquently expressed the Demoritan dotrine, was another supporter.Atomisti ideas arose again, a entury or so later, in India. The notion was probably independently5



oneived, although Kanada (the traditional name of whoever wrote the Hindu Vaisesika Sutras,probably sometime during the �rst two enturies AD) might have heard of Greek ideas on thesubjet. In any ase, Vaisesika philosophy is expliitly atomisti. Unlike the myriad of Greek atoms,however, Kanada's atoms were oneived to be of only four di�erent kinds: earth, water, �re andair. They were imagined as uniting to form dyads, triads and so on, building up to give rise to theuniverse.Indian ideas were probably not muh known in the West at that stage, but over the next thou-sand or so years the atomisti ideas of the Greeks kept being revived by various Arab and Europeanthinkers - and kept being vigorously opposed by the Christian hurh. In fat for reasons that arenot entirely lear the Paris Parliament went so far in 1624 as to deree that any person maintainingor teahing atomism, or any other dotrine ontrary to Aristotle, would be put to death! Despitethis somewhat heavy-handed approah (or knowing sientists, perhaps even beause of it) atomismbeame the dominant theory of matter from around 1630 onwards. Between 1646 and 1691 at leastseven European sientists, inluding Boyle, Leeuwenhoek, Newton and Halley, made or disussedexperimentally based estimates of an upper limit for the size of atoms. Huygens even put forwarda omprehensive quantitative theory based on atomi motion, whih he applied to gravitation, at-mospheri pressure, light (as waves of partile vibrations) and ohesion. Newton also proposed aorpusular theory of light, with the motion of the orpusles being guided by waves (in somewhatstunning antiipation of the latest theories on the nature of light). However this enthusiasm foratomism waned again and the 18th entury was a relatively quiet period in the history of the idea. Itwas not until the hemists of the 19th entury appeared on the sene that modern sienti� atomismwas really born.By 1807, a good deal of experimentation in the emerging �eld of hemistry had produed therather grandly named Law of De�nite Proportions, whih stated that for any given hemial om-pound, the onstituent elements are always ombined in the same proportions by weight, however theompound is made. A hypothesis explaining this was now proposed by Franis Dalton (who therebybeame known among hemists as \the father of atomism"). Dalton suggested (a) that there existinvisible atoms (b) that those of any given element are alike in weight and those of di�erent elementshave di�erent weights and () that atoms ombine in a simple whole-number ratios to form om-pounds. While these were not ideas of any great originality, they were a lear set of experimentallytestable postulates about the existene and nature of atoms (whih, in the light of another oupleof enturies of experimentation we now know were not all ompletely orret). The postulates weregenerated to explain spei� experimental observations and they were immediately tested againstmore experimental observations.Now there is a great deal more to the history of atomism, but this muh will suÆe to make aouple of important points:a the basi idea that matter is omposed of atoms arose at least twie in anient philosophyb the eventual sienti� version of the atomi theory was generated to explain spei� experi-mental data.How an we use these insights in the onstrution of a theory of onsiousness? It is probablyfair to say that at the lose of the twentieth entury we are in rather worse position with regard toa theory of onsiousness than were the pre-Dalton hemists of the nineteenth entury with regardto a theory of matter. That is to say, we have a large volume of experimental data, but really nosimple, universal idea that ties it all together in a satisfatory way. So, by analogy with the atomitheory, perhaps we should look to the anient philosophies of India and Greee for suh an idea.6



0.3.3 Anient views about onsiousnessOn the nature of matter, we have seen that both the anient Greeks and the anient Hindus developeda very spei� (and as time showed, substantially orret) theory. On the nature of onsiousnesshowever, it turns out that the Indian tradition has far more to say than the Greek.The three basi texts in the Vedi tradition of India are the Upanishads, the Bhagavad-gita andthe Brahma-sutra. Remarkably in view of their di�ering and sometimes �erely argued views onother issues, all of these texts hold the same view of the nature of onsiousness. This is that theworld-ground - the sole and whole ause of the world and the universal Self, of whih our individualselves are only parts - is an all-pervading pure onsiousness or intelligene. This is alled Brahmanin the Brahma-sutra and the Bhagavad-gita (Maharishi, 1969 [179℄) and either Brahman or Atmanin those books of the Upanishads where it is mentioned (namely the Brhadaranyaka Upanishad andthe Isa Upanishad). Pure onsiousness - that is, onsiousness without any objet or subjet -is held to be not an attribute of Atman/Brahman, but its essene. Various meditative tehniquesare presented more or less learly in the various works, by use of whih it is said to be possible toobtain diret experiene of this �eld of pure onsiousness, (as it is routinely translated from theSanskrit). Suh experiene is reported to be the ultimate bliss, beyond whih nothing else ould everbe desired. Apart from blissfulness, the main harateristi of the universal onsiousness is that itis all-pervading.Let us move on now to the notions on onsiousness propounded by the anient Greek philosophers.Plato is uniformly regarded as being one of the greatest of these, and although as we have just seen hedid get it wrong when it ame to atomism, it turns out that he may have been more suessful on thematter of onsiousness. In fat it has been suggested, with onsiderable textual justi�ation (Shear,1990 [257℄), that Plato independently disovered a tehnique whih allowed him to experiene whatthe Vedi tradition alls Brahman. This tehnique is poorly desribed in Plato's writings (as indeedare meditation tehniques in the Vedas) and it has hitherto been regarded by modern philosophersas pretty muh inomprehensible. The name given to it by Plato is generally translated from theGreek as \the dialeti". As a result of using his dialeti, Plato desribes transendental experienesof what he alls the Good, the Beautiful, or true Being, whih bear a startling similarity to Vedidesriptions of the experiene of Brahman. Plato's theory of Forms is tied to this transendentalor \after-death" realm, in whih experiene �rst of what he alls \an open sea of beauty" and thenof \an eternal oneness", an \inviolable whole", simply pure, unbounded loveliness itself, is taken asbeing the experiene of the Form of Beauty.Plato's best-known pupil was Aristotle. While Aristotle was sharply ritial of his teaher's theoryof Forms in general and rejeted their independent existene, he did make an exeption in thease of the Form he variously alled \Ative Intelligene", the \Unmoved Mover", the \Good" and\God". Aristotle's dotrine of \psyhologial hylomorphism" (Modrak, 1987 [200℄) posits the psuhe(mind/soul) as being \the form of the body" and is presented by Aristotle as a genuine alternativeto both redutive materialism and dualism. It an be interpreted in a number of di�erent ways, butinasmuh as the modern notion of a �eld in physis is in some sense physial but not material, itis perhaps reasonable to suggest that Aristotle's hylomorphi notions with regard to onsiousnessould be read in terms of some sort of �eld. It must be admitted this is a tenuous interpretation andit is not lear whether it was the one intended by Aristotle himself - but then the whole idea of a�eld in the sense in whih modern physis uses the term was unknown at the time. Aristotle's bestknown hypothesis about onsiousness is that there exists a \ommon sense", whih has the funtionof integrating information from the �ve spei� senses into a uni�ed pereption of the world. Again,Aristotle did not spei�ally suggest that this ommon sense had the properties of a �eld (possiblybeause the onept of a �eld in this sense arose only with Faraday and James Clark Maxwell inthe nineteenth entury). However, as will be seen in later hapters, a �eld ould ertainly have theproperties of the ommon sense. 7



In summary, although there is some lak of larity here and the above interpretations are notat this stage standard among ontemporary sholars, Greek thought may in general terms be readas being similar to Vedi thought on the subjet of onsiousness, just as it was on the subjet ofmatter. In both Vedi and Platoni thought, it is held that some gifted or well-trained individuals areapable of diretly experiening an unbounded �eld of onsiousness that is (a) pure onsiousnesswithout any ontents in terms of thought or sensory experienes and (b) essentially in�nite in timeand spae - or at any rate larger than the normal waking individual onsiousness, whih seems tobe on�ned inside an individual's head.0.3.4 A hypothesis on the nature of onsiousnessThe losest modern physis omes to the idea of an all-pervading, non-dual entity is probably thenotion of the uni�ed �eld. Indeed, one ontemporary ommentator on the Vedas, Maharishi Mahesh,has already equated Brahman-Atman with the uni�ed �eld (Hagelin, 1984 [117℄). However theonept of a uni�ed �eld is itself in a very preliminary stage of formulation at this point, so it may bemore fruitful for our purposes to examine one partiular manifestation of the uni�ed �eld whih hasa quite diret, empirially-measurable relationship with working brains. This is the eletromagneti�eld. The eletromagneti �eld is just as all-pervading as the putative uni�ed �eld, and it holdsfor us the distint harm that its on�gurations are already routinely measured by both linial andresearh neurophysiologists, throughout the world and on a daily basis. Consequently, we alreadyhave a huge mass of data on the relationship of various on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld tothe phenomenology of onsiousness.So perhaps the answer we have been looking for is that what has in the past been alled theeletromagneti �eld is itself onsious. And perhaps our individual onsiousnesses, whih unlikethe �eld as a whole are bounded in spae and time, are idential with partiular loal spatiotemporalon�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld.At �rst sight, this idea may seem outrageous or even bizarre. After all, every basi physis text laysout the properties of the eletromagneti �eld, and onsiousness is not one of them. Manifestationsof the eletromagneti �eld inlude radio waves, light, X-rays and gamma rays. None of these hasanything whatsoever to do with onsiousness. What are an we be thinking, to propose that theeletromagneti �eld is onsious? Surely this is nothing more than New Age mumbo jumbo?On loser onsideration however, the idea is not as upsetting as it may at �rst appear. All ofthe mentioned varieties of waves in the eletromagneti �eld (light, radio waves and so on) havefrequenies above a thousand yles per seond (see Table 1) and there exists a whole spetrum offrequenies lower than this range for whih no partiular properties have been assigned. In partiular,the extremely low frequeny (ELF) range of eletromagneti utuations from 0 to 100 Hz has notattrated too muh interest from physiists until now (probably beause waves of this frequenydo not propagate well and are therefore not partiularly useful for transmitting information overlong distanes). Interestingly, 0 to 100 Hz turns out to be exatly the frequeny range of theeletromagneti osillations that are generated by biologial brains.So perhaps this idea does deserve further onsideration. Perhaps it will even turn out to be thebasis for an answer to the so-alled Hard Questions (Chalmers, 1996 [52℄):\Why does onsious experiene exist? If it arises from physial systems, as seems likely, howdoes it arise? Is onsiousness itself physial, or is it merely a onomitant of physial systems?How widespread is onsiousness? Do mie, for example, have onsious experienes? . . . . Whyis seeing red like this, rather than like that? Why . . . do we experiene the reddish sensationthat we do, rather than some entirely di�erent kind of sensation, like the sound of a trumpet?"Perhaps it will answer the all of the same author, when he says:8



\Ultimately one would like a theory of onsiousness to do at least the following: it should giveonditions under whih physial proesses give rise to onsiousness, and for those proessesthat give rise to onsiousness, it should speify just what sort of experiene is assoiated.And we would like the theory to explain how it arises, so that the emergene of onsiousnessseems intelligible rather than magial. In the end, we would like the theory to enable us to seeonsiousness as an integral part of the natural world. Currently it may be hard to see whatsuh a theory would be like, but without suh a theory we ould not be said to fully understandonsiousness."Let us see if we an show Dr. Chalmers what suh a theory would look like.Table 1: Aepted and proposed properties ofregions of the eletromagneti spetrum.REGION OF THE ELECTRO- FREQUENCY (Hz)MAGNETIC SPECTRUMGamma ray 1021 � 1024X ray 1018 � 1020Ultraviolet light 1015 � 1016Visible light 4� 7� 1014Infrared light 1012 � 1014Mirowave 1010 � 1011Radio wave 104 � 1011Consiousness 0� 102
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Chapter 1Ground Rules| The nature of explanation in siene - Statement of the basi fundamental priniple beingproposed here: that onsiousness is idential with ertain spatiotemporal patterns in the ele-tromagneti �eld.| De�nitions and rules of evidene needed in attempting to establish this fundamental priniple- Consiousness - Simple, self and osmi onsiousness - States and ontents of onsiousness.| Requirements for identifying an eletromagneti pattern with a spei� onsious experiene -Methodologial requirements - Separation of onsious experiene from - memory - attention.
1.1 The nature of explanation in sieneIn siene, the nature of explanation is most often suh that some empirial phenomenon is onsideredexplained if it an be related to previously established fundamental priniples. For example, themotion of a baseball is explained at the beginning of the 21st entury in terms of the fore impartedby the pither's arm, the resistane of the atmosphere, the air turbulene aused by the spin of theball and, most of all, in terms of the fore of gravity. But what about the situation in 1620 with regardto the explanation of the motion of planets? It is tehnially true to say that Newton \explained"planetary motion in terms of the fundamental priniple of gravitational attration, but \explained"has a subtly di�erent sense here. The priniple of gravitation, or at least its universality, was atuallybeing established by Newton's explanation of the motion of planets. So in this ase, Newton wasnot relating a single empirial phenomenon to previously established fundamental priniples; he wasrelating several otherwise independent phenomena (Kepler's three laws of planetary motion) to aommon underlying priniple whih thereby beame established.In other words, when there are already established fundamental priniples in an area, an empirialphenomenon is onsidered to be explained if it an be related to these fundamental priniples. Butif there are no fundamental priniples already established, suh priniples must �rst ome to beestablished. The way this generally happens is that the fundamental priniples are �rst proposedand then shown to be valid by showing that they explain many otherwise unrelated observations.In essene, what this book is doing is proposing a basi fundamental sienti� priniple regard-ing onsiousness and then seeking to establish this priniple, by showing that it explains manyobservations. 11



The basi fundamental priniple being proposed here is that onsiousness is identialwith ertain spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eld.At this stage we an say nothing about the shape of these spatiotemporal eletromagneti patternsor the nature of the rules that onnet suh patterns with subjetive experiene. Those details willome later. What we need to do �rst is try and establish the truth of the basi fundamental priniplethat ertain spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns are idential with onsious experienes.The analysis above about how fundamental priniples are generally established in siene wouldsuggest that all we need do is ome up with some measured eletromagneti �eld patterns that alwaysovary with onsious experienes. If we an do this, we should have established our fundamentalpriniple, by showing that it does tie together all the observations that have so far been made (andthat there is reasonable hope that it will tie together observations yet to be made) about onsiousexperienes. An optimist, or indeed a historian of siene, might well aept this proposal.However, suppose we did �nd that ertain spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eldalways ovary with partiular onsious experienes. What would be the atual e�et of this on theminds of real-life sientists? There are basially two possible interpretations of suh a �nding:a the patterns themselves are idential with onsious experienesb the patterns are meaningless epiphenomena generated in a more or less lawful way by theworkings of the brain, whih workings are themselves either onsious experiene per se (thepsyhoneural identity theory) or neessary to produe whatever onsious experienes reallyare (varieties of dualism).The attitude of most physiologists towards the brain-generated eletromagneti patterns thatan be measured by EEG reording has traditionally been option (b) - that they are meaninglessepiphenomena, merely the smoke produed by the �re of brain ativity. This view was stronglyheld by the harismati neurophysiologial pioneer Sir John Eles, who was very inuential inpromulgating the idea that the most important thing for physiologists to study was ativity insingle ells and synapses. Oddly enough the other arm of Eles' beliefs about the mind, whihwas essentially dualist, is now held by physiologists (who in general subsribe to the psyhoneuralidentity theory) to be downright heretial - but his inuene in the matter of the epiphenomenalityof the EEG has remained strong.On the other hand, the view in disiplines other than neurophysiology has traditionally beenmuh more open to the idea that eletromagneti patterns have a diret ontologial relationshipwith onsiousness. In general this view is tenable (though never expressed openly) in universitydepartments of physis and engineering and also in departments of psyhiatry, probably beause thehuman EEG was disovered by the psyhiatrist Hans Berger.The other group of sientists who one would have thought should have a professional interestin onsiousness are psyhologists. However oddly enough, psyhologists in the entury or so afterWilliam James beame ompletely sidetraked by the Behaviorist paradigm into believing that on-siousness didn't atually exist at all, or at least that it was not to be mentioned in polite aademiompany, and it is only relatively reently that the ognitive revolution has restored onsiousness tothe status of a �t subjet for study in psyhology departments. As a result of this strange situation,for some deades a knowledge of brain struture and funtion was not deemed neessary for thestudy of psyhology. Perhaps beause of their relatively reent onversion to the opposite viewpoint,ognitive psyhologists today tend to be more inlined to the neurophysiologial approah to thestudy of mind i.e. either to take for granted some version of the neural identity theory, or to befuntionalists who see onsiousness as a proess rather than any form of substane.12



So, reation to a �nding that there is a strong orrelation between eletromagneti patterns andonsiousness is likely to be split fairly leanly along disiplinary lines (with of ourse, a few honorableexeptions). Some will aept the possibility that orrelation in this ase indiates identity, but rathermore will naturally adopt the opposite viewpoint. Rather than plunge into the philosophial swampon this issue, let us just ag it as a potential problem and set it aside. The �rst thing to determineis whether or not there do atually exist patterns in the eletromagneti �eld whih arry all theneessary information for distinguishing, from the outside so to speak, one experiene from another.In other words, the question is, do there exist eletromagneti patterns whih reliably predit theexistene of partiular onsious experienes? If there do, then the philosophial question of identitymay beome worth disussing.1.2 De�nitions and rules of evideneIn order to answer the question of whether or not there atually exist the sort of orrelations betweenonsious experiene and eletromagneti patterns whih we are looking for, we must �rst lay downsome working de�nitions and also some ground rules for aeptability of experimental evidene.1.2.1 ConsiousnessThe de�nition of the word onsiousness has stopped in their traks more aademi disussions thanyou ould shake a stik at. It would be possible to write a whole book on the subjet of the de�nitionof the word onsiousness (and indeed in some senses this is exatly what the urrent book is about).But whatever our onlusions may turn out to be at the end of this exerise, learly some attemptmust be made at the outset to state as plainly as possible what it is that we are talking about.Perhaps the obvious �rst step is to onsult a ditionary for a de�nition of onsiousness. ThePoket Oxford Ditionary at �rst appears to be admirably onise on the subjet. It says thatthe noun \onsiousness" means \awareness; person's onsious thoughts and feelings as a whole".Unfortunately this is impression of preision is rather spoiled when one looks up the adjetive \aware"and �nds that it means \onsious". Clearly there is no help to be had from this soure, other thanthe information that the words onsious and aware are generally regarded as being synonymous.Where to now? Sine words are the stok in trade of philosophers, perhaps we should see whatphilosophers have to say about the de�nition of the word onsious. John Searle o�ers the following(Searle, 1993 [255℄):\Like most words, `onsiousness' does not admit of a de�nition in terms of genus and di�erentiaor neessary and suÆient onditions. Nonetheless, it is important to say exatly what we aretalking about, beause the phenomenon of onsiousness that we are interested in needs to bedistinguished from ertain other phenomena suh as attention, knowledge and self-onsiousness.By `onsiousness', I simply mean those subjetive states of sentiene or awareness that beginwhen one wakes up in the morning from a dreamless sleep and ontinue throughout the dayuntil one goes to sleep at night or falls into a oma, or dies, or otherwise beomes, as one wouldsay, `unonsious'."This de�nition is �ne in that it does basially tell us what we are talking about, but not terriblysatisfatory in that it says nothing about how one might determine whether or not an entity otherthan ourselves is onsious. The lassial Turing test (whih basially de�nes an entity as intelligentif it is not possible to distinguish between it and another human in asual onversation) an learlybe passed by simple omputer programs whih no-one would aept as being onsious in the samesense as humans are, but would not be passed by great apes, to whih most people would be inlined13



to grant the possession of at least simple onsiousness. Unfortunately however, there appears to beno better test for the presene of another onsiousness available at this time. My own prefereneis simply to sidestep the issue, by saying only that I know what onsious experiene means in myown ase and I infer from your behavior and the fat that you look roughly like me that it meanssomething similar for you, dear reader (although I an never atually be sure of that).
1.2.2 Simple, self and osmi onsiousnessOne further re�nement of the de�nition of onsiousness whih may be useful is provided by the psy-hiatrist Rihard Maurie Buke. In his lassi desription of mystial experiene (Buke, 1993 [45℄),this author divides onsiousness into three types or grades: simple onsiousness, self onsiousnessand osmi onsiousness. Simple onsiousness is possessed by humans and also by animals suhas ats and dogs - it onsists largely of sensory experienes and pereptions. Humans usually makethe transition at some time in their hildhood from simple onsiousness to self onsiousness, whihis possessed by all normal adult persons. This onsists of a state in whih one is aware that one isan individual, a self. Cosmi onsiousness is desribed by Buke as a further state, whih has beenattained by only a few humans in the history of the rae (although the author suggests that thenumber with this faulty is inreasing over the enturies) and almost never appears before the age ofabout 35. It onsists of an ongoing, diret awareness that one is not atually an individual after all,but merely part of an all-enompassing, immortal Self. The stereotyped mystial experiene in whihthis is realised for the �rst time is generally alled the unity experiene. That osmi onsiousnessis not merely a pathologial state is evidened by the major aomplishments in siene and the artsof those whose writings suggest they experiened it.The main part of this book is about simple onsiousness, whih onsists of sensory experienes. Sounless otherwise spei�ed, the word onsiousness will hereafter be used to mean simple onsiousness.However it will be seen in the last hapter that the theory expounded here about the nature ofonsiousness just as easily inorporates or provides an explanation for osmi onsiousness.
1.2.3 States and ontents of onsiousnessIn thinking about simple onsiousness, is onvenient to distinguish between general states of on-siousness and spei� ontents of onsiousness. The term \states of onsiousness" is usually takento refer to the states of waking, sleeping and dreaming. The absolute minimum that must be doneby any theory of onsiousness worth its salt is to explain the di�erene between these major states.As will be seen in Chapter 2, the eletromagneti theory of onsiousness eats this requirement forbreakfast.The term \ontents of onsiousness" refers to the multitude of spei� subjetive experienesthat our during the states of waking and dreaming. A good theory of onsiousness must alsomake transparent this enormous variety of subjetive experienes. This is a muh more diÆultrequirement to ful�ll, in part simply beause of the vastness of the number of experienes that needto be aommodated. Naturally the eletromagneti theory of onsiousness has to work somewhatharder here, but we'll see what it an do. 14



1.3 Rules of evidene1.3.1 Requirements for identifying an eletromagneti pattern with aspei� subjetive experieneSimple sensory experienes are probably the easiest kinds of subjetive experienes to study, beausethey have some more-or-less diret relationship with the external world, whih allows us to manipulatethem experimentally in a more-or-less objetive way. Therefore, it may be advantageous to start bysearhing for ommon underlying eletromagneti patterns whih orrelate with sensory experienes.To limn what we are looking for, this may be one or more general eletromagneti patterns that ouraross all sensory modalities (with appropriate di�erenes between the senses so that eah sensorymodality an be understood as generating qualitatively di�erent onsious experienes) plus somemore spei� spatiotemporal patterns that an be used as building bloks to generate the myriad ofdi�erent possible spei� sensory experienes.These spei� eletromagneti patterns must have a number of harateristis that tie them tosensory experienes:1.1 - The eletromagneti patterns must be present when and only when partiular experienes anbe reported by the experimental subjet as being onsious. In pratial terms, this means that:(i) The eletromagneti pattern must be present when the sensory experiene under study an bereported by the subjet and must ease to be present at the exat moment when the experieneeases to be present during:(a) removal of the physial stimulus(b) shutting o� of the peripheral sense organs (losing the eyes, stopping the ears)() turning down of the physial stimulus below the threshold for sensation(d) habituation to repetitive stimuli(e) indution of anesthesia(f) onset of sleep(g) essation of the sensation due to seletive attention to something else(h) essation of the sensation due to binoular or binaural rivalry(ii) The eletromagneti pattern must not be present in ases of:(a) ongenital sensory de�it, suh as blindness or deafness15



(b) indued sensory de�it, suh as that aused by neurologial insults that destroy sensa-tion (this riterion inludes ases like blindsight, where some pre-onsious proessing ofsensory information is preserved, but onsious awareness of the stimulus is absent)1.2 - The eletromagneti patterns must o-vary with subjetive experiene (rather than with thephysial stimulus):(i) in ases of \gestalt" pereptual illusions: eg the ipping of viewpoints experiened when view-ing a Neker ube(ii) as a sensation inreases in magnitude when stimulus strength is turned up, aording to theempirially established psyhophysial laws (Appendix A)(iii) when the subjet omes to experiene the stimulus di�erently, as when learning gives thestimulus a new \meaning" for the subjet: e.g. the taste of a glass of red wine is experienedvery di�erently by a novie wine-drinker than by the same person after they have spent yearslearning about wine-tasting - with experiene, distintions an be made with experiene whihwere literally impossible at the beginning. Similarly, a light or a tone is probably experieneddi�erently by a rat depending on whether it has learned to assoiate this partiular stimuluswith food or a foot-shok.1.3 - The eletromagneti patterns should be generated by loalized areas of the brain.There are 3 reasons for speifying this as a riterion. First, the observation that loalized lesionsto various areas of the ortex ause disrete disturbanes in the ontents of onsiousness hasbeen made repeatedly ever sine Paul Broa reported in 1861 that a small lesion in the thirdfrontal onvolution of the left hemisphere of the human brain produed loss of speeh or aphasia,without other obvious disability (Broa, 1861 [38℄). Seondly, stimulation of disrete areas ofbrain evokes memories of disrete onsious experienes. The �rst evidene of this was produedby Wilder Pen�eld and olleagues in the 1940s (Pen�eld & Rasmussen, 1968 [220℄). Duringsurgery to remove tumors or epilepti foi, these workers stimulated very loalized sites on thesurfae of their awake patients' erebral orties and thus eliited reports both of very spei�sensory experienes suh as tingling in the left big toe, and more integrative experienes suhas sensations of d�ej�a vu, or of being outside one's body. Thirdly, the various reently inventedtehniques of brain imaging have repeatedly shown that disretely loalized areas of brain areative during the experiene of disrete ontents of onsiousness.However, the above riterion notwithstanding,1.4 - The eletromagneti patterns should have a ertain global quality, whih in pratial termsprobably means that they should be available over a wide area of the brain.The arguments for inluding global aessibility as a riterion are those put forward by BernardBaars (Baars, 1988 [16℄). First, onsious experiene is normally uni�ed and internally onsis-tent. It seems to be impossible to see both interpretations of a Neker Cube at the same time,for example. Consious pereption is of a uni�ed objet, despite that fat that the neural enod-ing of the onsiously pereived sene is distributed over a fairly large area of brain. Seondly,onsiousness has a limited ontent at any one time, whih means that onsious proesses mustat in serial (while unonsious proesses an operate in parallel). At any given moment we16



are onsious of only a tiny fration of the vast number of thoughts and pereptions that ouldpotentially be ooding and ompletely overwhelming us. Thirdly, onsious proesses tend tobe ineÆient and error-prone (as ompared to the relative eÆieny and auray of unon-sious proesses), but they are essential when faed with a novel situation. The metaphor usedby Baars to explain all these observations is that there exists a \global workspae", whih heequates with onsiousness. Speialized neural proessors are postulated to ompete for aessto this workspae, whih is only funtionally de�ned at this stage. Aess to the workspaesupposedly arries with it the ability to inuene the overall diretion in whih the organismgoes.If we hypothesise that the realization of this postulated global workspae is a onsious eletro-magneti �eld pattern (whih in fairness it should be pointed out the originator of the globalworkspae onept did not, and at the time of writing still does not aept), then the abovearguments imply two things. First, only a limited number of information-arrying eletromag-neti patterns should be able to oexist in any given brain at any given time. These should bepatterns that arry the information urrently in onsious awareness. Seondly, there needs tobe a demonstrable widespread e�et of these eletromagneti patterns on neural proessing, butthis e�et should only be a relatively ineÆient and error prone one. Detailed omputationalwork should still be done by subonsious, non-�eld-e�et proesses.1.3.2 Methodologial requirementsAbove is one set of working riteria by whih to judge whether or not ertain eletromagneti patternsan be aepted as ovarying with onsious experienes. The next step is to review the multitudeof experiments already in the sienti� literature, to see whether they ful�ll the onditions spei�edfor showing orrelations between partiular states or ontents of onsiousness and partiular ele-tromagneti patterns generated by the brain. These experiments were probably not originally donewith anything like the present hypothesis in mind, but nevertheless they may be the soure of a greatdeal of relevant information. However, it is important to evaluate the experimental methods of thesestudies quite arefully to ensure that the reported �ndings are valid.Broadly speaking there are two methods of measuring spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns.First, suh patterns may be measured by eletroenephalographi (EEG) or magnetoenephalo-graphi (MEG) studies, either on human subjets or on animals. EEG and MEG reordings delivermilliseond preision in the time domain, but spatial information is seriously orrupted or smearedby the volume ondution properties of the brain and skull, partiularly for EEG measurements.Both tehniques measure only ontributions from soures that are oriented in a partiular way withrespet to the surfae of the brain. Alternatively, albeit very muh less eÆiently in terms of patternsgenerated by the �ring of many neurons, spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns may be measuredby multiple single ell reordings from the brains of animals. There are a number pratial diÆultieswith both types of experiments, whih must be overome if the results are to be meaningful. Themethodologial requirements of neuroognitive studies designed to establish orrelations betweeneletromagneti patterns and ognitive states have been disussed by a number of authors (Donhin,et al., 1977 [76℄; Gevins, et al., 1985 [112℄; Thather & John, 1977 [287℄). They inlude:(a) - Elimination of artefatsRaw EEG and MEG reordings are easily ontaminated by artefats arising from musle ativity inthe salp or eye musles. A partiular diÆulty is that lateral eye movements (saades) and blinkshave been shown to be orrelated with ognitive proesses (Just & Carpenter, 1976 [135℄; Stern,Walrath, & Goldstein, 1984 [279℄). Even instrutions to avoid blinking an a�et some task-relatedevoked potentials (Verleger, 1991 [300℄). There are various methods in the literature for eliminating17



suh artefats, some more e�etive than others (Barlow, 1986 [22℄).Artefats an also our during the subsequent analysis of raw EEG data. One ommonly usedanalysis method that is often ontaminated by unreognised methodologial artefat is ohereneanalysis. Coherene measurements reet the extent to whih the osillations of a partiular frequenythat are reorded at di�erent eletrode sites vary in onert. Being oherent in this sense is thusdi�erent from being in phase; e.g. 40 Hz osillations reorded at two di�erent sites an be out ofphase, but still highly oherent if the phase di�erene between the two stays onstant over time.Coherene is urrently fashionable beause it has reently been proposed as the fator that \binds"together the �ring of individual neurons at widely dispersed sites in the brain to produe a singleuni�ed onsious perept. The pitfalls in oherene measurement relate largely to EEG reordings,whih unlike intraellular reordings are highly dependent on the site of the referene eletrode. Abasi EEG reording measures the voltage di�erene between two eletrodes, one of whih is alledthe reording eletrode and the other the referene eletrode. In so-alled monopolar reordings, thereferene eletrode is plaed on an ear-lobe (or else a separate eletrode is plaed on eah earlobe andthe two are linked eletrially) or on the mastoid bone behind the ear and it is therefore assumedthat the referene eletrode is inative i.e. not a�eted by any eletri �elds produed by the brain.Unfortunately in pratie, no referene site is inative (Lehman, 1987 [163℄), (with the possibleexeption of a non-ephali or o�-head referene, whih is then likely to introdue new artefatsarising from the eletrial ativity of the heart). And depending on the partiular referene sitehosen, the referene eletrode an itself ontribute variation to both reordings whih signi�antlyinuenes measured oherene between a pair of eletrodes (Frenh & Beaumont, 1984 [99℄). Thereare several explanations for the fat that empirially, oherene measurements do depend on thehosen referene (Beaumont & Rugg, 1979 [24℄; Fein, Raz, Brown, & Merrin, 1988 [86℄). To opewith this sort of problem, various strategies have been employed to onvert EEG measurements to\referene-free" data. Using a omputed average of reordings from all the eletrodes as a virtual\average referene" is one suh strategy, but a better one (beause it also sharpens up spatial smearingdue to volume ondution through brain and skull tissue) is the use of Laplaian derivatives. Thereare two main ways of deriving these mathematial transformations and eah is subjet to ontroversy(Nunez, et al., 1997 [212℄). Life is never simple.Another possible soure of methodologial artefat in the reording or analysis of EEG data is theoveruse of frequeny �lters. In general, the wider the bandpass of �lters the better, sine an overlyrestritive bandpass an introdue artefatual waveforms.(b) - Control of general physiologial fatorsBrain signals vary with age, gender, handedness, fatigue, habituation, and use of a�eine, niotine,alohol and various other drugs. In general, these e�ets are fairly easy to ontrol, but they must betaken into aount. Level of autonomi arousal is another major fator to be onsidered. Generalarousal is rather diÆult to ontrol and its e�ets on the eletromagneti patterns generated by thebrain are hard to separate out from more spei� task-related e�ets (Kahaturian, Chisholm, &Kerr, 1973 [137℄; Kahaturian & Gluk, 1969 [136℄). Hene an attempt must be made to ontrol suhimpreisely spei�able fators as task diÆulty and motivation.() - Isolation of onsiousness per se from other spei� brain proessesBy far the biggest methodologial problem with studies designed to reveal the eletromagnetiorrelates of onsiousness is the requirement to isolate the eletromagneti patterns assoiated withonsious experiene from those assoiated with other brain proesses. In general, the requirementsfor identifying eletromagneti patterns with onsious experienes laid out in the preeding setionare aimed at ensuring that the eletromagneti patterns measured orrelate with onsiousness perse rather than with pre-onsious proessing. However there are several issues on whih the riteriaspei�ed might fall over. 18



(i) The measured eletromagneti pattern may inlude some features that are not representativeof the ontents of onsiousness, but instead are generated by pre-onsious neural proessingevents. It has been suggested that the best way to get around this problem is to ompare theeletromagneti patterns generated by losely related pairs of ognitive states, one of whihis onsious and the other of whih is not (Baars, 1988 [16℄). The rationale for this is pre-sumably that the di�erene between the eletromagneti patterns assoiated with the loselyrelated onsious and non-onsious states may be assumed to be the orrelate of onsiousnessitself, while the ommon features of the two patterns will represent pre-onsious proessing.It should be noted, however, that the assumptions underlying subtration tehniques like thisone have been strongly ritiized (Friston, et al., 1996 [102℄).(ii) The measured eletromagneti pattern may orrelate with some brain state that is merely ou-pled with a partiular onsious experiene for the purpose of experiment, suh as preparationfor a voluntary motor at used to ommuniate that the onsious experiene is happening(like pushing a button, or voalising). The best solution to this is probably to repeat the ex-periment using a di�erent mode of ommuniation and aept only those pattern aspets thatorrelate with the reported experiene and not with the method of reporting. Even this strat-egy, however, may not eliminate ertain generalised motor \readiness" potentials (MCallum,1988 [185℄).(iii) The measured eletromagneti pattern may orrelate not with onsiousness per se, but withsomething that always aompanies onsiousness, suh as the proesses of voluntary or invol-untary attention, or working memory (Baars, 1997b [18℄). This is by far the hardest of thethree methodologial problems mentioned in this setion. It is probably not possible to have aonsious experiene without paying some kind or degree of attention to the stimulus, and it isalso doubtful whether what would normally be regarded as a onsious experiene is possiblewithout the existene of at least working memory. In order to see how we might deal with thisproblem, we must briey onsider what is urrently known about attention and memory.1.4 MemoryMemory was originally thought to be a single faulty. However most researhers today think of itas a number of systems and subsystems. The lassi�ations used in relation to memory seem to bealmost as numerous as the researh groups involved, but three stand out.One of these systems of lassi�ation (Kupfermann, 1991 [154℄) subdivides memory into delara-tive memory (whih does depend on onsiousness, an be laid down after a single event and enodesinformation about autobiographial events that an be expressed in delarative sentenes) and reex-ive or proedural memory (whih does not depend on onsious proesses, builds up slowly over manyrepetitions and is expressed as improved task performane). Reexive memory an be demonstratedin animals as unompliated as the sea slug. In humans, memories usually begin as delarative mem-ories but may then be transformed by onstant repetition into reexive memories (as for examplewhen a task like driving a ar eventually beomes largely automati and unonsious).In a seond oneptualization, memories are lassi�ed aording to how long ago they were en-oded. They an be ioni (up to about a seond after the event) (Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976 [34℄),short-term (a limited apaity type that lasts up to a few minutes) or long-term (apparently unlimitedapaity, duration up to a life-time) (Kupfermann, 1991 [154℄).A third lassi�ation system (Tulving & Shater, 1990 [296℄) holds that there are three kinds ofmemory: proedural (whih underlies hanges in skilled performane), semanti (whih has to do19



with aquisition of fatual knowledge in the broadest sense) and episodi (whih enables people toremember personally experiened events).The term working memory �ts none of these lassi�ation systems exatly. It is term that is oftenused quite impreisely, whih probably enompasses ioni and short-term memory of the delarative,proedural, semanti or episodi types, together with an attentional omponent (Baddeley, 1992 [19℄).1.4.1 Mehanism of memoryThe mehanism by whih memories are laid down is not lear, despite a monumental and exponen-tially inreasing amount of work on the subjet over the past few deades. One of the pioneeringspeulations on the subjet was made by the famous neuroanatomist Ramon y Cajal, who suggestedthat information ould be stored by modifying the onnetions between ommuniating nerve ells,in order to form assoiations (Cajal, 1911 [46℄). This idea was re�ned in the late 1940s by Konorski(Konorski, 1948 [148℄) and Hebb (Hebb, 1949 [122℄). The latter's formalization of the idea, whih isknown as the Hebb rule and has ahieved almost ult status among neurosientists, is\When an axon of ell A is near enough to exite ell B and repeatedly and persistently takespart in �ring it, some growth proess or metaboli hange takes plae in one or both ells suhthat A's eÆieny, as one of the ells �ring B, is inreased."The impetus for the urrent enormous popularity of Hebb's rule was the disovery (L�mo, 1966[176℄) of a real life ellular proess in the entral nervous system that appears to embody the ruleperfetly. This proess is now generally alled long-term potentiation (LTP) of synapti transmission.LTP was �rst desribed in detail in the hippoampus (Bliss & Gardner-Medwin, 1973 [28℄; Bliss &L�mo, 1973 [29℄) but it has subsequently been found in every area of the entral nervous systemin whih it has been sought. Its inverse, long-term depression (Pokett & Lippold, 1986 [226℄) hasalso turned out to be widespread and is similarly important for neural network models of memory.A further level of omplexity has been introdued by the reent disovery that both proesses arethemselves plasti - that is, neural ativity not only produes immediately observable LTP and/orLTD (depending on the pattern of the ativity and the synapses whih were ative), but also hangesthe ability of a synapse to undergo LTP and LTD in the future (Abraham & Bear, 1996 [1℄).1.4.2 Empirial loalization of memoriesIn sea slugs and snails, whih are animals simple enough for the entire neural iruitry that mediatesertain behaviors to be known in detail, it is likely that potentiation and depression of transmissionat various spei� synapses is not only neessary but also suÆient to aount for simple forms oflearning (Alkon, 1983 [11℄; Kandel, et al., 1983 [138℄). Basi mehanisms tend to be onserved inevolution, so this, along with a good deal of evidene that manipulating LTP does hange learningability in mammals (Castro, Silbert, MNaughton, & Barnes, 1989 [49℄; Morris, Anderson, Lynh,& Baudry, 1986 [201℄) suggests that synapses are indeed the ellular loation of the hanges ausingat least some sorts of learning and memory. However the question of where in the brain memoriesare enoded by suh synapti hanges is a vexed one. Here the possibility that di�erent sorts ofmemories are enoded in di�erent ways beomes relevant.The original experiments on the subjet of memory loation were done by Karl Lashley, whoablated various areas of ortex in experimental animals in a searh for the \engram", or site of memorystorage (Lashley, 1950 [158℄). Lashley never found his engram and this failure lead to various modelsof memory that inorporated an almost mystial property of global storage, suh as the holographiideas of Karl Pribram (Pribram, 1991 [230℄). However reent single ell experiments in animals and20



brain imaging studies in humans show that distint ortial areas are ative during the pereptual andthe working memory phases of a memory task (Goldman-Raki, 1997 [115℄). Spei�ally, pereptionis orrelated with ativation of the sensory area of ortex spei� to the sense modality used in thetask, plus an area of anterior prefrontal ortex. Working memory (whih is de�ned operationallyin this ase as the memory used to store information in the delay periods of a delayed mathing-to-sample task) is orrelated with ativity only in a partiular area of posterior prefrontal ortex.The fat that this area of posterior prefrontal ortex is atually ative during the memory phaseof the task suggests that working memory may not be due to long-lasting synapti hanges, butsimply to ontinued neural ativation. This idea is supported by the fat that gross disruptionof neural ativity during eletroonvulsive therapy destroys memory for events that immediatelypreede the treatment but leaves older memories intat. The apaity of working memory seemsto be limited to approximately seven separate items of information (Miller, 1956 [192℄); there is nogood neurophysiologial explanation for this at present, but the limited size of the ortial area thatapparently subserves working memory may be relevant.Longer term memories probably do involve synapti modi�ation, in di�erent areas of brain fromthat involved in working memory. The region that is most impliated in the formation or laying downof long-term memories is the hippoampus. Bilateral loss of hippoampal funtion in humans ausesa severe amnesi syndrome in whih working memory is preserved, all varieties of memories thatwere laid down before hippoampal destrution an still be aessed and new motor skills an stillbe learned; but no new medium-to-long-term delarative memories an be formed (Milner, Corkin,& Teuber, 1968 [193℄; Soville, 1968 [254℄). This learly indiates that long-term memories are notstored in the hippoampus, but that some form of proessing by the hippoampus is neessary forformation of long-term delarative memories. The detailed explanation of this is ompletely obsure.What is lear though, is that whatever the role of the hippoampus in the enoding or formation oflong-term memories, imaging studies show that long-term memory is stored in a distributed ortialsystem, in whih information about spei� features is stored lose to the regions of ortex thatmediate the pereption of these features (Ungerleider, 1995 [299℄).1.4.3 Separation of memory proesses from onsiousness of present ob-jetsThe very brief overview above suggests that working memory may well be due to ontinuing ativationof neurons in a spei� region of the posterior prefrontal ortex, while long-term delarative memoryis enoded by the hippoampus and probably stored all over the brain, in a fashion that loselyparallels the distributed representation of pereption per se.In order to subtrat the ontribution of working memory from the eletromagneti pattern or-relating with onsious sensory pereption, it may be suÆient to subtrat the pattern ourringduring the delay phase of a delayed mathing-to-sample task from the pattern ourring during theinitial pereptual phase. This manoeuvre would at least be a good start. In the absene of somestrategy like this one, it is inevitable that the proesses underlying working memory would to somedegree ontaminate attempts to eluidate the eletromagneti pattern orresponding to onsiouspereption per se.With regard to long-term memory, similar subtrative paradigms would be neessary (but in thisase probably not suÆient) to isolate the eletromagneti patterns orrelating with pereption perse from those due to involuntary memory formation or reall. For example, omparison of the ele-tromagneti patterns generated by the brain during diret sensory pereption of a partiular objetand during reall of that objet from long-term memory ould be a method of removing the e�etsof reall (although this method would obviously not deal with reall of any other objet or thought).Examination of the eletromagneti patterns of a person without a funtioning hippoampus would21



ertainly eliminate the e�ets of long-term memory storage proesses.1.5 AttentionAs with memory, the mehanism of attention is one of the most studied problems in ognitiveneurosiene. However it is probably fair to say that our understanding of attention is even lesslear than our understanding of memory. At least we an begin with a relatively lear de�nition: foronveniene we will de�ne as \seletive attention" any proess, voluntary or involuntary, onsiousor unonsious, that shapes the seletion of one from two or more ompeting potentially onsiousexperienes. The broadness of this de�nition may admit several mehanisms (see below).Two main metaphors have been proposed in the searh for a model of how the brain ahievesthe outome of seletive attention. The �rst is a spotlight or searhlight metaphor - the desiredinformation is illuminated by a spotlight and thus made visible or aessible to onsiousness (Crik,1984 [64℄; Posner, 1980 [229℄; Shulman, Remington, & MLean, 1979 [261℄; Tsal, 1983 [294℄). Theseond is a �lter metaphor - basially the unwanted information is �ltered out (Broadbent, 1958 [37℄;Cheal, 1997 [54℄; LaBerge, 1995 [156℄). Neither metaphor as urrently stated diretly addresses thequestion of what deides the aim of the spotlight or the shape of the �lter, but sine we are for themoment onerned only with simple onsiousness, we will ontinue the robust tradition of glossingover this issue.Some experimental evidene easily �ts into the spotlight metaphor: alloation of attention to apartiular loation in the visual �eld improves pereption at that loation, for example. Howeverbeause a simple spotlight is sometimes insuÆient to explain experimental data, several modi�a-tions of this metaphor have evolved. The spotlight has been hypothesized as more like a zoom lensthat ould vary in diameter (Eriksen & StJames, 1986 [80℄), or as forming a gradient away from oneor more areas of onentration (LaBerge & Brown, 1989 [155℄). Attention gating is another oneptalong these lines, de�ning temporal rather than spatial harateristis of the spotlight (Reeves &Sperling, 1986 [235℄). A neurophysiologial mehanism for implementing the spotlight or searhlighthas been proposed by Crik (Crik, 1984 [64℄), who suggests that the expression of the searhlight (ormultiple searhlights) may be the prodution of rapid bursts of �ring in a subset of thalami neurons,whih in turn at on seleted ortial neurons to failitate formation of transient \ell assemblies".This speulation has not so far been tested experimentally.Intuitively appealing as the spotlight metaphor may be, however, (partiularly in onjuntionwith the \theatre" metaphor of onsiousness in general (Baars, 1997a [17℄)) it has so far failedto vanquish its major ompetitor, the �lter metaphor. The problem is that the two metaphors arediÆult to distinguish experimentally. Both of them in e�et predit that wanted information shouldbe represented in the brain strongly and unwanted information represented weakly, or not at all.The �lter metaphor proposes that some sort of mathed �lter is used for rejeting unwantedinformation (LaBerge, 1995 [156℄) (and in some versions of the sheme, also for failitating the entryof desired information to onsiousness (Cheal, 1997 [54℄)). Any suh �lter must be an adaptiveone, beause there must exist a faility for hanging it in aordane with an internal template thatspei�es what is to be attended to. Thus the �lter metaphor of attention also intimately involvesmemory. Eah time a stimulus is presented, it must be measured against some sort of neural template,whih has to be retrieved from an updatable ontext system or memory store.1.5.1 Loation of attention systems in the brainBrain imaging tehniques and data from neurologial de�its in attention suggest the existene offour di�erently loated neural networks in the brain subserving the proess of seletive attention.22



It is tempting to speulate that these di�erent attentional networks may implement fundamentallydi�erent mehanisms, although there is presently little evidene to support this. The e�ets of theseattentional proesses are learly to be found in any brain area that subserves whatever funtion orperept is the objet of seletive attention at any given time.The networks subserving the proess of seletive attention inlude:a a posterior parietal system (Belin, et al., 1998 [25℄; Buhel & Friston, 1997 [42℄; Buhel, et al.,1998 [43℄; Buk, Blak, Behrmann, Caldwell, & Bronskill, 1997 [44℄; Carter, Mintun, & Cohen,1995 [47℄; Corbetta, et al., 1998 [60℄; Corbetta & Shulman, 1998 [61℄; Corbetta, Shulman,Miezin, & Petersen, 1995 [59℄; Coull & Frith, 1998 [62℄; Coull & Nobre, 1998 [63℄; Culham, etal., 1998 [68℄; Fink, Dolan, Halligan, Marshall, & Frith, 1997 [88℄; Le, Pardo, & Hu, 1998 [162℄;Lejeune, et al., 1997 [164℄; Lumer, Friston, & Rees, 1998 [177℄; Nagahama, et al., 1998 [206℄;Nobre, et al., 1997 [210℄; Pugh, et al., 1996 [231℄)b an anterior system in the ingulate gyrus (Badgaiyan & Posner, 1998 [20℄; Benedit, et al.,1998 [26℄; Carter, Mintun, & Cohen, 1995 [47℄; Carter, Mintun, Nihols, & Cohen, 1997 [48℄;Davis, Taylor, Crawley, Wood, & Mikulis, 1997 [72℄; Jueptner, et al., 1997 [134℄; Lejeune, et al.,1997 [164℄; Lokwood, Murphy, & Khalak, 1997 [174℄; Nobre, et al., 1997 [210℄; Tzourio, et al.,1997 [298℄) (whih, however, was spei�ally observed not to be ativated in ertain dihotilistening tasks (Pugh, et al., 1996 [231℄)) a system involving the thalamus (Carter, Mintun, & Cohen, 1995 [47℄; Frith & Friston, 1996[103℄; Lokwood, Murphy, & Khalak, 1997 [174℄; Mataro, Garia-Sanhez, Junque, Estevez-Gonzalez, & Pujol, 1997 [183℄; Portas, et al., 1998 [228℄)d surprisingly, the erebellum also appears to be involved, in a way that is independent of task-related motor learning (Akshoomo�, Courhesne, & Townsend, 1997 [7℄; Allen, Buxton, Wong,& Courhesne, 1997 [12℄; Le, Pardo, & Hu, 1998 [162℄; Lejeune, et al., 1997 [164℄; Rees,Frakowiak, & Frith, 1997 [234℄).The ingulate and posterior parietal systems are also sometimes desribed as involving areas ofprefrontal ortex whih are onerned with working memory. This suggests either that the task useddid not suÆiently distinguish between working memory and attention, or that the �lter metaphor(whih as already pointed out involves working memory more than does the spotlight metaphor)may be the more relevant to these attentional systems.It may in fat be the ase that the spotlight metaphor applies to the thalami attention system andthe �lter metaphor to the ingulate/parietal systems. This idea is given some support by the �nding(Portas, et al., 1998 [228℄) that attention-related thalami ativity is seen more under onditions oflow arousal than under onditions of high arousal. This suggests that the main attentional funtionof thalamoortial loops may be to seletively modulate the exitability of the ortex. Perhapswhen ortial neurons are relatively hyperpolarised, the attentional role of the thalamus may be to\spotlight" various general ortial areas in order to bring them loser to the threshold for �ringation potentials (see Appendix B), so that �ner-tuned, more deliate failitation provided by the�lter-based systems of the ortial attention areas an be e�etive.The role of the erebellum in all this is presently entirely unlear. One group (Akshoomo�,Courhesne, & Townsend, 1997 [7℄) suggests that the erebellum is \a master omputational systemthat antiipates and adjusts responsiveness to a variety of brain systems (inluding attention) toeÆiently ahieve goals determined by erebral and other subortial systems". Who knows.23



Whatever the mehanism by whih they work, it is lear that the �nal e�et of all of these systemsfor direting attention is to make one partiular feature of the environment \take over" onsiousness,at the expense of other features. Imaging studies show that the neural events underlying this takeplae in whatever area of sensory ortex is dediated to the partiular sense involved: i.e. in auditoryortex for auditory tasks (Belin, et al., 1998 [25℄; Frith & Friston, 1996 [103℄; Fujiwara, Nagamine,Imai, Tanaka, & Shibasaki, 1998 [104℄; Pugh, et al., 1996 [231℄; Tzourio, et al., 1997 [298℄), in thevisual ortex for visual tasks (Buhel & Friston, 1997 [42℄; Fink, Dolan, Halligan, Marshall, & Frith,1997 [88℄; Haug, Baudewig, & Paulus, 1998 [121℄; Hillyard, Vogel, & Luk, 1998 [126℄; Watanabe, etal., 1998a [304℄; Watanabe, et al., 1998b [305℄) and in the somatosensory ortex for somatosensorytasks (Mima, Nagamine, Nakamura, & Shibasaki, 1998 [194℄). The modulation aused by attentionseems to be to enhane ativity due to the attended inputs and this enhanement is uniformly foundto our in both primary and seondary sensory areas; i.e. in the visual system, as early in theproessing hain as V1.1.5.2 Separation of attentional proesses from pereptionIt should be lear from the above that it is not possible to separate the e�ets of attentional proessesfrom onsious pereption per se. Consious pereption is only possible when some degree of attentionis being paid to the objet of pereption, and imaging studies show that the e�ets of the attentionalproess are inextriably intertwined with the neurophysiology of pereption. Whether it is possible inpriniple to remove the ontribution of the proesses direting attention to the overall eletromagnetipattern orrelating with pereption is diÆult to say. Apparently the ontribution of thalamimehanisms an be removed if the overall level of arousal is already high. Likewise it has been shownthat some tasks do not use the ingulate system. Whether pereption is possible without ativationof the parietal attentional network is doubtful, however.1.6 SummaryIn order to establish the fundamental priniple about the nature of onsiousness that is being pro-posed here, the �rst step is to determine whether or not there do exist spatiotemporal eletromagnetipatterns that ovary with the states and ontents of onsiousness. This hapter has laid down afairly demanding set of riteria by whih to judge experimental evidene on the issue. In the nextfour hapters, these riteria are used to examine a number of experiments already desribed in thesienti� literature whih may be taken as supporting our fundamental proposal.
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Chapter 2States of Consiousness| Waking and dreaming - Origin and meaning of gamma waves
| Sleep - Light sleep - Deep sleep - Transitions between wakefulness and sleep
| A fourth state of onsiousness? Alpha, Mu, Tau and Theta rhythms
| The EEG of drowsiness - The EEG of meditation
This hapter asks the question \an we tell what state of onsiousness a person is in just byexamining their EEG?" The answer it omes up with is a slightly quali�ed \yes".The three major states of onsiousness are usually regarded as being waking, sleeping and dream-ing. As it turns out, these states, and various substates of them, are haraterised by quite learutdi�erenes in the pattern of eletromagneti osillations that an be reorded from the salp, by ei-ther EEG (eletroenephalograpy) or MEG (magnetoenephalography). Table 2. shows the variousfrequenies of osillation that an be deteted in EEG reords and their proponderane in vari-ous states and substates of onsiousness. In general, waking and dreaming are haraterised bylow-amplitude, relatively high frequeny osillations that are often alled \desynhronised" EEG.Non-dreaming sleep involves so-alled \synhronised" EEG waves, whih are larger and slower.25



Table 2: EEG RhythmsName Osillation frequeny (y-les/se) Consious orrelatesFast waves Over 8 Hz WakingAlpha 8 - 13 Hz Relaxed wakefulness, eyes[Kappa℄ [8 - 13 Hz℄ losedMu (Rolandi) 7 - 11 Hz arh-shaped waves [Artefat of eye movements℄Tau 8 - 10 Hz Bloked by body movementsBeta 13 - 30 Hz Bloked by audition (?)Gamma 30 - 80 Hz (but often referredto simply as 40 Hz) Wakefulness. Ative ognition, during eitherwakefulness, REM sleep or oasionally slow wavesleepLambda Sharp saw-tooth transients Sanning visual images: rareSlow waves Under 8 Hz Drowsiness and SleepTheta 4 - 8 Hz Drowsiness: alpha dropoutSleep spindles 1-2s bursts of 7-14 Hz, every5-10s Mostly Stage 2 sleepDelta 1 - 4 Hz Stage 3 and 4 (deep) sleep: the deeper the sleep,the larger and slower the waves2.0.1 Waking and DreamingWaking and dreaming are obviously di�erent states of onsiousness, but they are similar in thatsubjetive sensory and ognitive experienes are a prominent feature of both. Interestingly, the EEGof the two states is indistinguishable, apart from the rapid eye movements that give the dreamingstate the label REM sleep. The EEG state whih is ommon to dreaming sleep and waking is oftenalled desynhronised EEG, beause it is omposed of low amplitude, relatively fast osillations thathave some of the harateristis of 1/f noise. The frequeny range of the osillations is from around20 to 80 Hz. Suh osillations are now generally termed gamma waves. Sometimes they are referredto under the loose rubri \40Hz", although only some are atually osillating at exatly 40 Hz.Two major di�erenes between waking and dreaming are:a In the waking state, sensory input omes from the outside world via the sense organs. In thedream state, the outside world is largely bloked out (although there is some suggestion thatauditory input is still possible), with sensory experienes being generated by some kind of in-traortial interationb In the waking state it is relatively easy to form long-term memories of what is experiened,whereas in REM sleep the formation of memories lasting longer than 5 or 10 minutes is rare.As mentioned, dreaming mostly ours during an EEG state that is assoiated with rapid eyemovements (REM) but is otherwise indistinguishable from waking EEG. This is inferred beausepeople woken out of a state of REM sleep usually report that they have just been dreaming. Beausedreams are rarely reported on awakening from other stages of sleep, it used to be thought thatdreaming only ours in REM sleep. However there is now onsiderable evidene that dreams anour during all stages of sleep, inluding deep, slow-wave sleep (Antrobus, 1983 [15℄; Cavallero,Ciogna, Natale, Ohionero, & Zito, 1992 [51℄; Cavallero, Foulkes, Holli�eld, & Terry, 1990 [50℄;26



Foulkes & Shmidt, 1983 [89℄). Little work has been done on the EEG onomitants of non-REM(NREM) dreaming, but an attenuated gamma ativity an sometimes be seen superimposed on theslow wave EEG (Llinas & Ribary, 1993 [173℄). It is tempting to suppose that this orresponds toNREM dreaming.2.0.1.1 Origin and meaning of gamma wavesPerhaps surprisingly onsidering the reent urry of hypotheses about the funtions of so-alled40-Hz, or gamma waves, the ellular mehanisms generating them are poorly understood. Diretexperimental observation shows that thalami ells whih projet to the ortex do osillate at around40 Hz, owing both to intrinsi mehanisms due to membrane ondutanes and extrinsi networkmehanisms (Steriade, 1999 [278℄). For example, ells in the intralaminar nuleus of the thalamusspontaneously disharge 40 Hz bursts of spikes �ring at about 1000 Hz, during both waking onsious-ness and REM sleep (Steriade, Curro Dossi, & Contreras, 1993 [276℄). Some of these intralaminarells projet, with abnormally high ondution veloities, to the assoiation ortex (Steriade, Dossi,Pare, & Oakson, 1991 [275℄). In this ontext it is interesting that the intralaminar nuleus of thethalamus seems to be one of the few strutures in the brain whih is absolutely neessary for thepreservation of waking onsiousness (Bogen, 1995a [30℄; Bogen, 1995b [31℄; Bogen, 1997 [32℄). Thissuggests that the intralaminar nuleus of the thalamus might in fat be the paemaker for ortial 40Hz osillations, as the retiular nuleus is for sleep spindles and delta osillations (see later setions).There is evidene from MEG reordings (Ribary, et al., 1991 [236℄) that mass osillations at around40 Hz sweep in waves aross the ortex from front to bak (although this evidene is apparently on-troversial (Hari & Salmelin, 1997 [120℄)). These studies show a striking oherene between ortialand thalami sites of origin, whih again suggests that the osillation is a reurrent thalamoortialone.However, this reasonably good evidene that thalami input is important in generation of gammaosillations notwithstanding, several models for stritly ortial generation of gamma waves have beenpromulgated. Suh models di�er mainly in whether they see the major fator in the generation ofgamma frequeny osillations as being ortial network properties (i.e. loal feedbak loops) (Bressler& Freeman, 1980 [35℄; Eekman & Freeman, 1990 [77℄; Freeman, 1991b [98℄) or the intrinsi osillatoryproperties of some ortial ells (Llinas, Grae, & Yarom, 1991 [172℄), or both (Je�erys, Traub, &Whittington, 1996 [130℄; Whittington, Traub, & Je�erys, 1995 [308℄). Eah of these purely ortialmodels is e�etive in generating gamma osillations theoretially and it is quite likely that all of themreet some aspets of the truth, perhaps to di�ering extents in di�erent regions of the brain. Theonly mathematial EEG simulation that reprodues gamma band ativity (and also the synhrony ofosillations at separate sites that has been measured in the visual system) does inlude a omponentfor subortial inputs as well as both loal and long-range ortial interations (Wright, 1997 [315℄;Wright & Liley, 1995 [314℄).In any ase, whatever the origin of the 40 Hz osillations that an be reorded at the salp, itseems that whenever a human subjet reports onsious experiene, be this in the ontext of a dreamor of wakefulness, 40 Hz osillations are present. Conversely it is likely (though not at this stageproven) that whenever 40 Hz osillations are present there is some degree of onsious experiene.This suggests that at the very least, 40 Hz neural osillations are somehow assoiated with onsiousexperiene.2.1 SleepThe major biologially important di�erene between the states of waking and sleep is that in sleep,external sensory stimuli are prevented from a�eting the erebral ortex and thus from entering27



onsiousness. The mehanisms by whih this blok is imposed are known in some detail.The brain region involved is the thalamus. The thalamus is perfetly plaed for the role ofregulating aess of sensory stimuli to the ortex, beause it is the one struture through whih theneural pathways of all sensory systems (exept the olfatory system) must pass on their way to theortex. Not only are sensory messages not transmitted through the thalamus in sleep, but the stateof the thalamus that bloks sensory traÆ also auses major slow rhythmi ativity in the ortex, ofa sort whih would overwhelm any of the smaller, faster and more omplex sensory EEG patternswhih did esape thalami blokade.The ellular mehanisms by whih the thalamus either transmits sensory information or putsthe ortex into a sleeping state are remarkably well worked out, but quite omplex. Readers notpartiularly interested in neurophysiology ould pro�tably skip the following (italiised) paragraphswithout losing too muh of the plot.Thalami neurons have two distint modes of �ring, depending on their resting membrane potential(Steriade & Llinas, 1988 [273℄). During the waking state, they are relatively depolarized. In thisondition they an be inuened by synapti input from the peripheral sense organs to �re longtrains of ation potentials, whih more or less faithfully transmit sensory information to the ortex(with some modi�ation by attentional systems). During EEG-synhronised sleep, thalami ells arebasially more hyperpolarized. In this state they �re ontinuously in rhythmi bursts, for reasonswhih are desribed in the following setions. The blokade of inoming stimulus traÆ from theperiphery during this bursting mode is due to the fat that the neurons alternate between (a) beingso hyperpolarized that inoming synapti traÆ does not bring the membrane potential lose enoughto threshold to ause ation potentials, and (b) �ring rebound bursts of ation potentials after theyli periods of hyperpolarization (whih also has the e�et of bloking information that mightotherwise be onveyed by patterned �ring due to input from the sense organs).The ellular mehanisms in the thalamus that underlie the states of light sleep and deep sleep areas follows.2.1.1 Light SleepThe onset of sleep is signalled by sleep spindles. These are 1-2 seond sequenes of 7-14 Hz wavesthat wax and wane in amplitude so that eah sequene has the shape of a spindle. A spindle oursevery 5 or 10 seonds during this stage of sleep.Sleep spindles are generated by the retiular nuleus of the thalamus (Steriade, 1994 [277℄). Theretiular nuleus is a thin sheet of GABAergi inhibitory ells overing three sides of the thalamus.There are reiproal synapti onnetions between the retiular nuleus and eah of the various othernulei in the body of the dorsal thalamus. The nulei within the body of the thalamus also sendthalamoortial axons to various spei� areas of ortex and reeive ortiothalami onnetions bakfrom the same areas of ortex to whih they send axons.The evidene that the retiular nuleus is the paemaker of thalami spindle osillations (Steriade,1999 [278℄) is onvining. During spindling, retiular neurons show a slowly growing and deayingdepolarization with superimposed spike barrages at a frequeny of 7-14 Hz. This bursting pattern of�ring is generated intrinsially, by interation of the properties of six di�erent types of ion hannelsin the ell membranes of the retiular ells. Retiular neurons are GABAergi inhibitory neurons, sothe 7-14 Hz spike barrages they produe ause bursts of IPSPs in the ells to whih they projet inthe main body of the thalamus. The suessive IPSPs in eah burst summate until they make thethalami ell internally negative enough to ativate an unusual type of alium hannel, whih hasthe property that it is inativated at rest and deinativated by hyperpolarization. When this aliumhannel has been deinativated, the return to a more positive membrane potential after the spindle28



burst of IPSPs (whih return is, inidentally, speeded up by the presene of an equally unusualnon-inativating sodium hannel) an now open the alium hannels to generate a alium spike.The alium spike in turn triggers a so-alled rebound burst of high frequeny (200-400Hz) normalsodium ation potentials in the thalamoortial ells. This burst of spikes is transferred to the ortexand it, together with its synapti e�ets, show up on EEG reords as sleep spindles. Complex, bute�etive!The visibility of spindles in the EEG is assisted by the fat that sleep spindles in quite largeareas of the ortex tend to be synhronised. This is beause the bursts of IPSPs in the thalamiells are synhronised, whih in turn is beause the paemaking bursts in the retiular neuronsare synhronised. Synhronisation of bursts in the retiular neurons may be beause these are allinteronneted within the retiular nuleus, by both dendro-dendriti synapses and gap juntions.Synhronisation may also be assisted by eletri �eld-based volume ondution e�ets.2.1.2 Deep SleepSpindling an be transmuted into the slower, ontinuous delta waves of deep sleep by a progressivehyperpolarization of the thalami neurons. This is generated as sleep deepens beause of a progressivederease in �ring rates of the ortial neurons that projet exitatory synapses bak to the thalamus.At a thalami membrane potential more negative than around -70 mV, a non-spei� ation hannelalled Ih is ativated and the interation between this urrent and the transient alium urrent (It)referred to above in relation to the spindling sequene gives rise to the larger, slower osillation ofmembrane potential that haraterises delta sleep. In very deep sleep, the 1-4 Hz rhythm of deltasleep is further sulpted by an even slower rhythm with a period of between 2 and 10 seonds.This slow rhythm is disrupted by ketamine and thus probably involves NMDA reeptor-mediatedexitatory synapti transmission, in some way that is not yet understood.2.1.3 Transitions between synhronised and non-synhronised EEGThe above fators explain at a ellular level the generation of the various EEG rhythms of EEG-synhronised sleep. However they do not explain what leads the brain into a sleeping state in the�rst plae, or what pithes it from the state of EEG synhronised sleep into the states of waking orREM sleep.The main neuronal site involved in waking the brain up seems to be a small territory in themidbrain, at the mesopontine juntion. Two groups of holinergi ells in this region, plus thenorepinephrine-ontaining ells of the lous oeruleus and the serotonin (5-HT)-ontaining ells ofthe dorsal raphe nuleus (all in the same restrited area) at onjointly on thalami and ortial ellsduring wakefulness. In REM sleep, only the holinergi neurons are involved and the lous oeruleusand raphe nuleus are virtually silent. This group of brain regions is sometimes alled the asendingretiular ativating system. The ellular mehanisms by whih these ativating neurons at are:a holinergi neurons hyperpolarize the ells of the thalami retiular nuleus by inreasing apotassium ondutane in those ells, thus utting o� the depolarizing envelope of the spindleosillations. Norepinephrine and 5-HT also depolarize the ells of the retiular nuleus into thetonially �ring range of wakefulness.b these transmitters also depolarize the ells in the main body of the thalamus, bringing themout of the range where delta osillations are generated.29



What ativates the midbrain nulei in question is ontroversial. One biologial lok for the sleep-wake yle is loated in the suprahiasmati nuleus of the hypothalamus, whih has a diret linkto the eyes (Kandel, Shwartz, & Jessell, 1991 [139℄). As in the thalami retiular nuleus, the ellsof the suprahiasmati nuleus are linked together by dendrodendriti synapses, whih predisposesthem to synhronous ativity. This nuleus is spontaneously ative and inative in a iradianrhythm, whih is entrained to the light-dark yle in the environment by the retino-hypothalamipathway. Whether this a�ets the thalami retiular nuleus diretly or through the asendingretiular ativating system in the brainstem is unlear.2.2 A fourth state of onsiousness?The three aepted states of onsiousness are, as disussed above, waking, dreaming and sleeping.However, there is some basis for proposing the existene of a fourth state of onsiousness, distintfrom the other three. Whether this ondition is in fat oneived as a distint state unto itself, oras the basal state of waking onsiousness, or simply as a transition state between waking and sleep,is a moot and probably not terribly important point. Whihever name you hoose, this state isinteresting from the point of view of understanding the varieties of onsiousness.By and large, the Western intelletual tradition emphasizes intentionality as a de�ning featureof onsiousness (Rao, 1998 [232℄). This means that waking onsiousness is widely held to beneessarily of or about something. Suh a view has been emphasized by Bretano, Husserl, Freudand Satre, it is the basis of phenomenology and it is espoused to some degree by most ontemporaryWestern philosophers [e.g. Searle, 1993 [255℄℄. However the Eastern perspetive on onsiousness isquite di�erent. Indian philosophy sees onsiousness as basially non-intentional. Pure onsiousness,or waking onsiousness whih is not of anything, is widely regarded as being not only theoretiallypossible, but attainable by ordinary persons. Indeed, various pratial systems of meditation whihhave the immediate objet of allowing this state to be reahed by individuals on a regular basis havebeen taught for many enturies by Hindu and Buddhist masters in India, China and Japan.EEG measurements tend to support the Eastern rather than the Western view on this issue.There are a number of distint EEG onditions assoiated with what is subjetively reported to bea non-intentional state of onsiousness, aessible by meditation or various other simple strategies.First the relevant EEG osillations and their likely origins will be desribed and then the assoiationbetween these EEG features and the subjetively reported state.2.2.1 Alpha rhythmWhen a healthy adult human in a relaxed frame of mind rests with losed eyes, rhythmi ativitywith a frequeny between 8 and 13 Hz an often be reorded from the posterior regions of the salp,over the visual ortex. This so-alled alpha rhythm an be plainly seen in raw EEG reords andwas �rst desribed 70 years ago by Hans Berger (Berger, 1929 [27℄). Beause it is normally blokedby opening the eyes and strongly suppressed during visual stimuli, visual memory tasks and visualimagery (Kaufman, Shwarz, Salustri, & Williamson, 1990 [141℄; Mihel, Kaufman, & Williamson,1994 [191℄; Salenius, Kajola, Thompson, Kosslyn, & Hari, 1995 [241℄), alpha rhythm is generallyonsidered to be the idling rhythm of the visual system. Consideration of whether or not this is trueshould probably be deferred until after the setion on generation of the alpha rhythm, below.Despite a large amount of work on the subjet in the 70 years sine human alpha was �rstdesribed, the mehanism by whih this major brain rhythm is generated is still ontroversial. Severalhypotheses will be onsidered here. We might as well start with the most ontroversial one.1. This is that the alpha rhythm is not generated by the brain at all, but by the orneoretinal30



potential, as modulated by 10 Hz physiologial tremor in the eye musles (Ennever, Lippold, &Novotny, 1971 [79℄; Lippold, 1970a [166℄; Lippold, 1970b [167℄; Lippold, 1970 [168℄; Lippold, 1971[169℄; Lippold, 1973 [170℄; Lippold & Novotny, 1970 [171℄).The idea that the alpha rhythm is essentially an artefat has always been in the bak of physi-ologists' minds and in fat worried Berger, the disoverer of human EEG, so muh that he delayedpubliation of his �ndings for some time while he tried to onvine himself that this was not the ase.Today this hypothesis remains so threatening to EEG aÆionados that most writers on eletroen-ephalography either ignore it ompletely, or mention it briey only to dismiss it without furtheronsideration. In fat the idea, at least in the form outlined above, is supported by several experi-mental observations whih an not be easily explained on the usual assumption that alpha rhythm isprodued by the erebral ortex under the reording eletrode, and in my opinion it must be takenvery seriously indeed. Observations supporting the hypothesis are as follows.First, alpha rhythm is still present over an empty ranium after either total erebral hemisphere-tomy (Cobb & Sears, 1960 [55℄; Marshall & Walker, 1950 [180℄; Obrador & Larramendi, 1950 [213℄),or oipital lobetomy (Masland, Austin, & Grant, 1949 [181℄). While it is oneivable that this sim-ply results from far-�eld reording of soures in the intat erebrum on the other side of the brain,it is diÆult to reonile this explanation with the observation that in some ases alpha rhythm overthe setion of empty skull was atually larger than that over the side with intat brain under it.Seondly, it an be shown that in normal subjets tremor of the extraoular musles is indeedrelated to alpha ativity, as follows:a Physiologial tremor ours in all voluntary musles as a natural part of the servo-mehanismontrolling musle length. It results from osillation in the neural feedbak loop between musleand spinal ord - the streth reex ar. Normal eletro-oulograms reorded between the innerand outer anthus of the eye or from sites above and below the eye do show a �ne 10 Hz tremor.A roughly 10Hz in-out mehanial osillation of the eye an also be shown to take plae. Thereis good orrespondene between these two 10 Hz osillations and alpha as reorded over theoipital part of the skull.b At normal temperatures, physiologial musle tremor has a frequeny of about 10 Hz, but whenthe musle is ooled, the properties of the feedbak loop are modi�ed and the frequeny of thetremor slows down. When right or left eye sokets are ooled or warmed individually in asubjet who normally shows a standard 10Hz alpha rhythm, the frequeny of the alpha slowsor inreases as predited by the hypothesis, only on the side of the head orresponding to theooled or warmed eye. Thus if the right eye is ooled to 5oC and the left eye warmed to 45oC,the alpha rhythm as reorded at the bak of the head slows down on the right side and speedsup on the left. This is not explainable by any ation of temperature on the visual ortex viathe opti nerve, beause the opti nerve largely transmits to the opposite visual ortex. Another way of modifying the loop properties in a servo-mehanism is to introdue a stepfuntion into the loop. If the loop gain is high enough, this produes a damped osillation,time-loked to the stimulus. If a step funtion is introdued into the feedbak loop involvingthe extraoular musles by simply prodding the eyeball, alpha waves beome phase-loked tothe prod.d About 11% of people do not show any alpha rhythm at all. There is no evidene that thesepeople are in any way laking in visual onsiousness and indeed some evidene that theireye-sight is abnormally good and that they do not have the normal eye-musle tremor. If the31



eye musles of suh subjets are experimentally fatigued in various ways, both musle tremorand alpha rhythm develop.e The amount of alpha an be shown to depend on eye position. If fored upward movements ofthe open eyes are made, tremor and alpha both appear.f It is well known that oipital alpha is usually present only when the eyes are losed and that itis bloked by opening the eyes, or by visual imagery. This may be beause eye �xation ausedby the visual ortex during the pereption of a visual image prevents tremor. Eye �xationnormally ours in order to maintain a stable image on the retina. Alpha an be obtained witheyes open; most easily by plaing an opaque sreen in front of the eyes so as to prevent anyimages falling on the retina, or with onsiderably more diÆulty by gazing �xedly for a verylong time at an unhanging sene, whih results in fading of the stabilised retinal image.Thirdly, the orneoretinal potential (CRP) does seem to vary in onert with alpha amplitude.The orneoretinal potential is quite a large potential (about 80 mV) whih an be reorded betweenthe ornea and the bak of the eye. It is usually measured by reording its movements, using theeletro-oulogram. The CRP inreases in the light and dereases in the dark, so it is onsideredthat its ause is most likely the metabolism of visual purple. In light onditions, when the CRPis relatively large, alpha waves are also large. When the CRP is redued by darkness, so is alphaamplitude.Despite the rather ompelling nature of the above arguments, however, it should be pointed outthat even if the main generator of the alpha rhythm were to be aepted as being the orneoretinalpotential, suh large eletromagneti osillations aross the ortex would be very likely to indueurrents and ation potential �ring in ortial ells anyway (see Chapter 7). Therefore the immediateause of at least some of the alpha frequeny osillation normally measured over the oipital salpis still likely to be brain ativity at around 10 Hz.2. The seond hypothesis is that alpha rhythm in the ortex is generated by paemakers in thethalamus. This idea too is somewhat ontroversial. Beause sleep spindles have a frequeny in thealpha range, experimental observations on the thalami site of generation of spindles in barbiturate-anesthetised ats (Andersen & Andersson, 1968 [14℄) were initially treated as revealing the mehanismof alpha rhythm generation. However, one major ontributor to the �eld (Steriade & Llinas, 1988[273℄) argues that there are a number of di�erenes between alpha and spindles: (a) their topographyis di�erent, with alpha-type rhythms being reorded from posterior areas around the oipital ortexand posterior temporal areas and spindles mostly from anterior areas (b) their struture is di�erent,with alpha waves ourring in very long trains, while spindles are grouped in short sequenes thatreur periodially and in whih the amplitude of the waves inreases and then dereases in the shapeof a spindle and the frequeny dereases as amplitude inreases, and () their behavioral onomitantsare di�erent, with spindling ourring during unonsiousness and being assoiated with depressedsynapti transmission through the thalamus, while alpha waves our in the waking state and mayinrease in prevalene and amplitude during attentional demands. Thus alpha and spindling are nowoften onsidered to be quite di�erent osillations. My personal observations are that alpha spindlesan ertainly be observed in the EEG of humans who have their eyes losed but are obviously awake,so the situation seems to me to be less than learut at the moment.In any ase, the observable ellular mehanisms that presumably underlie alpha-frequeny spin-dling in some way are outlined above, in the setion on light sleep. It is probably fair to say thatmost neurophysiologists would take these �ndings as being all that is needed to explain the genesisof alpha-frequeny spindles in the EEG. 32



3. Another lass of ideas on this subjet is represented by various mathematial models of thegeneration of the alpha and other EEG rhythms. These start by making fundamental assumptionsabout what neuronal groupings and interations are important in rhythm generation. They then setup a simpli�ed mathematial model of how these elements behave, assigning numerial values to therelevant parameters. In some ases the numerial values are drawn from anatomial and physiologialmeasurements, but in other ases it must be admitted that they are essentially fudge fators, spei�edsimply to make the model's preditions ome out as desired. Finally, the models mathematiallymanipulate these parameters aording to spei�ed rules, in order to generate an osillation in thesystem whih is more or less lose in frequeny and behavior to the osillation measured empiriallyin the brain. If they are useful, suh models make spei�, experimentally testable preditions aboutthe harateristis of the rhythm whose generation they purport to explain.There exist two well-developed mathematial models whih deal spei�ally with the genesis ofthe alpha rhythm. The earlier of the two is that of van Rotterdam and Lopes da Silva (Rotterdam,Silva, Ende, Viergever, & Hermans, 1982 [239℄; Silva, Hoeks, Smits, & Zetterberg, 1974 [262℄; Silva,Vos, Mooibroek, & Rotterdam, 1980 [263℄; Steriade, Gloor, Llinas, Lopes de Silva, & Mesulam, 1990[274℄). This model proeeds from the assumption that the alpha rhythm is generated partly bythalami driving of ortial ells (as outlined in the setion on the ellular mehanisms of spindling)and partly by intraortial proesses. Beause measured intraortial orrelations or oherenes inthe alpha range are reported by this group to be larger than thalamoortial oherenes, the modelis biased towards intraortial generation of alpha. The model an be regarded as primarily a loalmodel, in that it assumes only an in�nite one-dimensional hain of pyramidal ells and interneurons,interonneted by ollaterals and inhibitory �bers. When the neuronal hain is driven by a spatiallyand temporally noisy signal (from the thalamus), dispersive waves propagate along it at the frequenyof the alpha rhythm. Anatomially derived size parameters are used and the wave onsequently movesat approximately the speed that an be measured for the alpha rhythm. In other words, the modelahieves a good �t with the temporal and spatial properties of the alpha rhythm at a millimetrisale. However this is at the prie of linearising the system, imposing a grossly simpli�ed anatomialstruture and introduing a strength of oupling whih is arbitrarily de�ned. Boundary onditionsare open and waves outside the alpha range are not onsidered expliitly (Wright & Kydd, 1992[313℄).The seond mathematial model dealing spei�ally with the origin of the alpha rhythm is thatof Nunez (Nunez, 1995 [211℄). This model involves a loal omponent but also brings global on-siderations into the piture, in the form of an inuene from ortio-ortial assoiation �bers. Themodel onsists of two linear integral equations for global dynamis (representing the times takenfor neural impulses to propagate in ortio-ortial assoiation �bers) oupled to a third, generallynonlinear equation for loal dynamis (whih depends on the rise and deay times of ortial post-synapti potentials). The model also introdues boundary onditions imposed by the skull, whihleads to the predition that alpha is atually a global standing wave. Usefully, this model makestwo ritial and falsi�able preditions - one of whih has been ritiized and the other falsi�ed. Itpredits (a) a negative orrelation between brain size and fundamental mode alpha frequeny and (b)a positive orrelation between ortio-ortial long range �ber ondution veloity and fundamentalmode alpha frequeny. Evidene ited by the model's author in favor of the �rst of these preditionsis attaked and the seond predition is experimentally falsi�ed by Sergejew (Sergejew, 1997 [256℄).Probably the main theoretial weakness of the model is that it fails to give subortial (i.e. thalami)inuenes any onsideration at all, thus ignoring a large body of empirial data whih says that theyprobably are important. Again, as with the Amsterdam model, the genesis of EEG osillations withdominant frequenies other than that of the alpha rhythm is not dealt with.A third mathematial model whih generates alpha-frequeny osillations, along with all the othermajor erebral rhythms, is that of Wright and Liley (Wright & Liley, 1995 [314℄). This model hasbeen disussed already in the setion on the generation of gamma rhythms. It provides a useful33



bridge between the mirosopi and the marosopi sales in the understanding of EEG rhythms.4. Current dogma among magnetoenephalographers is that alpha is generated in the visual ortex,mainly in the region of the alarine sulus (Chapman, Ilmoniemi, Barbanera, & Romani, 1984 [53℄)and around the parieto-oipital sulus (Salmelin & Hari, 1994a [244℄; Vvedensky, Ilmoniemi, &Kajola, 1986 [302℄). These onlusions are based on alulations of the site of hypothetial dipolesoures whih best explain the observed salp reordings (proeeding from the assumption that thegenerator of alpha is somewhere in the erebral ortex).In summary, it an be postulated that one's views of the origin of the alpha rhythm are likely to beolored by one's professional bakground. More usefully, it an also be stated with some on�denethat the labeling of all EEG osillations that have a dominant mode in the frequeny range 8-13Hz as \alpha" is likely to be a gross oversimpli�ation. There are probably a number of di�erent\alpha" rhythms.2.2.2 Mu rhythmOne form of spontaneous EEG ativity in the frequeny range 8-13 Hz is alled the mu rhythm(Gastaut, 1952 [109℄; Kuhlman, 1978 [153℄). This an be reorded over the motor ortex near the topof the head. Its earlier name was the Rolandi rhythm. It is onsidered by magnetoenephalographersto be generated near the primary somatosensory hand projetion ortex (Tiihonen, M.Kajola, & Hari,1989 [289℄) and is bloked by body movements and by tatile stimuli. The rhythm onsists of twomain frequeny omponents, one around 10 Hz and the other around 20 Hz (but usually not exatlyharmoni frequenies). The soure loations of these as determined by MEG are usually about 5mm more anterior for the 20 Hz than the 10 Hz rhythms (Salmelin & Hari, 1994b [245℄). Humanrolandi MEG ativity has a lose temporal relationship to peripheral musular ativity (Conway,et al., 1995 [56℄; Salenius, Portin, Kajola, Salmelin, & Hari, 1997 [243℄; Salenius, Salmelin, Neuper,Pfurtsheller, & Hari, 1996 [242℄; Volkmann, et al., 1996 [301℄) and there is some suggestion that the20 Hz rhythm is predominantly related to the generation of motor ativity while the 10 Hz rhythmis related to somatosensation.2.2.3 Tau rhythmYet another 8-10 Hz rhythm is observable over the auditory ortex (Tiihonen, et al., 1991 [290℄).This one is alled the tau rhythm, beause it is seen over the temporal lobe. It is dampened by soundstimuli, but not by opening the eyes or by movement. The rhythm has a similar spatial distributionto the auditory evoked magneti �eld, with MEG-derived soures in the supratemporal auditoryortex.2.2.4 Theta RhythmThe name theta is generally given to EEG osillations in the frequeny range between 4 and 8 Hz.However it is possible that as with the \alpha" rhythm, there is more than one funtional rhythmunderlying this general lass. In fat there are at least three behavioral onomitants of osillationsin the theta frequeny range that appear, at �rst sight anyway, to be quite di�erent, and there arealso at least two di�erent sites of origin of suh rhythms in the brain.First, an EEG osillation around 5-7 Hz ours in some but not all subjets during the stateof drowsiness between the restful alertness of the alpha range and sleep. Seondly, during mentalalulation and intensive thinking, one 5-7 Hz MEG signal has been reorded from the frontal ortex(Sasaki, Tsujimoto, Nambu, Matsuzaki, & Kyuhou, 1994 [247℄) and another from the hippoampus34



(Teshe, et al., 1995 [286℄). The genesis of hippoampal theta has been intensively studied in rodentsbeause of its importane in memory formation, but its ellular mehanisms are not yet lear (Stewart& Fox, 1990 [281℄). Rhythmial EEG ativity in the 6-7 Hz range over the frontal midline regionhas also been orrelated with mental ativity suh as problem solving (Brazier & Casby, 1952 [33℄;Ishihara & Yoshii, 1972 [128℄; Mizuki, 1982 [197℄; Mizuki, 1987 [199℄; Mizuki, Takii, Nishijima, &Inanaga, 1983 [198℄; Mizuki, Tanaka, Isozaki, Nishijima, & Inanaga, 1980 [196℄). Some studies havereported being unable to indue the latter EEG rhythm (Niedermeyer, Krauss, & Peyser, 1989 [209℄),but this �nding was lari�ed by the observation (Takahashi, Shinomiya, Mori, & Tahibana, 1997[284℄) that individuals with frontal midline 6-7 Hz ativity during drowsiness also had the same typeof ativity during mental tasks. It is a reasonable hypothesis that the mental tasks used in the studiesshowing theta rhythm during intensive thinking may have beome either so boring or so fatiguingthat they indued a state of drowsiness, so that the two frontal theta rhythms (whih apparentlyhave entirely di�erent behavioral orrelates) are atually one and the same.A third, distintly di�erent kind of mental state underlies the so-alled hedoni theta rhythm,whih has been observed in young hildren during very pleasurable ativities (Kugler & Laub, 1971[152℄; Maulsby, 1971 [184℄). The response onsisted of very strong 4 Hz ativity in posterior andentral areas, whih was di�erent from the 5-6 Hz rhythm produed in drowsiness by the samehildren. Suh rhythms have not been seen in adults during sexual ativity (Graber, Rohrbaugh,Newlin, Varner, & Ellingson, 1985 [116℄), but little else has been done on the EEG orrelates of purepleasure. This seems strange, sine one would think that pleasure should be a passingly enjoyabletopi to study. Perhaps the Puritan work ethi so neessary for surviving the rigors of a sienti�apprentieship overwhelms suh onsiderations. Or perhaps the problem is simply that grantingagenies fail to see the bene�ts of a sienti� understanding of happiness (whih, if so, would seem tobe remarkably short-sighted in view of the fat that linial depression is one of the major psyhiatriproblems of our age).2.3 Eletro-Enephalo-Graphi (EEG)2.3.1 The EEG of DrowsinessThe EEG of drowsiness will be disussed at this point beause some authors onsider that themeditational state is simply a �nely-held state of drowsiness. The evidene given here suggests thatthis is not the ase.Drowsiness is hard to de�ne exatly, but in general terms it is the state that normally oursbetween waking and sleeping. Frequently drowsiness is de�ned in terms of a derease, intermittenyand �nally essation of the alpha rhythm. However about 11% of normal adults do not show alpharhythms at all and most of those who do neither look nor report feeling drowsy up to 20 seondsafter alpha dropout (Santamaria & Chiappa, 1987 [246℄). Furthermore, there is onsiderable EEGvariability in individual transitions from waking to sleep, both between subjets and between on-seutive episodes of drowsiness in the same subjet. All that being said, it is possible to make somegeneralizations about the EEG of drowsiness (although no mehanisms an be dedued from these,beause of the frequent exeptions to them).First, awake alpha is usually seen over the oipital lobes. During drowsiness, this tends todisappear and be replaed by temporal (10% of subjets) and/or entro-frontal (75% of subjets)\alpha" (Santamaria & Chiappa, 1987 [246℄). As mentioned earlier, what is desribed as temporalalpha is probably atually the tau rhythm. If frontal alpha is in fat generated in the frontal lobes itmay be assoiated with disappearane of thoughts, as oipital alpha is assoiated with disappearaneof visual sensations and tau with disappearane of auditory sensations. Centrofrontal alpha appears35



in some drowsy subjets both when using a non-ephali referene (balaned nek/hest) and withlongitudinal bipolar montages, so it is not an artefat of false extension by the ear referene ofposterior alpha to the anterior leads. Also, the entrofrontal alpha usually has a slightly slowerfrequeny than the posterior alpha and there is usually a derease in amplitude of the posterioralpha as frontal alpha appears.Seondly, the amplitude of the posterior alpha an either derease smoothly with only minimalslowing during the onset of drowsiness (about 30% of subjets) or it an atually inrease, withoutspreading to the vertex (25% of subjets). One review onsiders an inrease in alpha amplitude anda mild slowing to be the �rst EEG signs of drowsiness (Erwin, Somerville, & Radtke, 1984 [81℄).Thirdly, it is a general statement that slow EEG rhythms inrease as drowsiness progresses, but thepatterns with whih this happens vary. One pattern shows posterior alpha dereasing in amplitudeand regularity and beoming intermixed with irregular, moderate amplitude theta/delta osillations.Sometimes in this pattern the theta and delta ativity is present entrofrontally as well. A seondpattern, whih is very ommon, onsists of runs of entrofrontal, moderate amplitude 3-5 Hz ativityonurrent with awake posterior alpha. Various other patterns of slowing or disappearane of alphaand appearane of theta rhythms have also been reported. As well as biologial variability, thepartiular eletrode montage used is important in determining whih rhythms are seen and whihare not. Whatever the ause, the general piture is of a very non-homogeneous transition fromwaking to sleep EEGs.2.3.2 The EEG of MeditationThe EEG of meditation, on the other hand, presents a muh more homogeneous piture than thatof \natural" drowsiness.The two main meditation traditions whih have partiipated in EEG studies to date are ZenBuddhism and Transendental MeditationTM (a.k.a TM), a Vedi Hindu-based meditation tehniquepopularized and essentially franhised in the West by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. There are, of ourse,many other meditation tehniques, but EEG reordings have been done mainly on Zen and TMpratitioners. The meditation tehniques used by these two traditions have a similar goal. This is astate whih is variously desribed as very restful, silent, often blissful, in whih the subjet is awake(in fat often feels a heightened alertness), but has no thoughts or sensations, exept sometimes apervading feeling of objetless bliss or estasy. These subjetive desriptions already di�erentiate thestate from drowsiness.The tehniques used in Zen and TM are in some ways similar, but in other ways distintlydi�erent. Zen meditation involves onentration on some objet suh as a single thought or sensation,the subjet's breathing, or various purposely paradoxial, ounteroneptual problems alled koans.Beginners usually �nd diÆulty in maintaining onentration. Then, as the subjet's ability toonentrate improves, various odd bodily sensations may our. With perseverane, extraneousthoughts and sensations beome less intrusive and fade away ompletely. Eventually even the objetof onentration fades away and a wakeful state variously alled \nirvana" or \satori" is ahieved.Zazen, the most usual, sitting form of Zen meditation, emphasizes absolute physial stillness in apartiular posture during meditations. Sleep and intruding thoughts are positively rejeted. Thepratie is done with the eyes open. There are various sets of Zen Buddhism, and even withinone set the details of meditative proedures depend on the partiular Zen master and his estimateof the individual student. A ash of satori an oasionally be ahieved instantaneously, given theright mental and physial preparation and a talented teaher, but it is aepted that generally manyyears of dediated pratie of the tehnique may be neessary before the desired state an be reahedreliably. 36



In ontrast, the tehnique of TM produes reports of some subjets' ahieving the desired stateof nothingness after only a few days of pratie. TM involves silent mental repetition of a wordalled a mantra. The main feature of the tehnique is supposed to be its e�ortlessness. Neithersleep nor thoughts are rigidly rejeted, physial stillness is not partiularly emphasized (althoughit does our spontaneously, right down to a dramati slowing of breathing) and the tehnique isdone in any omfortable upright sitting position, with the eyes losed. The immediate aim is astate where spontaneous thoughts ease and �nally even the mantra disappears and one is left witha non-intentional state of onsiousness alled \samadhi" or \pure onsiousness". This has beenharaterised on the basis of physiologial measurements as a wakeful, hypometaboli integratedresponse (Jevning, Wallae, & Beidebah, 1992 [132℄). Thereafter, repeated experiene of this stateis said to produe a variety of permanent \higher" states of onsiousness. Unlike Zen, the TMsystem has notably emphasized standardization of teahing methods, whih makes it a partiularlyattrative andidate for sienti� study.The EEG onomitants of meditation in both traditions are similar. The largest study of the EEGof Zen meditation so far has been done by Tomio Hirai (Hirai, 1974 [127℄), who studied 48 monks ofthe Soto and Rinzai sets. The meditation experiene of these subjets ranged from 22 to 55 years.A good orrelation was seen between an independent assessment by the Zen masters of individuals'advanement in the Zen sense and the EEG hanges ourring during meditation. The basi EEGorrelate of meditations that were deemed to be suessful was the appearane of alpha rhythm inthe eyes-open state (although it should be noted that the monks in the photographs shown by Hiraiappear to have their eyes about half losed, as a result of looking downwards at a point about ameter in front of them). The alpha osillations were more prominent in frontal, entral and parietalreording sites than oipital. In those monks with relatively more years of meditation experienethe alpha osillations beame larger and slower, partiularly at more frontal sites, as a partiularmeditation progressed in time. In a few of the most advaned monks, high voltage rhythmial thetawaves then appeared at all reording sites. These theta waves had harateristis di�erent fromthe theta waves seen in drowsiness. They tended to be of higher amplitude than the low-voltagedrowsiness theta. Furthermore, in the drowsy state an audible lik will stop theta ativity and eliitalpha instead. However a lik presented during meditative theta eliited a bloking response but noalpha - the EEG was simply desynhronised briey by the lik and the theta rhythm reappearedafter 2-3 seonds. Drowsy-type theta was sometimes seen in younger monks during meditation, butthis was learly distinguishable from the theta seen in deep meditation by the advaned monks,both eletrophysiologially and by introspetive report. Breathing slows down onsiderably duringthe meditations of experiened Zen pratitioners, but this is a voluntary rather than an involuntarye�et, in that the training emphasizes breathing softly and onentrating on breaths.TM produes a remarkably similar EEG pro�le to Zen meditation. Overall, about 40% of med-itation time is spent in sleep as de�ned by the standard EEG sleep riteria. This almost ertainlydepends simply on how sleep-deprived the partiular individual is at the time of meditation. Inmeditations where sleep does not intervene, the general pattern with TM is that alpha rhythm in-reases in amplitude, slows down in frequeny and extends to anterior hannels at the start of themeditation (Banquet, 1973 [21℄; Wallae, 1970 [303℄). No obvious orrelations are reported betweenthis period and any partiular subjetive experiene. In a seond stage, bursts of theta frequenies,di�erent from those of sleep, di�use from frontal to posterior hannels. Periods of theta orrespondlosely with periods of involuntary breath suspension for up to a minute (NB:TM does not involveany ative breath ontrol, or indeed any attention to the breathing at all). During these periods thesubjetive experiene is uniformly reported as peaeful, omfortable or pleasant, with no thoughtsbut a full, \expanded" awareness of perfet stillness (Farrow & Hebert, 1982 [85℄; Hebert & Lehman,1977 [123℄). This experiene is identi�ed by the TM ulture as pure onsiousness, or transendene.The end of suh periods is signalled by a burst of beta frequeny EEG ativity and resumption ofnormal breathing. Partiularly during the �rst part of the pure onsiousness periods, oherene37



between the EEG reorded at di�erent eletrode sites, partiularly in the theta band, is reported tobe very high. However a sharp rise in basal skin resistane is also reported to our at these timesand this together with referene eletrode e�ets might well result in some artefat with regard tooherene measurements.Thus overall, with two di�erent tehniques of meditation, we �nd that the desired e�et of astate of pleasant or even blissful thought-free, non-intentional onsiousness, is orrelated with thepresene of a distint type of theta frequeny EEG ativity. It is tempting to identify this withthe hedoni theta seen in hildren, but more work is neessary in this area before any onlusionsan be drawn. The major di�erene between TM and Zen tehniques is that this state seems to beonsiderably easier to ahieve with TM than with Zen meditation.Sine the state is relatively easy to ahieve during TM meditations, it is regarded in the TM ultureas merely the baseline for the development of three permanent \higher" states of onsiousness. Thisis in sharp ontrast to the situation with most other shools of meditation, where the experiene ofsamadhi or satori (a.k.a. pure onsiousness) is regarded as the ultimate goal, to be reahed by onlya few of those who devote their lives to meditative praties. The Vedi tradition underlying TM saysthat with repeated meditation pratie, the �rst of three higher states an be stabilized, in whihpure onsiousness is spontaneously experiened ontinuously, not only during meditations but duringwaking, dreaming and even deep sleep. The term \witnessing" is used to desribe this state beausetransendental onsiousness is experiened to be a non-hanging level of awareness that serves as apeaeful inner observer or \silent witness" to the ative hanging states of waking, dreaming and sleep.Witnessing during sleep apparently has some similarities to luid dreaming, whih is a ondition inwhih one is aware that one is dreaming and an ontrol the dream (LaBerge, 1985 [157℄). Howeverin the ase of witnessing during dreaming, the inner observer takes no part in the dream but simplyalmly looks on, as it does also during deep sleep. Remarkably, TM pratitioners who report learexperienes of witnessing in sleep do show 6-10 Hz theta-alpha ativity simultaneously with deltaativity and dereased hin musle ativity during deep sleep (Mason, et al., 1997 [182℄). Controlsubjets did not show suh EEG ativity.The relationship of meditative theta ativity to the theta ativity seen in onentration on mentaltasks is unlear, but on the fae of it, these studies on meditation do seem to provide both objetiveand subjetive evidene for the existene of a fourth state of onsiousness, whih orrelates with thepresene of EEG osillations in the theta-alpha range.2.4 SummaryThe experimental work ited in this hapter shows that the existene of the three usually reognizedstates of onsiousness - waking, dreaming and deep sleep - an be aounted for or explained interms of the hypothesis put forward here. That is, there is good orrelation between the preseneof ertain global eletromagneti osillations in the brain and the presene of assoiated states ofonsiousness.Spei�ally, the available evidene supports the postulate that gamma frequeny osillations (20-80 Hz) are the arrier wave of the various modalities of waking and dreaming onsiousness (suhas olfatory, auditory and visual onsious experiene). The onsious ontents of these modalitiesare very likely to be 3-dimensional spatial modulations of the arrier waves, as will be desribed inlater hapters. Deep sleep is assoiated with eletromagneti osillations in the frequeny range 1-4Hz and lighter sleep with slightly higher frequeny osillations. There is some evidene suggestive ofthe existene of a fourth state of onsiousness, whih may be desribed as pure, or non-intentionalonsiousness. This may possibly be identi�ed with eletromagneti osillations in the 4-10 Hz range.The major area onerning states of onsiousness on whih the eletromagneti theory as it stands38



does not provide muh explanatory power is the di�erene between waking and dreaming. Thesestates an not be readily distinguished by gross examination of brain-generated eletromagnetipatterns at this point. However, sine both waking and dreaming do involve onsious experienes,this defet may be seen as one of detail rather than of major substane. From one point of view, thedistintion between waking and dreaming has more to do with the spei� ontents of the onsiousexperienes than anything - and our theory has so far been at least partly suessful in showingwhy the onsious ontents of the dream state di�er from those of the waking state (in terms of theprevention by the thalamus of sensory input from reahing the ortex).
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Chapter 3Smell| Do there exist spatiotemporal on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld that ovary witholfatory onsiousness?This hapter asks the question \does the brain generate patterns in the eletromagneti �eld thatorrelate with olfatory sensations?". The answer is an unequivoal \yes."Olfation, the sense of smell, is probably the most anient of all the sensory systems. The �rstells, arising at the dawn of life billions of years ago, very likely had a rudimentary apaity forsampling the hemial qualities of the environment. Certainly modern bateria suh as Esherihiaoli possess �nely tuned reeptors for various environmental hemials. They also have the meansfor transduing the stimuli, deoding, integrating and transmitting information about them and forgenerating appropriate behavioral responses. The earliest hemoreeption systems in multiellularorganisms an be found in oelenterates. With further evolution, hemoreeption beame the funtionof speialized ells grouped in spei� areas of the epithelium. As early in the phylogeneti treeas molluss and rustaeans, these groups of reeptor ells projet to strutures alled olfatoryglomeruli, whih are lustered in olfatory bulbs not unlike those found in more advaned vertebrates.In fat it has been persuasively argued that olfatory systems quite similar to those of ontemporaryinsets and vertebrates were probably already in plae 500 million years ago, onveying exquisitesensitivity to the identities of plaes, trails, individuals, prey, predators, mates, soial groups andfood (Hildebrand, 1995 [124℄). Thus, if we are interested in the evolution of onsious pereptions,the olfatory system must be an exellent plae to start.3.1 Eletromagneti patterns in olfationLord Adrian (Adrian, 1950 [6℄) was the �rst to postulate that lasses of odors should be orrelatedwith spatial patterns of neural ativity in the olfatory reeptor layer and olfatory bulb. The infer-ene from Adrian's original hypothesis was that for eah kind of odor, there should exist a uniquespatial pattern of neural ativity in the olfatory bulb. This pattern should be present when andonly when a partiular odor is present. In fat Adrian's predition has been born out startlingly wellfor invertebrates and in line with our urrent hypothesis the �ring patterns that orrelate with par-tiular odors turn out to be not merely spatial patterns, but spatiotemporal patterns. In mammals,however, the situation is somewhat more omplex (whih is perhaps preditable, onsidering thatmammals have more omplex minds than insets). The orrelation in rabbits, for example, is notbetween spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns and the properties of the stimulus, but betweenspatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns and the meaning the stimulus has for the animal.The overall anatomial design of the early proessing stages of the olfatory system is remarkably41



similar in insets and in humans - only the names of the various strutures are di�erent. In bothsystems the point of ontat with the environment is the olfatory reeptor ells (ORCs). Theseare loated in the epithelium of the antennae in insets, or the nose in humans, where eah nostrilontains 107 to 108 of them (Freeman, 1972 [91℄). Generally speaking, eah ORC reats to a spei�kind of odorant (although this spei�ity is far from absolute) and only a few moleules of odorantmay be neessary to eliit a reation. The ORCs reating to any one odorant are spread more orless evenly throughout the area of olfatory epithelium (with some general grouping so that broadlasses of odorant are more represented in some areas of epithelium than in others), so the overalloutome is that di�erent odorants stimulate di�erent patterns of ORCs in the antenna or nose. Thus,although smell is not a spatial sense in the same way that sight is, the initial representation of anodor stimulus in the olfatory pathway does have a spatial struture.In the seond stage of the olfatory system, olfatory reeptor ells projet to regions of the brainalled the antennal lobe in insets or the olfatory bulb in mammals. Here projetions from thedi�erent odor-spei� ORCs are olleted into odor-spei� groupings, in strutures alled olfatoryglomeruli. In humans, eah glomerulus reeives about 104 reeptor axons (Freeman, 1991a [97℄).Thus there is a seond, di�erently organized spatial mapping of odor information in the antennallobe or the olfatory bulb. This mapping is odotopi, rather than somatotopi.Finally, there are projetions from the inset antennal lobe or the mammalian olfatory bulb tothe mushroom body in insets or to a series of primary ortial areas in mammals. Here the mappingtakes on a temporal as well as a spatial aspet.3.1.1 Inset OlfationIn lousts, three interating phenomena have been observed in onnetion with the representation ofodors in the mushroom body (Laurent, 1996 [160℄):(1) When an odorant is pu�ed onto the loust's antennae, extraellular reordings from the mushroombody show osillatory loal �eld potentials that have a frequeny of 20-30 Hz. These osillations ourwithout a phase gradient over the whole mushroom body alyx and last for the duration of the odorpu� or slightly longer. Within any one loust, the osillations are at least marosopially the samefor all odors. Hene on a large sale they an not be regarded as arrying any information about thenature of the odor, only the fat that an odor is present.(2) Within these mass osillations an be distinguished the seond phenomenon. Odors are repeatablyand reliably represented by the �ring of partiular ensembles of the neurons that projet from theantennal lobe to the mushroom body. In other words, a partiular odor eliits the �ring of a partiulargroup of projetion neurons. Any given projetion neuron an partiipate in several di�erent odor-spei� ensembles, but a ertain group of projetion neurons always �res in response to presentationof any given odor. This means that there is a spatial pattern of neuronal �ring assoiated with eahodor. However, as well as this spatial pattern, there is also a temporal pattern of neuronal �ringassoiated with eah odor. This is generated by the fat that not all the projetion neurons whih�re in response to a partiular odor do so at the same time. Some �re mostly at the beginning ofthe odor presentation, some at the end, some only in the middle, some at the beginning and the endbut not in the middle, and so on. These temporal �ring patterns are onsistent in eah neuron foreah odor (at the same onentration of odorant). In other words, any partiular projetion neuronalways behaves the same way in response to one partiular odor.The overall outome is that any given odorant eliits a very spei� spatiotemporal pattern of�ring of the neurons projeting to the mushroom body (Laurent, Wehr, & Davidowitz, 1996 [161℄).The temporal aspet of the pattern ditates that the spatial aspet of the pattern evolves over theourse of the stimulus presentation. 42



(3) Additionally, there is a third layer of omplexity to the stimulus representation. It is likely thata neuron in the mushroom body will �re in response to synapti input from a projetion neurononly if this synapti input ours at a time when the mushroom body ell is at a stage in the mass�eld potential osillation when it is relatively depolarised. Sine not all of the ation potentialsin the projetion neurons are phase-loked to the marosopi 20 Hz osillations in the mushroombody, not all of the ation potentials in the projetion neurons will indue �ring of mushroom bodyneurons. The situation beomes somewhat irular here, beause there is some evidene suggestingthat the mushroom body osillations themselves are likely aused, at least in part, by utuatingsynapti input from the projetion neurons. Cause and e�et are diÆult to distinguish in thisomplex situation, but the upshot is that beause the e�etive input from projetion neurons tothe mushroom body evolves over the ourse of the stimulus presentation, there is a smaller-salespatiotemporal struture within the envelope of the marosopi 20-ish Hz osillation whih doesarry repeatable and reliable information about the harateristis of the odor.This looks suspiiously as though what we are dealing with is a 20-Hz arrier wave, whih ouldplausibly be identi�ed with olfatory onsiousness per se, plus a series of amplitude and frequenymodulations of the arrier wave whih ovary with the ontents of olfatory onsiousness.
3.1.2 Some slightly disturbing impliationsBut wait a moment. All this refers only to the humble loust. At the best of times, one an never beertain even that other humans experiene things in the same way as one does oneself (and indeedthe viissitudes and misunderstandings of everyday life tend to suggest that they often do not). So,taking into aount the fat that lousts are very small and don't atually look muh like humans,it may be regarded as a moot point whether suh insets an be allowed to laim even the mostrudimentary form of our own highly evolved Consiousness. The relevane of the above results toour quest might reasonably be questioned.However, as we will soon see, remarkably similar experimental results have been obtained fromrabbits, rats and ats. Suh reatures are relatively large, pleasantly furry and muh more often thesubjet of anthropomorphi hildren's stories than are insets (pae Jiminy Criket). In short, theyare animals to whih one is altogether more inlined to aord the bene�t of the doubt, onsiousness-wise.This is mildly disturbing. If the olfatory system of lousts works in the same way as that ofats, and if we are willing to allow that ats possess, if not intelletual brilliane, at least simpleonsiousness, then we are fored to ontemplate the idea that lousts may also have a similaronsiousness to our own, at least when it omes to the basi raw feel of smell sensations. Of oursebeause insets are so muh smaller, there would be less of it in an absolute sense, this putativeonsiousness. So maybe we an still regard it as OK to squash mosquitos, beause in squashing amosquito one is only squashing a very tiny aliquot of a very simple sort of onsiousness. Well, maybeit's OK to squash mosquitos (or to eat rabbits or ows) anyway, beause that's just the natural wayof the animal kingdom - everything kills and/or eats anything else that is not a member of its ownspeies, if it an. That mosquito was eating us, after all . . . . Before suh outrageously unsienti�ruminations go any further however, we should also admit the idea that this kind of spatiotemporaloding may be merely the pre-onsious ativity of the nervous system. Perhaps there is more toonsiousness than low frequeny spatiotemporally modulated eletromagneti osillations.Let us examine the evidene from rabbits, rats and ats.43



3.1.3 Mammalian OlfationBeause mammals have hugely more neurons than insets, it is no longer feasible to measure large-sale patterns of neural �ring in mammals by single-ell reording tehniques. Extraellular mea-surements of so-alled \�eld potentials" must be used. Field potentials are just spatial summationsof the eletromagneti �eld hanges aused by the more-or-less simultaneous �ring of large groups ormasses of neurons.When �eld potentials are reorded from an array of hronially implanted eletrodes in the olfa-tory bulb of rabbits, ats, or rats, marosopi osillations similar to those desribed in the loustare measured. The frequeny of the osillations is within the gamma range, but the details vary withthe speies - in rats the osillations are at about 52 Hz, in rabbits about 56 Hz and in ats around38 Hz (Bressler & Freeman, 1980 [35℄). Thus, given that the omparable osillations in lousts areat about 20 Hz, there does not appear to be any onsistent orrelation between osillation frequenyand size of animal.Notably, these osillations in mammalian olfatory bulbs have a global harater. This is shownby a high level of wave form similarity aross the extent of the rabbit olfatory bulb and also withina large portion of the prepyriform ortex, to whih the olfatory bulb projets (Bressler, 1984 [36℄).Suh a global quality sits well with requirement 4 in Chapter 1, where it is argued that onsiousnessper se has a global harater and thus that the neural orrelate of onsiousness should have aglobal harater. Further, if we assume for the moment that these global osillations are identialwith olfatory onsiousness, the di�erent frequenies of the osillation in di�erent speies of animalwould suggest that in general, what it is like to smell is di�erent for ats than it is for rabbits, andthat it is di�erent again for rats. On the other hand, what it is like for one rabbit to smell is probablyquite similar to what it is like for another rabbit to smell (with ertain provisos whih will be seenin the next paragraphs). These ideas are, perhaps, not ounterintuitive.At this stage however, the similarity between insets and mammals starts to break down. Earlyexperiments involving simple presentation of odors to rabbits (Freeman, 1978 [92℄) failed to eliit anyinvariant odor-spei� modulations of the global arrier osillations. With the bene�t of hindsight, itappears likely that the real reason for this is that suitable methods of signal proessing and patternreognition had not yet been developed, but at the time the other theoretial possibility, whihwas that the rabbits may not atually have been onsiously experiening odor-spei� sensations,(either beause they were not paying attention or beause they were physiologially inapable ofsmelling ertain odors) also seemed ompelling. Beause of this possibility, a training proedure thatwould allow unequivoal inferene from behavior that the animals had pereived and disriminatedpartiular odors was adopted. Thus the more mathematially sophistiated later experiments in thisseries measure not only sensation per se, but also memory and reognition proesses and presumablymotor proesses preparatory for the trained movements. This may be seen as unfortunate for oursearh for eletromagneti orrelates of sensation per se, or it may be fortunate in that it simplyreets the real situation, whih may be that odors are not atually experiened in any stable andrepeatable way until they an be reognized or identi�ed. At any rate, what we now have are someexellent data from experiments in whih animals were trained to assoiate ertain odors with theexpetation of reward or punishment, and so to behave aordingly when they identi�ed those smells.The results of a series of experiments designed to identify odor-spei� patterns in the EEGreorded from an array of 64 eletrodes implanted over the olfatory bulb of rabbits that had beentrained to disriminate partiular odors are reported in three lassi papers (Freeman & Baird,1987 [94℄; Freeman & Grajski, 1987 [95℄; Freeman & Viana Di Priso, 1986 [93℄). A number ofmathematially sophistiated pattern reognition tehniques were applied to the raw data obtainedin these experiments in order to identify odor-spei� patterns, and sine the results are so importantto the overall argument put forward in this book, it is probably valuable to have at least some non-mathematial understanding of these tehniques.44



The basi problem faing the experimenters was that there was no lear prior idea of what theodor-spei� patterns might look like, or where or when they might exist in the olfatory bulb.Therefore the rationale guiding the development of the EEG proessing and pattern reognitionproedures was essentially an ad ho one. First, it was assumed that patterns existed in the EEGwhih were distintly di�erent for (a) odors the animals had been onditioned to reat to (b) odorsthey had been onditioned not to reat to, and () a ontrol ondition of no presented odor. Then anymathematial algorithm that helped in orretly lassifying EEG segments as having been reordedduring one or other of these stimulus onditions was adopted.The �rst step in the analysis was to apply some general signal proessing tehniques, designed tosmooth the data and remove trends that had no onnetion with the patterns being searhed for.This involved replaing data from bad hannels (those that produed obvious artifats) with theaverage of 2 adjaent hannels, temporal smoothing of the data from eah hannel (taking the meanof eah time point plus its 2 adjaent time points weighted by 0.5) and \detrending" of the data toremove the underlying respiratory wave. Then began the serious data redution.First, the average time series for all 64 eletrodes (the time ensemble average) was alulated.This ompletely removed spatial information. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of this time ensembleaverage1 gave information that allowed �tting of an amplitude and frequeny modulated osine waveto the time ensemble average. The data that were not �tted (the residuals) were �tted by anotherosine wave, and so on for the �rst �ve �ts. Thus the ensemble average time series was deomposedinto �ve omponents. The one that arried most of the power (usually the �rst) was alled thedominant omponent. This manipulation identi�ed two kinds of burst ourring when odors werepresented. The �rst had a dominant frequeny greater than 55 Hz and one narrow dominant spetralpeak (i.e. not muh frequeny modulation). The seond type of burst had a dominant frequeny lessthan 55 Hz and was disorderly, with broad spetral patterns. A behavioral assay showed that thehigh- and not the low-frequeny bursts arried odor-spei� information.Now the same sort of averaging proedure was performed in the spatial domain. For eah of the64 eletrodes, the root mean square of the amplitude of the whole sample of EEG olleted for eahodor ondition was alulated. This gave 64 numbers, eah of whih represented the average voltagefor the whole reording time at one of the 64 points in spae where the eletrodes were reording. Atthis very rude level of spatial analysis, it was found (not surprisingly) that there was no orrelationbetween the odor ondition and the spatial pattern. Instead, it turned out that eah rabbit had aharateristi spatial pattern that was like an individual signature; never exatly the same twie, butstill easily reognizable (Freeman & Grajski, 1987 [95℄).In order to pull odor-spei� information out of the spatial patterns, it was found neessary togo bak to the original data and perform several further proessing steps, involving both temporaland spatial �ltering and also a mathematial proedure alled spatial deonvolution. First, the twodi�erent types of burst (those with a dominant frequeny greater than 55 Hz and those with adominant frequeny less than 55 Hz) were proessed separately. This was a vital step, beause as itturned out, the orderly >55Hz bursts arried odor-spei� spatial information while the disorderly<55Hz bursts did not. Seondly, it was hypothesized that synapti urrents in the granule ells (theinhibitory ells in the olfatory bulb) onstituted the signal in this ontext while far-�eld urrentsfrom other neurons were noise. Therefore, spatial �lters were developed to identify and enhane theontribution of the granule ells. This turned out to be equivalent to applying a low-pass spatial �lter.This manipulation showed that while high frequenies in the time series arried the information, lowfrequenies (0.15 to 0.25 yles/mm) in the spatial series arried the information.Thirdly, a mathematial proedure alled spatial deonvolution was used. This was designed toorret the distortion aused by volume ondution (i.e. partially to undo the blurring that inevitably1FFTs break a signal down into a series of simple sine waves of di�erent frequenies and show how muh the sinewave at eah frequeny ontributes to the original omplex signal.45



ourred beause measurements ould only be taken at the surfae of the olfatory bulb and not deepin the bulb where the eletromagneti patterns were generated). Finally, the data were normalizedto remove the e�et of eah rabbit's individual \signature".Out of all this proessing, some very interesting fats emerged.1. Odor-spei� spatial patterns were detetable in the olfatory bulb of rabbits trained to dis-riminate between two odors.2. Most interestingly, the odor-spei� information was not loalizable to subsets of hannels.On the one hand, deletion of hannels dereased the power of the remaining hannel data tolassify bursts orretly. But on the other hand, subsets of as few as 16 randomly seletedhannels had the power to lassify bursts orretly at better than hane levels. This suggeststhat the information was broadly distributed over the bulb. Other results suggested that thegranule ell ativity patterns that ontained odor-spei� information extended well beyondthe limits of the array window of observation. In partiular, the phase gradient suggested thatthey involved the entire main bulb.Thus the disriminative output of the bulb apparently involved the entire struture, even thoughthe reeptor input was delivered to limited subsets of mitral ells in the bulb.3. Overall burst amplitude played a role in separating odor from ontrol bursts, but no role inseparating bursts ourring during presentation of di�erent odors.4. The frequeny and phase properties played no role.5. The amplitude properties that determine the harateristi signature of eah animal played norole.6. In the words of the authors (Freeman & Baird, 1987 [94℄) \During learning to identify anodor, it appears that a nerve ell assembly is formed by strengthened onnetions among themitral ells that are oativated by the odor under reinforement . . . . Thereafter, the arrivalof the odor may lead to formation of a stereotypi spatial pattern over the entire bulb as aneessary albeit insuÆient ondition for orret response to that odor. On this interpretation,the bulbar output is not loalized but is truly global; every neuron partiipates in every learnedodor response but in di�ering degrees for di�erent odors."These experiments, then, seem to suggest that there do exist eletromagneti �eld patterns whihan be used to lassify orretly the olfatory sensations being experiened by the animals from whihthe patterns were reorded. But how do these results stak up against the ground rules laid out inChapter 1?In the methodologial arena, the experiments pass with ying olors the requirements onern-ing elimination of artefats and ontrol of general physiologial fators. They fare less well whenit omes to the neessity to isolate onsiousness per se from other brain proesses - in partiular,they deliberately onate onsious experiene with memory. However, all of the general require-ments spei�ed under the rules of evidene for identifying an eletromagneti pattern with a spei�subjetive experiene are indeed ful�lled: 46



1. In as far as this an possibly be asertained using non-verbal subjets, the spatial eletro-magneti patterns were ertainly present when and only when the subjet was onsious of apartiular experiene. This was shown by the fat that the patterns were only present when therabbit responded behaviorally to the presene of a partiular odorant. There was no odorant-spei� spatial pattern in the absene of an odorant, and in ases when the odorant was presentbut there was no behavioral response (presumably beause the rabbit was not paying attention)the dominant burst frequeny was less than 55 Hz and there was no odorant-spei� spatialpattern of amplitudes.2. The eletromagneti patterns ertainly did orrelate with subjetive experiene rather thanwith the physial stimulus. In fat, as the experimenters put it, \the spatial patterns lakedinvariane with respet to odorant onditioned stimuli, showing instead a dependene on brainstate, behavioral ontext and training history" (Barrie, Freeman, & Lenhart, 1996 [23℄; Free-man, 1991a [97℄). In other words, the patterns orrelated with the meaning the stimulus hadfor the animal, not with the stimulus itself. Furthermore, although it was not diretly demon-strated that the spatial amplitude pattern in the bulb varied aording to sensation ratherthan odorant onentration, dynami range ompression ompatible with Weber's Law (seeAppendix A) was shown to our at the input stage to the olfatory bulb (Freeman, 1991a[97℄).3. The eletromagneti patterns were ertainly generated by a relatively loalized area of the brain.4. But they had a striking global quality. This was shown by the fats that (a) almost as muhinformation was arried by the pattern reorded using an array of only 16 eletrodes as wasarried by the full array of 64 eletrodes and (b) there were no \edge e�ets" i.e. hannelsat the edge of the array were just as useful information-wise as those in the middle. Onelikely interpretation of these observations is that the overall eletromagneti pattern in thewhole olfatory bulb was the important thing, not any smaller-sale, loalized part of this. Theexplanation of the lak of edge e�ets would then be that the overall size of the importantpattern was signi�antly larger than the eletrode array, so that edge e�ets would not beexpeted in this sub-sample of the main pattern. We an also say that the spatial resolutionof the pattern must have been suh that in an array of the size used, the number of samplingpoints ould be redued to as few as 16 before spatial aliasing beame a problem.3.2 SummaryIn the mammalian olfatory system, the existene of spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns thatobey almost all of the riteria in Chapter 1 has been unequivoally demonstrated.
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Chapter 4Hearing| Do there exist spatiotemporal on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld that ovary withauditory onsiousness?This hapter asks the question \does the brain generate patterns in the eletromagneti �eld thatorrelate with auditory sensations?". The answer is again \yes."4.1 Spatial eletromagneti patterns and auditory experi-eneAgain work from Walter Freeman's lab leads the way in answering the question addressed in thishapter (Barrie, Freeman, & Lenhart, 1996 [23℄). The experiments in this ase were strutured asfollows.In eah of 5 rabbits, an array of 64 eletrodes spaed 0.79 mm apart was implanted over theleft auditory ortex, under surgial anesthesia. After a week's onvalesene, eah rabbit was thenlassially onditioned to disriminate between two kinds of 100 ms tones, one of 500 Hz and the other5,000 Hz. The onditioning paradigm used a brief eletri shok delivered to the heek 3 seondsafter one or the other of the two kinds of tone. The tone that was paired with the shok was alledthe onditioned stimulus (CS+) and the tone that was not paired with the shok was alled theunonditioned stimulus (CS-). Rabbits learned to assoiate the CS+ with the shok within three orfour trials, as evidened by a hange in their breathing as soon as they heard the tone that was goingto be followed by a shok. Three weeks after the start of the experiment, the shok was swithed toassoiation with the other kind of tone. As before, the rationale for this onditioning proedure wasthat it provided unequivoal behavioral evidene that the rabbits were hearing and disriminatingpartiular stimuli.When a rabbit had learned a partiular disrimination, eah tone was played into its headphones 20times, randomly sequened in inter-trial interval and stimulus order, to yield a 40-reord experiment.Eah time a tone was delivered, three seonds worth of EEG was reorded before and three seondsafter the stimulus. Then an impressive panoply of pattern reognition proedures were applied tothe data, o�-line.The results were similar to those found in the olfatory system, with two major di�erenes. First,no breathing-related EEG ativity was found in the auditory system, as it was in the olfatory system.Seondly, a temporal EEG pattern time-loked to the stimulus was detetable in the auditory system.This was not the ase in the olfatory system, where responses were time-loked to inhalations ratherthan to stimulus onset. 49



The results with regard to pattern lassi�ation did mimi those seen in the olfatory system. Afternormalization and suitable spatial and temporal �ltering, the spatial patterns of EEG amplitudereorded aross the array of eletrodes ould be lassi�ed at greater than 99% auray as beingassoiated with either the negatively reinfored tone (CS+) or the unreinfored tone (CS-). As withthe olfatory results, these spatial patterns did not orrelate stritly with the kind of stimulus, butwith the meaning the stimulus had for the animal. For example, the spatial pattern evoked by a 500Hz tone was onstant between week 1 and week 2 of the experiment, but hanged in week 3 whenthis tone hanged from being the CS- to being the CS+ (or vie versa). Unfortunately the questionof whether the spatial pattern evoked by a 500 Hz CS+ tone was di�erent from the spatial patternevoked by a 5,000 Hz CS+ tone is not expliitly answered in this paper, although the data werepresumably available to ondut that analysis. The answer would be very interesting, beause itwould show whether the patterns simply reeted an emotional response to a onditioned stimulus,or whether they orrelated with a partiular stimulus plus the emotional response to it.Again as in olfatory system, the pattern information in these auditory experiments was notloalized to any partiular set of reording eletrodes. The whole array onsisted of 64 eletrodes, butas few as 16 randomly seleted hannels were all that were neessary to orrelate the eletromagnetipatterns with the onditions under whih they were reorded. Also, no \edges" were deteted for thespatial patterns, in the sense of hannels near the margins of the arrays having less information forthe lassi�ation of the patterns than those in the enter. The authors of the study interpret these�ndings as evidene that the patterns resembled the distributed representation in a hologram, inthat the same information seemed to be present on every hannel, with the resolution depending onthe number of hannels available but not on their loation. In my opinion a more likely senario issimply the interpretation given at the end of Chapter 3: that the pattern as a whole is the importantthing, and the area oupied by the utuations de�ning the pattern was large enough so that thedensity of hannels ould be redued from a total of 64 in the given area to as few as 16 beforespatial aliasing ourred. The physial size of the eletrode arrays in these experiments was of theorder of 6 mm x 6 mm, so the lak of edge e�et suggests that overall size of the relevant patternwas probably larger than 36 mm2. This insight that the pattern as a whole is the fator de�ninga onsious experiene �ts with the postulated need for patterns orrelating with onsiousness tohave a global quality.Methodologially, these experiments stak up against the suggested requirements in Chapter 1 inmuh the same way as do the olfatory experiments desribed in Chapter 3. The experiments are wellontrolled in terms of artefat rejetion, and in terms of keeping general physiologial variables (withthe important exeption of arousal) onstant. However they do deliberately onate both memoryproesses and the emotional e�ets of the onditioned stimulus (i.e. expetation of an eletri shok)with the subjets' simple onsious experiene of auditory sensations. The experimenters adoptedthe proedures that resulted in this latter feature for good reasons: (a) it was neessary to ask thesubjets whether or not they had experiened a ertain sensation, and sine rabbits an't talk theyhad to be asked this question by a more iruitous method, and (b) human subjets an talk, but itwould have been muh more diÆult both ethially and pratially to implant an array of eletrodeson the pial surfae of a human subjet. The reason it was better to implant eletrodes on the pialsurfae than on the salp was that eletromagneti patterns are signi�antly blurred by the time theyreah the salp beause of volume ondution through the skull, and this blurring ould be expetedto impede spatial pattern reognition. However, whatever the exellene of the reasons, the outomewas that signi�antly more than simple sensations were measured in these experiments.Let us, then, examine some instanes of spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns whih orrelatewith auditory sensations in human subjets, who an be asked diretly about their experiene. Asmentioned, spatial eletri �eld patterns are seriously blurred when reorded non-invasively at thesalp and in any ase the time after a disrete stimulus at whih the orresponding sensation isexperiened is likely to be quite important. So to start with, we will swith our attention from the50



spatial patterns that are orrelated with partiular experienes to temporal patterns.
4.2 Temporal eletromagneti patterns and auditory expe-rieneIn all sensory modalities, it is possible to reord by eletroenephalography (EEG) or magnetoen-ephalography (MEG) a stereotyped series of waves that are time-loked to a sensory stimulus. Theseare alled evoked potentials, beause they are evoked by a stimulus. When the stimulus is auditory,they are alled auditory evoked potentials (AEPs).Sine the amplitude of evoked potentials is very small ompared with the amplitude of the totalEEG or MEG, it is usually neessary to average the responses to a number of suessive stimuliin order to pull the waves that are evoked by the stimulus out of the general EEG \noise". Thisstimulus-loked averaging proedure is a ommonly used trik for extrating signal from noise, whihbasially works beause at any given time point after a stimulus, random noise is equally likely to bepositive or negative and so over a few hundred trials it averages out to be zero. The signal, on theother hand, is always the same (always positive or always negative) at any given time post-stimulusand therefore it is not a�eted by averaging. Thus the averaging proedure suppresses noise (or atleast all those signals that are random with respet to the stimulus) and allows identi�ation of theEEG waves whih are evoked by the stimulus.Averaging produes a series of peaks and troughs whih are more or less onstant over all normallyhearing human adults (with the proviso that in the middle lateny setion of the response, thenegative/positive Na/Pa omplex is onsistently observed in normal subjets but all the other wavesare variable in lateny and morphology, as well as frequeny of ourrene aross subjets (Mendel& Goldstein, 1971 [189℄; Ozdamar & Kraus, 1983 [214℄; Piton, Hillyard, Krausz, & Galambos,1974 [223℄; Streletz, Katz, Hohenberger, & Crao, 1977 [282℄)). These peaks and troughs of theevoked potential are given names, not beause they are neessarily generated by partiular disreteneural events (for example the N1 a.k.a. N100 wave is thought to have at least six di�erent neuralgenerators (Naatanen & Piton, 1987 [205℄)) but beause they are onvenient points for measurement.Notwithstanding this however, it is possible to make hypotheses about the funtions of whateverneural ativity generates the various waves.Data given in the following setions support the proposal that the parts of the AEP that orrelatewith the simple onsious experiene of an auditory stimulus are the waves of the middle latenyresponse, partiularly those ourring 30 to 50 ms after the stimulus. Waves earlier than this areproposed to be the orrelates of preonsious proessing and later waves are proposed to orrelatewith various proesses underlying pereptual funtions suh as working memory, omparisons withprevious stimuli and orienting to novel events. While all of these latter funtions may be regardedas vital to the generation of onsiousness in the broader sense, it is argued that simple \raw"onsious sensation orresponds to the neural ativity underlying the middle lateny waves of theevoked potential.The following setions providing evidene for this ontention will be numbered in the same wayas the requirements set out in Chapter 1 for identifying an eletromagneti pattern with a spei�subjetive experiene. 51



4.3 Evidene that middle lateny waves of the auditory evokedpotential orrelate with simple sensation1.1 (i) (a) Auditory evoked potentials and removal of the physial stimulusBy de�nition, auditory evoked potentials do not our when there is no physial auditory stimuluswith whih to time-lok the averaging proess. In a test of inter- and intra-judge reliability of visualsoring of the auditory middle lateny response, it beame inreasingly diÆult to detet middlelateny responses as the intensity of the stimulus dereased, but silent ontrols were always identi�edas response absent (Mendel, Saraa, & Gerber, 1984 [190℄). Thus this requirement is ertainlyful�lled.1.1 (i) (b) Auditory evoked potentials and bloking of the earsTo my knowledge there is no published evidene spei�ally saying that the requirement is ful�lled.It seems very likely that it would be.1.1 (i) () Auditory evoked potentials and sensation thresholdBoth the auditory brainstem response (ABR) and the middle lateny response (MLR) have beenused linially for prediting subjetive auditory threshold. In other words, when the intensity ofthe physial stimulus is turned right down, both these waveforms have very similar thresholds tothe subjetive threshold for hearing an auditory sensation. Of the two waveforms, middle latenyresponses are the better preditors of sensation threshold (Piton & Durieux-Smith, 1988 [221℄).Predition of pure tone subjetive thresholds from tone-pip MLR thresholds is more aurate thanthat from lik ABR thresholds (Xu, Vel, Vink, & Cauwenberge, 1996 [316℄). MLR thresholds arethus reported as being useful for objetively assessing the hearing of ompensation laimants foroupational noise-indued hearing loss.The steady state form of the middle lateny response (i.e. the response eliited by presentationof stimuli at 40 Hz) has also been shown in a number of studies to have a threshold similar to thesensation threshold (Galambos, Makeig, & Talmaho�, 1981 [107℄; Stapells, Linden, SuÆeld, Hamel,& Piton, 1984 [271℄; Stapells, Makeig, & Galambos, 1987 [272℄).Later waves of the AEP suh as N1 and P2 do not orrelate with sensation threshold. Breathingonentrations of nitrous oxide suÆient to inrease the threshold for eliiting N1 and P2 and toderease their amplitude by an amount equivalent to a 30-dB redution in stimulus intensity wasobserved to have no e�et whatsoever on subjetive auditory pure-tone threshold (Houston, MClel-land, & Fenwik, 1988). Thus the subjetive at of hearing appears to be unrelated to the amplitudeor lateny of either N1 or P2.1.1 (i) (d) Auditory evoked potentials and habituation to repetitive stimuliWhen the frequeny of disrete auditory stimuli suh as liks is turned up, some waves of theauditory evoked potential \habituate" or disappear after a ertain repetition frequeny is reahed,even though the subjet still reports aurately hearing the disrete sounds. These waves learly donot represent onsious sensations per se.Waves N1 (around 100 ms) and P1 or Pb (around 50-80 ms) fall into this ategory. The amplitudeof P1 has been reported to deline when the stimulus rate exeeds 1 Hz, while subjetive detetabilityof liks presented at more than 1 per seond learly does not (Erwin & Buhwald, 1986 [82℄). Inthis study the �lter used was 10-300 Hz, a bandpass whih has been shown to introdue artifatsin a similar study (Jones & Baxter, 1988 [133℄). However a seond study (Freedman, Adler, Waldo,Pahtman, & Franks, 1983 [90℄), whih used a muh wider pass band (1-1000 Hz), also found thatthe amplitude of P1 dereased by 80% in response to a seond stimulus 0.5 ms after the �rst (innormal subjets, but not in shizophrenis). It thus seems likely that P1 orrelates with some sort52



of non-onsious proessing rather than with raw auditory sensation.Wave N1 likewise delines or disappears ompletely at stimulus rates whih are learly detetablesubjetively. Many studies, reviewed by Naatanen and Piton (Naatanen & Piton, 1987 [205℄), showthat auditory N1 waves are exeptionally sensitive to the rate at whih stimuli are presented. N1habituates quikly in response to stimuli more frequent than about 0.1 Hz, and at this frequenystimuli are quite learly audible as separate events.Stimulus rate does not signi�antly a�et the amplitude of Pa, however (Tuker & Ruth, 1996[295℄). There is no hange in Pa amplitude at least up to a stimulus repetition rate of 11 Hz. Thisis onsistent with the hypothesis that Pa is orrelated with subjetive sound sensation, while N1 isnot.1.1 (i) (e) Auditory evoked potentials and anesthesiaIt has been suggested (Pokett, 1999 [227℄) that the response of the various waves of the auditoryevoked potential to the indution of and reovery from general anesthesia shows that simple auditorysensation orresponds to the middle lateny waves of the AEP. The argument for this is a multipartiteone, whih runs as follows.There are two main lasses of general anesthetis; the non-spei� and the reeptor spei� anes-thetis. Commonly used non-spei� agents inlude the anestheti gases halothane, enurane andisourane, and the injetible agent propofol. These agents probably at in a non-spei� way byhanging the uidity of neuronal ell membranes. Commonly used reeptor-spei� agents inludethe analgesi opioids (e.g. fentanyl, sufentanil and alfentanil), the anxiolyti benzodiazepines (e.g.diazepam a.k.a. Valium, unitrazepam and midazolam), the sleep-induing barbiturates (e.g. sodiumpentothal, methohexital and pentobarbital) and the dissoiative anestheti ketamine. Eah of theselasses of reeptor-spei� agents is known to at on a partiular lass of neurotransmitter reeptorsin the brain. In general, non-spei� and reeptor-spei� anestheti agents indue di�erent statesof onsiousness and have onomitantly di�erent e�ets on auditory evoked potentials.The waves of the auditory evoked potential that our earlier than 10 ms post-stimulus are alledthe auditory brainstem response (ABR), beause they originate in the brainstem. The ABR is atleast grossly una�eted by linial anesthesia due to a wide variety of general anesthetis (Hall, 1990),so it is unlikely to represent the neural orrelates of auditory onsiousness.The waves of the middle lateny response (MLR), however, are signi�antly a�eted when on-siousness is lost during general anesthesia of the sort that is indued by non-spei� anesthetis.Halothane, enurane, isourane and propofol all ause a progressive redution of the waves Na, Paand Nb as onentration of the anestheti inreases. This derease in Na, Pa and Nb is well orrelatedwith a redution in awareness, as measured by response to a verbal ommand to raise a �nger orsqueeze the experimenter's hand (Davies, Mantzaridis, Kenny, & Fisher, 1996 [71℄; Newton, et al.,1992; Thornton, Heneghan, James, & Jones, 1984 [288℄).In ontrast, reeptor spei� anesthetis from the benzodiazepine and opioid lasses do not nees-sarily a�et the auditory middle lateny response, even in doses whih do abolish both responsivenessto verbal ommand and the formation of expliit memories (Shwender, Faber-Zullig, Klasing, Poppel,& Peter, 1994 [252℄; Shwender, Kaiser, Klasing, Peter, & Poppel, 1994 [250℄; Shwender, Klasing,Madler, Poppel, & Peter, 1993a [248℄; Shwender, et al., 1993 [250℄). Unlike the non-spei� anes-thetis studied however, the reeptor spei� anesthetis in these experiments did preserve signi�antmotor signs of wakefulness, suh as oughing, blinking and purposeful movements of the limbs. Also,it was learly shown in these experiments that the formation of impliit memories for auditory mate-rial was orrelated with preservation of auditory mid-lateny responses. There is a ase to be madethat the only things that are abolished by the ombination of opioids and benzodiazepines that isusually administered when light anesthesia is desirable linially are pain, expliit memory formationand any sense of things mattering, suh as would ause one to bother responding to a ommand to53



squeeze someone's hand (whih is the general test used to assess awareness). This aords with thegenerally expressed opinion of working anesthetists that the state indued by opioid/benzodiazepinetreatment is not \anesthesia" per se, although it does allow surgial interventions to be performedwithout ausing the patient distress. Thus it is highly likely that light opioid/benzodiazepine \anes-thesia" allows a level of awareness of auditory sensations whih is not present in the deeper anesthesiaindued by non-spei� anesthetis.A third anestheti state, di�erent from either of the two desribed above, is indued by the so-alled \dissoiative" reeptor-spei� anestheti ketamine. Ketamine is known to ause unpleasantdreams or halluinations of a sort that are not reported with the other varieties of anestheti (White,Way, & Trevor, 1982 [307℄) and there is some justi�ation for regarding the ketamine-indued stateas more akin to a dream-ridden sleep from whih one annot awaken, than to anesthesia. As might bepredited if this were the ase (see the setion on auditory evoked potentials and sleep) ketamine haslittle obvious e�et on the transient form of the auditory middle lateny response (Shwender, et al.,1994 [251℄; Shwender, Klasing, Madler, Poppel, & Peter, 1993b [249℄) and is reported to atuallyinrease the amplitude of the auditory steady state response evoked by presentation of auditorystimuli at 40Hz (Plourde, Baribeau, & Bonhomme, 1997 [225℄). It may well be that externallydriven auditory experiene still ours during ketamine intoxiation (as it does during REM sleep),but that the auditory sensations are not proessed in quite the same way as they are in the normalwaking state, being instead inorporated into ongoing dreams.So all of the above evidene �ts the proposal that simple sensory awareness ovaries with theamplitude of middle lateny auditory evoked potentials. Less work has been done on the e�ets ofanesthetis on the later waves in the auditory evoked potential. In general, later omponents of theAEP are more sensitive to anesthetis than the middle lateny omponents (deBeer, et al., 1996 [73℄),but it appears that their disappearane on indution of anesthesia and reappearane on reovery doesnot orrelate at all well with the disappearane and reappearane of auditory sensation. One study(Houston, MClelland, & Fenwik, 1988) found that onentrations of nitrous oxide whih did a�etthe threshold for the prodution of N1 and P2 waves of the auditory evoked potential did not a�etthe subjetive threshold for detetion of a soft sound. Another study (Plourde & Piton, 1991 [224℄)found that when patients were asked to press a button on hearing a partiular sound during indutionof anesthesia, orretly deteted sounds (hits) did evoke N1 and P3 waves, whereas undeteted sounds(misses) did not. This suggests that N1 and P3 do orrelate with auditory sensation. However duringemergene from anesthesia in this study (a) there was generally a small N1 and oasionally also asmall P3 for misses and (b) neither N1 nor P3 were neessarily present when a orret hit was sored.Thus these later waves of the auditory evoked potential were sometimes present when there was noawareness of the sound and sometimes absent when there was awareness of the sound. This evidenesuggests that N1 and P3 waves represent some feature of auditory proessing other than raw sensoryawareness of the sound.1.1 (i) (f) Auditory evoked potentials and sleepThe story of what various di�erent investigators have reported as happening to middle latenyauditory evoked potentials during sleep boils down to a autionary tale about the artefats that anbe introdued by over-zealous band-pass �ltering of the EEG. Early studies (e.g. that of Erwin andBuhwald, 1986 [82℄) used �lters with a rather restrited pass band (10-300 Hz) and reported nohange in the middle lateny waves Pa (30-40 ms) or Nb (45-55 ms) during any stage of sleep. Onlythe Pb omponent ourring between 55 and 80 ms was reported to disappear during slow wave sleep.However a slightly later study (Jones & Baxter, 1988 [133℄) using a less restritive pass band (0.3-3000 Hz) reported signi�ant inreases in the lateny of Pa and sometimes omplete disappearaneof Nb during stages 2 and 3/4 of sleep. This latter study shows a sobering omparison between datareorded with a wide-bandpass �lter and the same data after it has been digitally �ltered using themore restritive band-pass used in the earlier study and demonstrates how an artifat introdued bythe tighter �lter gives the erroneous impression that little hange ours in the amplitudes of Pa and54



Nb during slow wave sleep. A seond study using a wide �lter (Deiber, Ibanez, Bastuji, Fisher, &Mauguiere, 1989 [74℄) again shows hanges in Pa, Nb and Pb omponents of the auditory evokedpotential in sleep. During stage 2 sleep, both lateny and amplitude of Pa inreased and neither Nbnor Pb ould be identi�ed at all. From stage 2 to stage 4 there was a slight further inrease in Naand Pa latenies, with a more rounded Pa waveform. In deep, stage 4 sleep there was a dramatiredution in amplitude of both Na and Pa.Interestingly, in both of the wide-bandpass studies there was essentially no di�erene betweenthe middle lateny auditory evoked potentials reorded in REM sleep and those reorded duringwakefulness. On the hypothesis that middle lateny waves of the auditory evoked potential representonsious awareness of the sound stimulus, this �nding suggests that during REM sleep the subjetis in some sense onsious of external sound stimuli, but that these onsious experienes may beinorporated into ongoing dreams rather than being interpreted in the normal waking ontext.1.1 (i) (g) Auditory evoked potentials and seletive attentionAs disussed in Chapter 1, although the onept of attention is distint from the onept ofonsiousness theoretially, in pratial terms it is very diÆult to separate the two. Some degree ofattention to a stimulus is probably required for that stimulus to be onsiously pereived. Thus ifpaying attention to a stimulus enhanes a partiular brain ativity that is time-loked to the stimulus,this supports the hypothesis that the brain ativity represents onsiousness of the stimulus, but suhsupport an not be regarded as unequivoal or onlusive, beause the brain ativity ould also bea orrelate of (a) the at of paying attention (b) a pre-onsious proessing step or () proessingat a higher level than simple sensory awareness (e.g. detetion of di�erene or novelty, or ativationof assoiations with some previous experiene). Nevertheless, it is instrutive to examine the brain-generated eletromagneti patterns that are a�eted by seletive attention.The e�ets of seletive listening on salp-reorded auditory evoked potentials have been studiedextensively. Pioneering work by Hillyard's group (Hillyard, Hink, Shwent, & Piton, 1973 [125℄)reported that the earliest segment of the auditory evoked potential that was inreased when itwas evoked by attended rather than unattended tones was the N1 wave. This di�erene betweenattended and unattended waveforms is variously known as the \N1 e�et" (Hillyard, Hink, Shwent,& Piton, 1973 [125℄), the \negative di�erene wave" or \Nd" (Hansen & Hillyard, 1980 [119℄) andthe \proessing negativity" (Naatanen, Gaillard, & Mantysalo, 1978 [203℄). It onsists of at leasttwo overlapping phases, the �rst of whih has a salp distribution similar to N1 itself and the seondof whih has a more frontal distribution and may last for hundreds of milliseonds (Giard, Perrin,Pernier, & Peronnet, 1988 [113℄; Hansen & Hillyard, 1980 [119℄). The \proessing negativity", whihhas a partly frontal distribution, has been proposed as reeting the degree of mathing of a stimulusto an attentionally ontrolled template (Alho, Paavilainen, Reinikainen, Sams, & Naatanen, 1986[8℄; Alho, Sams, Paavilainen, & Naatanen, 1986 [9℄; Naatanen, 1982 [204℄). In terms of the modelof attention skethed in Chapter 1, at least the frontal portion of this wave probably originates withthe ativity of neural generators of the proess(es) of attention, rather than representing the e�etsof attention on onsious experiene.However, the onlusion that waves earlier than N1 were not a�eted by attention was revisedwhen later work from the Hillyard group, using a task whih required more highly foussed seletiveattention, showed that the middle lateny waves between 20 and 50 ms after the stimulus were alsoaltered by seletive attention (Woldor� & Hillyard, 1991 [310℄). These e�ets were paralleled byvariations in target disrimination performane. MEG studies have also shown that neuromagnetibrain responses in the ranges 20-80 ms and 80-130 ms were inreased in amplitude by seletiveattention (Woldor�, et al., 1993 [311℄). The soures of these responses were reported to be inthe auditory ortex, above the ears. This M20-50 e�et was too small to be seen in individualsubjets, but a grand-average approah allowed its generator to be loalized 2-14 mm medial to thegrand-average M100s and the individual M100s, on the supratemporal plane in, or slightly lateral55



to, Heshl's gyrus (i.e. in the primary auditory ortex). This loation suggests that what we areseeing here may be the e�et of an attentional proess on the generator of sensation. Thus whateverattentional proess is operating in this situation must itself be ativated before the neural informationreahes the primary sensory ortex. The sheme in Chapter 1 would suggest that suh an attentionalproess may be mediated by the thalami spotlight, whih probably has the apaity to pre-regulatethe responsiveness (i.e. the resting membrane potential) of whatever well-de�ned region of theprimary auditory ortex responds to auditory stimuli of the frequeny of interest. Thalami ativityitself is too deep in the brain to evoke a notieable eletri or magneti �eld potential on the salp,so all we see in EEGs or MEGs is its ortial e�et.In ontrast to the situation just desribed, the frontal attention system is ortial and thus doesevoke notieable eletri and magneti evoked potentials. The mismath negativity or MMN is a wavein the auditory evoked potential whih peaks at 150-250 ms after a deviant sound in a repetitivesequene. Both MEG and EEG reordings show that this wave originates from a primary soure inthe auditory ortex and a seondary soure in frontal ortex (Alho, 1995 [10℄). Suh a dual origin ofthe MMN in auditory and frontal orties suggests that a template ative in the prefrontal workingmemory area may be involved in deiding whether or not any given stimulus is di�erent from thosepreeding it, and thus in generating the main MMN omponent in the auditory ortex. Early studiesusing low load seletive attention tasks all showed that the MMN was not a�eted by seletiveattention. However again, a more reent study using a dihoti listening task whih requires highlyfoussed attention to another sound soure learly demonstrates attentional modulation of the MMNgenerated in the auditory ortex (Woldor�, Hillyard, Gallen, Hampson, & Bloom, 1998 [312℄).In summary, a supportable hypothesis explaining the data above is that they reet the ationsof (at least) two attention systems, whih have separate e�ets on the omponents of the auditoryevoked potential. The proposed senario is that the thalami attention system primes ertain areasof the primary auditory ortex (those whih are ativated by stimuli with the desired frequenyharateristis) to be espeially sensitive, thus generating a larger evoked response in the 20-80 mspost-stimulus range to attended stimuli. This represents an enhaned \raw" sensory experiene ofthe stimuli to whih attention is being paid. Then a booster system in the form of a frontal attentionmodule uts in at around 100 ms. This generates enhaned responses in the later auditory evokedpotential range to stimuli whih �t a ertain expeted template. The enhanement allows evokedresponses to attended stimuli to be further proessed more e�etively than responses to non-attendedstimuli, so that they an better be assoiated with past events or used as a trigger for future ations.1.1 (ii) (a) Auditory evoked potentials and deafnessThe results onerning auditory evoked potentials and partial deafness are essentially the sameas those previously desribed for sensation threshold. Both ABRs and MLRs have been used aspreditors of sensation threshold, but MLRs give the more aurate preditions. Later waves are notgood preditors of sensation threshold.Total deafness is assoiated with a total lak of auditory evoked potentials. No results havebeen reported on the measurement of auditory evoked potentials for any \deaf-hearing" syndromeequivalent to \blindsight" (see Chapter 5).1.2 Auditory evoked potentials ovarying with subjetive experiene rather than properties of thephysial stimulus(i) Auditory evoked potentials and pereptual illusions(a) PithThe human primary auditory ortex onsists of Brodman areas 41 and 42, whih are loated withinand around the lateral or Sylvian �ssure, on the supratemporal plane of the transverse (Heshl)gyrus, just above the ear. In humans, as in all other speies studied down to �sh, it has been welldemonstrated that the primary auditory ortex is tonotopially organized. This means that the56



spatial loation of the neurons whih best respond to partiular sounds varies in a regular fashionaording to the frequeny of the sound.Middle lateny responses show suh a tonotopi organisation in the primary auditory ortex, withthe soure of the Pam/Pa wave being progressively more super�ial with higher stimulus frequenies(Pantev, et al., 1995 [219℄). The site of generation of the brain eletromagneti event that ours 100ms after an auditory tone also varies in the auditory ortex as a funtion of the frequeny of the tone(Pantev, et al., 1988 [216℄; Romani, Williamson, & Kaufman, 1982 [238℄), but the N1 tonotopi mapis a mirror image of the middle lateny map. The depth of the soure of the N1m or N1 wave from thesurfae of the brain inreases linearly with the logarithm of stimulus frequeny, with higher frequenystimuli being assoiated with deeper N1m soures. This N1/N1m map lies several mm posterior tothe Pa/Pam mirror map and it is ontroversial whether the N1m/N1 wave is due to ativation ofseondary auditory areas (Pantev, et al., 1995 [219℄) or to a region of the primary auditory ortex(Yamamoto, Uemura, & Llinas, 1992 [318℄). The post-stimulus lateny of the maximal N1m alsovaries with stimulus frequeny and intensity (Stu�ebeam, Poeppel, Rowley, & Roberts, 1998 [283℄).N1 is assoiated with the detetion of di�erenes between the urrent stimulus and immediatelypreeding ones (Naatanen & Piton, 1987 [205℄). The mismath negativity omponent of N1 arisesfrom a neural hange-detetion system that ompares the urrent stimulus to some kind of represen-tation of whatever stimuli ourred within the previous 160 to 170 ms (Yabe, et al., 1998 [317℄). Sofrom the point of view of our argument, the logarithmi nature of the transform from tone frequeniesto spatial loation of N1 maxima perfetly �ts with the logarithmi nature of Fehner's Law, thepsyhophysial law onerning ability of a subjet to detet di�erenes in pith. (see Appendix A).The idea that this depth-related eletromagneti pattern is orrelated with pith (whih is purelya subjetive phenomenon) rather than stimulus frequeny (whih is an external physial property ofthe stimulus) is further reinfored by the results of another set of experiments, on a phenomenonknown as the missing fundamental frequeny (Pantev, Hoke, Lutkenhoner, & Lehnertz, 1991 [217℄).If the auditory stimulus is a partiular kind of omplex tone in whih the so-alled fundamentalfrequeny is missing, the subjetive pereption of a listener is that the pith of the sound is that ofthe fundamental frequeny (whih is not atually present in the stimulus at all). In suh a ase, itturns out that pereived pith is what determines the loation of the MEG-deteted dipole soure,and not the atual spetral ontents of the stimulus.(b) Sound loalizationTo loalize the position of a sound soure, animals use the ues of interaural di�erenes in theintensity and time of arrival of sound waves in the air. Most of the detailed omputation to allow thisloalization is done at sub-ortial levels, but the onsious pereption of sound loality has beenrelated to a partiular auditory evoked potential (MEvoy, Piton, Champagne, Kellett, & Kelly,1990 [186℄). In order to eliit this potential, a ontinuous noise was generated by running a sequeneof random numbers through a digital to analogue onverter and playing the result through earphones.When two hannels were programmed to generate idential noise stimuli but one hannel was delayedrelative to the other, the subjet loalized the sound to the side reeiving the leading stimulus.Changes in the relative timing of the two stimuli aused the noise to shift in its lateralization. Sineno di�erene ould be deteted in the ongoing monaural noise, any potentials evoked by these shiftswere postulated to be spei�ally related to the binaural interation. In this situation the salpresponse reorded from the midline at the top of the head ontained a positive-negative-positiveomplex with peak latenies of 75, 136 and 220 ms. This response was reported as being similar tothat evoked by the onset of a monaural stimulus but smaller and signi�antly later.In the early experiments referred to above no earlier evoked potential omponents ould be eliitedthat were related to pereived lateralization shifts. However later experiments along similar lines butusing MEG again impliated the neural events at around 30 ms after stimulus onset. P30m showeda tendeny, similar to but smaller than that of N100m, to be larger to stimuli with ontralaterally-57



leading inter-aural time di�erenes (MEvoy, Makela, Hamalainen, & Hari, 1994 [188℄). So far it hasnot possible to resolve any spatial patterns relating to onsious loalization of sounds. Attemptsto do so resulted in the statement that neurons in the human auditory ortex that were sensitive tointeraural time di�erenes were \not organized into a large-sale, orderly representation, whih ouldbe resolved by MEG" (MEvoy, Hari, Imada, & Sams, 1993 [187℄).(ii) Auditory evoked potentials and loudnessThe amplitude of the MLR wave Pa inreases as the stimulus intensity is turned up from 40 dBnHL to 70 dB nHL (Tuker & Ruth, 1996 [295℄). This is onsistent with the hypothesis that Pa isorrelated with subjetive sound sensation.No lear orrelation has been reported between the eletrially measured N1 and pereived loud-ness: some subjets have an N1 that inreases in amplitude with the stimulus intensity, whereasothers have an N1 that saturates or beomes smaller at high stimulus intensity (Adler & Adler, 1989[5℄; Piton, Goodman, & Brye, 1970 [222℄). However, the N1-amplitude/stimulus-intensity slope isrelated to the amount of frontal midline theta ativity in the general EEG, whih in turn orrelateswith the degree of attention (Bruneau, Roux, Guerin, Garreau, & Lelord, 1993 [41℄) and this doeshint at a orrelation between N1 amplitude and pereived loudness. Depth from the surfae of thebrain of the MEG-measured soure of mN1 dereases with inreasing stimulus intensity (the oppositeof the ase with inreasing frequeny) (Pantev, Hoke, Lutkenhoner, & Lehnertz, 1991 [217℄), so thereis some evidene for a pattern of orrelation between the spatial features of N1 and loudness.(iii) Auditory evoked potentials and pereptual hanges due to learningTonotopi patterns in the primary auditory ortex do hange with learning (Reanzone, Shreiner,& Merzenih, 1993 [233℄). When owl monkeys were taught a frequeny disrimination task, the sizeof the area in the primary auditory ortex that responded to the restrited frequeny range in whihthe monkeys had learned to disriminate small di�erenes was inreased.4.4 Relationship of global 40 Hz waves to auditory evokedpotentialsIt has long been known that either steady state (Galambos, 1982 [108℄; Galambos, Makeig, & Talma-ho�, 1981 [107℄) or transient (Pantev, et al., 1991 [218℄) auditory stimulation eliits an osillatoryresponse at about 40 Hz. For some time there was an ongoing ontroversy about whether the 40 Hzsteady state response that is generated by repetitive delivery of lik stimuli at a frequeny of 40 Hzwas simply an algebrai addition of overlapping transient responses, or whether it represented thedriving of an endogenous 40 Hz rhythm. Reently the evidene has been oming down on the sideof the idea that there are endogenous 40 Hz rhythms in the brain, whih an be reset or driven bysensory stimuli.First, a new method of analysing MEG reordings alled magneti �eld tomography (Ribary, et al.,1991 [236℄) showed that a 40 Hz osillation is probably ontinuously generated by the brain, sweepingalong the ortex from front to bak one every 12.5 ms. The authors suggest that this osillation anbest be observed and averaged when it is reset and enhaned by sensory input. Seondly, onvolutionof the auditory stimulus-evoked MEG response by a Gabor wavelet (whih gives a ontinuous measureof frequeny-spei� power over time) showed that there exist both a 40 Hz response whih is notphase-loked to the disrete auditory stimulus provided and also one whih is phase-loked to thestimulus (Tiitinen, Sinkkonen, May, & Naatanen, 1994 [292℄). In these experiments the amplitudeof the non-phase-loked 40-Hz waves was twie as high over the vision-related oipital ortex asit was over the auditory ortex (where the phase-loked ativity was highest). This again suggeststhat there exists an endogenous 40-Hz osillation, whih may be \aptured" loally by a partiular58



sensory stimulus and beome phase-loked to that stimulus.The 40-Hz auditory evoked EEG response to transient stimulation is signi�antly larger whensubjets pay attention to the stimulus than when they ignore it (Tiitinen, et al., 1993 [291℄), whih�ts with the idea that it is the orrelate of onsious awareness of the sound. However this responseis insensitive to hanges in qualitative stimulus features suh as frequeny (Tiitinen, Sinkkonen, May,& Naatanen, 1994 [292℄). The latter observation an be explained in a number of ways. First, the40-Hz response per se may have nothing to do with the ontents of onsiousness. I do not favor thisexplanation. Seondly, the methods so far used to measure and/or proess the 40-Hz osillation maynot be sensitive enough to pik up stimulus-related frequeny or amplitude modulations that do exist.This seems quite likely, onsidering that the temporal spreading introdued by the measurementmethod is enough to produe evoked waves that apparently begin before the onset of the stimulus(Tiitinen, et al., 1993 [291℄). Finally, pith information may be represented by a spatial feature of thespatiotemporal eletromagneti pattern, rather than by a temporal feature. Evidene supporting thelast possibility is given above, in the setion on spatial patterns orrelating with pith pereption.4.5 SummaryIt is lear that the 4-dimensional eletromagneti patterns we originally postulated to exist wheneverauditory subjetive experiene exists have not yet been desribed in any detail. However there aresigni�ant indiations that suh patterns do exist, and we already have a great many useful pointersas to where and when to look for them. From the available evidene, we might predit that thespatiotemporal eletromagneti pattern whih ovaries with the raw sensation of sound is likely to befound overing the extent of the primary auditory ortex, at a time approximately 30 to 50 ms aftera simple auditory stimulus. The pattern orrelating with the subjetive reognition that this soundis di�erent from the sounds preeding it should be found overing the extent of the primary andpossibly the seondary auditory orties, from about 40 ms to about 250 ms after the stimulus. Thepattern ovarying with the subjetive experiene of any assoiations the sound evokes and onsequentdeisions as to what to do about the situation that gave rise to the sound is likely to be found about300 ms after the stimulus, extending over a muh wider extent of the ortex, taking in variousassoiation areas.Thus, inasmuh as it is possible to isolate one auditory perept from the ontinuing stream ofauditory onsiousness, any partiular perept must be onsidered as being a temporally smearedevent whih is probably ontinues to develop for up to about half a seond after the stimulus. Thespatial patterns in the eletromagneti �eld assoiated with the perept almost ertainly hange intime, spreading outwards from the primary auditory ortex until they eventually oupy virtuallythe entire erebral ortex of the brain.
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Chapter 5Vision| Do there exist spatiotemporal on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld that ovary with visualonsiousness?This hapter asks the question \does the brain generate patterns in the eletromagneti �eld thatorrelate with visual sensations?". By now we will be unsurprised to �nd that the answer is \yes."Humans rely more on vision than on any other sense in negotiating their way around the world,so visual onsiousness in humans is onsiderably riher in terms of information ontent than eitherolfatory or auditory onsiousness. Thus it is not surprising that a muh larger area of ortex isdevoted to vision than to either of the other two sensory modalities. The ortex overing the entirebak quarter of the brain is exlusively onerned with the proessing of visual information and thereare also extensive areas in several anterior regions that are important in vision. Therefore it mightbe expeted that the spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns we are looking for in the visual systemwould be muh larger and more omplex than those in either the olfatory or auditory systems.5.1 Basi funtional anatomy of the visual ortexThe exlusively visual regions of the ortex are subdivided into areas V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 and V6.Area V1 is the largest of these. It is situated at the bak of the brain. V1 also has many othernames, being known as eithera the striate ortex (beause of its unique ytoarhiteture, whih inludes the \stripe of Gen-nari" in layer 4 where the input from the lateral geniulate nuleus enters the ortex) orb the primary visual ortex (beause it is the �rst ortial reipient of neural traÆ from the eyesvia the lateral geniulate nuleus1), or area 17 (beause Korbinian Brodman, who subdivided the entire ortex into areas on the basisof ellular arhiteture, studied this area after the area he alled 16 and before the area healled 18), or oasionally1There is, however, a small projetion from the lateral geniulate nuleus to the visual areas outside V1 (Fries,1981 [101℄; Yukie & Iwai, 1981 [320℄). This is important in the interpretation of a type of \blindness" to be disussedlater, in whih the patient an disern visual information but has no onsious awareness of seeing (blindsight).61



d the alarine ortex (beause most of it is in or around the alarine sulus or �ssure).The other visual areas, V2 to V6, are olletively alled the prestriate ortex, simply beause theylie in front of (i.e. anterior to) the striate ortex. V1 projets axons to V2, and both V1 and V2independently send diret onnetions to eah of V3, V4, V5 and V6.Funtionally speaking, the visual system of mammals ontains a number of separate topographimaps of the visual world. The visual �eld is �rst mapped in detail on the retina of the eye. This meansthat a neuron in any given position on the retina �res ation potentials only in response to light in apartiular position in the visual �eld. The retinal map is transferred through the lateral geniulatenuleus in a remarkably preise point-to-point fashion to V1 and thene with some modi�ation toV2 and V3.One priniple we have already observed regarding the tonotopi maps in the auditory system isrepeated in the visual system. This is that maps whih are adjaent to one other in a attened-outrepresentation of the ortex tend to be mirror images of one another. For example, the topographimap in area V2 is a mirror image of the map in V1 and the map in V3 is a mirror image of the mapin V2 (Zeki, 1993 [323℄).However in the visual system a new priniple also beomes prominent. This is that the variousdi�erent attributes of a stimulus (suh as olor, form and motion) are proessed in parallel, inseparate regions of the ortex (Zeki, 1978 [321℄). Both areas V1 and V2 ontain a wide variety ofneurons: neurons that are seletive for the motion of a visual stimulus, neurons that are seletivefor the orientation of the stimulus, neurons that are seletive for wavelength of light and neuronsthat respond to 3-dimensional depth. The neurons that are seletive for eah of these sub-modalitiesof vision are ertainly arranged in a preise retinotopi pattern within V1, but the point is that allthe di�erent sub-modalities are represented within area V1. They are all represented again in V2.However the other visual areas di�er profoundly from eah other in their funtional properties.For example, area V3 largely ontains ells that respond only to a light-dark edge in the visual�eld. An individual neuron in V3 will only �re if there is a line or edge in its visual �eld that hasa ertain orientation in relation to the vertial. V3 is thus onerned with the pereption of form.The angle of orientation of the line or edge to whih a given V3 neuron responds hanges graduallywith the position of the neuron in V3, so that ells responsive to lines of similar orientation tend tobe situated next to one another. This grouping together of ells that respond to similar features ofthe environment has been found to be a ommon feature of the organisation of all ortial areas. Interms of an overall spatial pattern whih represents the stimulus, it �ts with the idea that a partiularregion of the pattern represents a partiular quality of the external stimulus evoking the pattern.Area V4 is di�erent from V3 in that it ontains neurons that are responsive not to ontrast, but tothe wavelength of light impinging on their retinal �eld. Thus in the subjetive sense, V4 is onernedwith the proessing of olor. Cells in area V5 (a.k.a. MT) are speialised to respond only to a visualstimulus that is moving in a partiular diretion. Thus V5 is vital for the pereption of motion. Allof these �ndings were initially made in the maaque visual ortex, but later extended by the use ofpositron emission (PET) studies to the human visual ortex (Zeki, Watson, & Luek, 1991 [322℄).In terms of our present hypothesis, that any given visual experiene is idential with a partiularspatiotemporal eletromagneti pattern, these data suggest that the patterns we are looking for willprobably extend at least through areas V3 to V5 and will very possibly inlude V1 and the othervisual areas as well. Furthermore, we an predit that the pattern orrelating with a partiular visualexperiene will extend aross both hemispheres of the brain, to inlude the patterns generated byboth left and right visual areas.The suggestion that the patterns orrelating with onsious experiene will inlude elements gener-ated in early visual areas suh as V1 as well as later areas suh as V4 and V5 goes diretly against anold and well-entrenhed notion whih has had a major (albeit unspoken and perhaps unreognised)62



inuene on many urrent speulations about the neural orrelates of onsiousness. This is that thebrain works in an exlusively hierarhial fashion. Grandmother ells (putative hyperomplex ellsthat respond only to an image of one's grandmother) are no longer as fashionable as they one were,but nevertheless some very eminent ommentators have reently advaned the view that ativity inthe primary visual ortex does not enter onsiousness (eg (Crik & Koh, 1995a [66℄; Crik & Koh,1995b [67℄)). Some of the evidene presented in the following setions argues that this is not thease.To return to the aim of this hapter, whih is to examine ritially the evidene already in theliterature suggesting that the brain does generate eletromagneti patterns orrelating with theontents of visual onsiousness, only some of the riteria in Chapter 1 will be addressed here. Theseare 1.1(i)(h), 1.1(ii)(b) and 1.2(iii). There does exist a great deal of exellent experimental workon vision that is relevant to various of the other riteria in Chapter 1, and I would like to assure itsauthors that it is not left out of this disussion as a result of any desire on my part to o�end them,but simply through a failure of energy and a feeling that enough evidene has already been adduedto make the point.1.1 (i) (h): Spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns varying with onsious pereption duringbinoular rivalryOne riterion from Chapter 1 that has been the subjet of a great deal of work by investigatorsinterested in the neural orrelates of visual onsiousness is riterion 1.1(i)(h): \that any patternlaimed to orrelate with visual experiene should ovary with onsious pereption in the ase ofbinoular rivalry".The term binoular rivalry refers to a situation where eah eye is presented with a di�erent visualsene or pattern. When the information presented to eah eye is di�erent enough so that it annot befused into one binoular image, the two ompeting images are sometimes seen overlaid on top of oneanother, as might be expeted, but it is also possible to adjust the stimulus parameters (brightnesset) so that eah separate image is pereived alternately, with one perept spontaneously replaingthe other every few seonds. This is termed a rivalrous situation. In terms of our urrent hypothesis,it is lear that any spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns postulated to be (or even merely to beorrelated with) visual onsiousness must orrelate with the dynamis of onsious pereption insuh a rivalrous situation. The patterns must hange as the onsious perept hanges. Have suhpatterns been found? The answer is almost, but not quite - there are tantalising pointers to theexistene of eletromagneti patterns that obey this riterion, but the details are yet unlear.Binoular rivalry has been investigated experimentally using both single ell reording methodsin monkeys and ats, and eletroenephalographi or neuromagneti reordings in humans.5.1.1 Binoular rivalry and single ell reordingsOne major researh program using single ell reordings to investigate binoular rivalry is that ofNikos Logothetis and olleagues. These investigators trained monkeys to press a partiular lever onseeing a partiular �gure. They then reorded from ells in the monkeys' visual orties, �rst duringnon-rivalrous onditions (when the same �gure was presented to both of the monkey's eyes) andthen during rivalrous onditions (when one �gure was presented to one eye and another �gure to theother eye). The experimenters haraterised large numbers of neurons in non-rivalrous onditionsand found that most ells responded best (i.e. �red most strongly) to one preferred �gure. They thenreorded the �ring rates of the same neurons during rivalrous onditions and orrelated these withwhih of the two �gures the monkey reported seeing. The �nding was that some neurons respondedonly when their preferred stimulus was pereived by the monkey, some responded best when it wassuppressed and some neurons ontinued to respond to their preferred stimulus regardless of whether it63



was being pereived or not. Yet other neurons were relatively untuned during oherent, non-rivalrousstimulation but showed enhaned seletivity in response to rivalrous stimuli (Leopold & Logothetis,1996 [165℄; Logothetis & Shall, 1989 [175℄; Sheinberg & Logothetis, 1997 [259℄).What is interesting in the present ontext is that the perentages of neurons in eah of theselasses depended on where in the ortex the neurons were. In areas V1/V2, V4 and V5, the majorityof ells ontinued to respond to their preferred stimulus even when it was pereptually suppressed. Inareas IT (the inferior temporal ortex) and STS (the upper and lower banks of the superior temporalsulus) about 90% of the reorded ells reliably predited the pereptual state of the animal, by �ringonly when their preferred stimulus was pereived. This result ould be taken (and indeed has beentaken, though not expliitly by the authors of the study) to mean that ells in V1 to V5 are notdiretly involved in whatever pattern of neuronal �ring orrelates with onsious pereption, but areonly involved in pre-onsious proessing. However, it should be noted that 20% of the ells reordedfrom in V5 and 25% of ells in V4 did inrease their �ring rate signi�antly when their preferredstimulus was pereived, and a further 20% of neurons in V5 and 13% of neurons in V4 respondedonly when their preferred stimulus was phenomenally suppressed (Sheinberg & Logothetis, 1997).Thus a total of 40% of V5 neurons and 38% of V4 neurons did modulate their behavior in linewith pereption during binoular rivalry. About 18% of V1 ells behaved similarly. This indiatesthat any large-sale pattern of ativity that orrelates with onsious visual pereption may reeiveontributions mainly from areas IT and STS, but probably also reeives signi�ant ontributionsfrom earlier visual areas as well. A further point to note is that there were no ontrols in thesestudies designed to remove the e�ets either of working memory or of preparation for the motor atsinvolved in reporting the monkey's pereptions (see Chapter 1). These ontaminating fators mustbe onsidered more likely to inuene the temporal areas IT and STS than the purely visual striateand prestriate ortex.It should also be remembered that the simple fat that a partiular neuron �res ation potentialsdoes not neessarily mean that it will ontribute signi�antly to a large-sale pattern in the ele-tromagneti �eld. If what we are interested in is a spatial pattern in the eletromagneti �eld overan area of several m2, then it is important to reognise that neurons whih �re in synhrony (i.e.oherently) will make a muh larger ontribution to suh an eletromagneti pattern than neurons�ring individually. The relative ontribution to a �eld potential of oherently �ring neurons (M)to inoherently �ring neurons (N) has been estimated to be M=pN (Elul, 1971 [78℄). About 107neurons line up in parallel within a 1-m2 portion of ortial gyrus. If only 1% are oherent, therelative ontribution to salp potential of these minority neurons would be approximately 105=p107,or about 30 times greater than that of the 99% of neurons that produe inoherent soures (Nunez,1995 [211℄). Thus it beomes very important from the point of view of our urrent hypothesis todetermine whether or not single neurons that follow pereption also �re in synhrony with otherneurons.In fat the issue of synhrony of �ring during binoular rivalry has been addressed, in a seriesof single ell experiments on ats. In early onset strabismus (squint), a binoular rivalry situationholds and signals onveyed by the two eyes are pereived not simultaneously but in alternation.Usually one eye beomes dominant and images presented to it are pereived most of the time. WolfSinger's researh group reorded from the primary visual ortex (V1) of awake strabismi ats, usingmoving stimuli and traking whih eye was doing the pereiving by measuring whih eye ontrolledoptokineti nystagmus (a reex whih moves the pereiving eye in onert with the moving stimulus,in suh a way as to keep the position of the image still on the retina) (Fries, Roelfsema, Engel,Konig, & Singer, 1997 [100℄). As our present hypothesis would predit, neurons responding to thestimulus that was pereived �red with inreased synhroniity. This means that their ontributionto a large-sale spatiotemporal eletromagneti pattern would be signi�antly boosted. Conversely,neurons responding to the stimulus that was not pereived beame less well synhronised, whihwould mean that their ontribution to the relevant eletromagneti pattern would be minimised.64



No hanges in disharge rate were observed in this study, but it must be remembered that onlyneurons in V1 were examined and not neurons in areas V4, V5, IT or STS. The authors of the studysimply say, \hanges in synhroniity at early stages of proessing are bound to result in hangesof disharge rate at later stages" - meaning, presumably, that a barrage of synhronous exitatorypostsynapti potentials (epsps) would be likely to integrate and ause �ring of their postsynaptiells, whereas individually ourring epsps might not. This is of ourse another way of looking atthe importane of synhroniity of �ring. From the point of view of the urrent hypothesis though,the importane of synhrony is that ells �ring synhronously will ontribute muh more to theoverall spatiotemporal eletromagneti pattern than ells �ring non-synhronously. Thus even a fewsynhronously �ring ells in V1 ould potentially ontribute more to the overall eletromagnetipattern than a majority of ells in another area �ring non-synhronously.Clearly it would be useful to know the outome, in either the at or the monkey system, of exper-iments on orrelation of pereption with synhrony of �ring in areas V4, V5, IT and STS (preferablywith some ontrols inluded to eliminate the ontribution of motor preparatory ativity and work-ing memory). However, it must be said that the sorts of large-sale spatiotemporal eletromagnetipatterns we are looking for are probably not best studied using single-ell reording tehnology. Itmay turn out to be better to simply ut to the hase, by measuring the large-sale eletromagnetipatterns diretly, using the tehniques of EEG and MEG.5.1.2 Binoular rivalry and EEG/MEG in humansThe take-home message from a number of EEG and MEG studies on binoular rivalry is that theamplitude of the EEG or MEG response evoked by a visual stimulus is larger if the stimulus ispereived than if it is not.One of the earliest EEG studies on binoular rivalry (Lansing, 1964) gave a partiularly learresult in this regard. The experimenter presented to his subjets' left eyes a ikering light. Thislight evoked in the oipito-parietal EEG a rhythmi response of the same frequeny as the ash rateof the light. At the same time he presented to his subjets' right eyes a steady red light with diagonalstripes. By varying the intensity of the red stimulus he ould ontrol whether it or the ikering lightwas pereived. The �nding from this study was that the amplitude of the rhythmi EEG responseto the ikering light losely orresponded with whether or not this stimulus was being pereived.When the ikering light was seen, the amplitude of the EEG response showed a marked inrease.When it was not, the amplitude of the response dropped virtually to zero, even though the stimuluswas physially still present at the same intensity.Another early EEG study (MaKay, 1968 [178℄) used the standard kind of averaged transientevoked potentials, taking advantage of two kinds of suppression phenomena that are slightly di�erentfrom binoular rivalry. The �rst of these phenomena is termed \pereptual blanking". It involvessimultaneous or lose to simultaneous ash-presentation of a noise-patterned visual �eld (N) anda blank �eld (B) to the same eye. The outome of this is that B suppresses pereption of N ifit is presented at the same time as, or up to 10 or 20 ms after N. However if B is presented atprogressively longer intervals after N (eg 30, 40 and 50ms later), then its masking e�et lessensand N beomes progressively more visible subjetively. The study found that as this happened, theharateristi EEG potential evoked by N appeared and progressively inreased in amplitude. Thusthere was again a orrelation between evoked potential amplitude and subjetive pereption. Theseond suppression phenomenon is referred to as \interoular suppression" and involves presentationof N and B to di�erent eyes. Under these onditions N suppresses B, even if presented several tensof ms after B. Again a orrelation was found between subjetive experiene and evoked potentialshape, at least for one pair of eletrode plaements in the oipital region.Extension of Lansing's original work using a ikering light has led to the onept of frequeny65



tagging of the stimuli presented to eah eye, in order to derive an eletrophysiologial method suitablefor measuring rivalry in real time. The so-alled steady state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) evokedby a ikering grating follows the iker frequeny. As with Lansing's study, the amplitude of theSSVEP of a partiular frequeny has been found to depend on whether or not the stimulus of thatfrequeny is being pereived (Brown & Noria, 1997 [40℄). The onept of frequeny tagging wassubsequently put to good use by Gerald Edelman's group, who employed it in onjuntion with MEGreordings using a 148-sensor whole-head magnetometer (Srinivasan, Russell, Edelman, & Tononi,1999 [270℄; Tononi, Srinivasan, Russell, & Edelman, 1998 [293℄). As with the EEG studies, theamount of MEG power at a partiular frequeny was found to depend on whether the stimuluswhih evoked that frequeny of response was being pereived. In stimulus alternation trials a 100%modulation due to the physial presene/absene of the stimulus was observed. However duringbinoular rivalry this study found only a 50-85% derease in power when the subjet reported notbeing onsious of a partiular stimulus. Thus some neural proessing was still going on in the abseneof onsious pereption, but pereption was learly orrelated with more intense spatiotemporaleletromagneti patterns.Interestingly, this modulation by pereptual dominane, while not ompletely global, was dis-tributed to a large subset of regions showing stimulus-related responses, inluding many anteriorregions outside the visual ortex. In the words of the authors (Tononi, Srinivasan, Russell, & Edel-man, 1998 [293℄)\1. Neural responses to rivalrous visual stimuli ourred in a large number of ortial regions,both when the subjet onsiously pereived the stimuli and when he did not. 2. Responsesevoked by a stimulus over a large portion of the salp were stronger when the subjets wereonsious of it than when they were not".Not only were frequeny tagged responses stronger when a stimulus was pereived, but therewas also a marked inrease in both interhemispheri and intrahemispheri oherene at the stimulusfrequeny that was being pereived (Srinivasan, Russell, Edelman, & Tononi, 1999 [270℄). The earliermentioned analysis showing the disproportionately large ontribution of oherently �ring neurons tothe overall eletromagneti pattern (Elul, 1971 [78℄; Nunez, 1995 [211℄) suggests that suh an inreasein oherene should atually be ausally related to the inrease in response amplitude. The fat thatthere was a orrelation between pereption and MEG �eld strength over the entire visual ortex -primary visual ortex, later visual areas and a number of other extra-visual areas - suggests that earlyvisual areas are probably just as important in onsious pereption as later visual areas (f (Crik &Koh, 1995a [66℄)). The extra-visual areas whih were atively orrelated with pereption may havebeen involved in working memory, attention and possibly with reporting of what was pereived.1.1 (ii) (b) Spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns varying with onsious pereption during neu-rologial damage: blindsightDespite its rarity, blindsight (Weiskrantz, 1997 [306℄) is probably one of the most famous phe-nomena in the world of onsiousness studies at the present time, so we will onsider it briey.Blindsight involves lesions to V1, whih have the e�et of destroying a subjet's visual awareness oronsiousness, while preserving some of their visual pereptual abilities. The patient thus maintainsthat they are blind in the part of their visual �eld whih maps onto the site of the V1 lesion andstrongly denies seeing anything in this area; but if fored to guess about stimuli presented to theirblind hemi�eld they do signi�antly better than hane. There is a surprising lak of EEG studies ofblindsight patients, but one whih has been done (Shefrin, Goodin, & Amino�, 1988 [258℄) provideswhat ould be seen as on�rmatory evidene that some form of sensory proessing is present, butwithout normal visual sensation. This study shows that a visually evoked P3 wave is present inresponse to stimuli in the blind hemi�eld, but earlier waves of the visual evoked potential suh asP100 an only be eliited in the normally sighted hemi�eld.66



On the fae of it, this syndrome provides diret evidene that V1 is neessary for the generationof visual onsiousness. When V1 is damaged, onsious visual experiene is not available: someform stimulus-evoked sensation may enter awareness, but it is uniformly reported as being nothinglike normal visual sensation. However, while V1 may be neessary for visual experiene, a numberof lesion studies over the years show that neither V1, nor any other spei� area of visual ortex, issuÆient for normal visual experiene (Weiskrantz, 1997 [306℄).This observation ertainly �ts with our present hypothesis, that the large-sale eletromagnetipattern generated by the whole visual ortex (and possibly some prefrontal areas as well) is theimportant thing. One predition of the present hypothesis is that if any signi�ant part of this large-sale pattern is destroyed, visual experiene would be either ompromised in a fairly preditable way(if the damage is in the more speialised visual areas onerned with eg olor or motion) or wouldnot our at all (if the damage is to the striate ortex, where all features of vision are represented).As we have just pointed out, this predition does seem to be supported by the evidene.However the observation that damage to V1 auses a more serious e�et on vision than damage tolater areas does not neessarily mean that neurons in V1 ontribute a more important feature of suha hypothetial overall pattern than do neurons in the pre-striate areas. It may be that one importantfeature generating the large-sale eletromagneti pattern is ativity of the re-entrant onnetionsbetween V1 and various pre-striate areas. Alternatively, it may simply be that lesions to V1 disruptthe main pathway for visual information from the periphery to the rest of the visual ortex, leavingonly the relatively minor pathways that bypass V1(see footnote 2 at the beginning of this hapter).These bypass pathways may be able to support transfer of some information from the periphery towhatever site generates visual onsiousness, but not that information whih is atually importantfor onsious visual experiene.Basially, the ritial experiments have not yet been done to determine what if any large-salespatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns are present in the normal hemi�elds of blindsight patientsand absent in their blind hemi�elds.1.2 (iii) Spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns varying with onsious pereption not physialqualities of stimulus: learningAgain Walter Freeman's lab has reported seminal studies analogous to those on the olfatory andauditory systems, using arrays of subdural eletrodes over the visual ortex of monkeys trained torespond to visual stimuli (Freeman & van Dijk, 1987 [96℄). Two array positions were studied, onearray overing Brodman areas 17, 18 and 19 and a smaller array overing only the primary visualortex, with double the density of eletrodes (at 0.6 m separation ompared to 1.2-1.4 m separationin the larger array). Unfortunately no detailed analysis of di�erenes between these two eletrodearrays is presented, so no onlusions an be drawn as to whether patterns over the primary visualortex orrelate with pereption better or worse than do larger sale patterns.The behavioral task with whih the EEG patterns were orrelated was omplex. The monkeyhad been trained to �xate on a square ontaining a hekerboard pattern that ikered at a reversalrate of 7.8 Hz. The onset of the iker indiated that a trial was beginning. The iker lasted fora time varying randomly between 1.5 and 5 seonds, after whih it stopped and the monkey's priortraining was to pull a lever between 400ms and 600ms later (in some trials between 300 ms and 500ms) for a reward of apple juie. Trials were repeated every 4-6 seonds, while a larger hekerboardin a di�erent area of the sreen was iked on for 340 ms and o� for 500ms ontinually, withoutreward ontingeny. Four di�erent epohs were di�erentiated, eah assumed to be assoiated with adi�erent behavioral state:1. the �rst 100 ms after essation of the iker (the averaged visual evoked potential to the es-sation of the iker was reported to be longer than 100 ms but shorter than 200 ms)67



2. the period from 200 ms to 400 ms after essation of the iker (this was \assoiated with theCS (onditioned stimulus) onset" - i.e. , if the monkey was onentrating on the task, he wasdeiding to pull the lever during this period)3. the period from 400 to 600 ms after essation of the iker (assoiated with the CR (onditionedresponse) - the monkey was pulling the lever and looking at the mouthpiee)4. the period from 600 to 800 ms after essation of the iker (assoiated with the UCS (unon-ditioned stimulus) - the monkey was drinking his juie, if he had responded orretly).Within eah of these epohs, shorter time segments were seleted by eye in whih the EEG showedbursts of high amplitude osillations lasting 75-200 ms, during whih there was high ohereny arosshannels. It is argued that \this basi strutural oherene was not due to a ontribution fromthe referene eletrode beause the amplitude di�ered between hannels". Superimposed on thiswidespread oherene (in whih the EEG power was distributed in a form resembling \1/f noise" - inother words there was more power at lower frequenies) were shorter loalized episodes of oherenein whih the power was onentrated into a single or at most two peaks at frequenies between 20and 40 Hz. These peaks were variable in di�erent trials.When a Prinipal Components Analysis was applied to data from the burst periods, a waveformommon to all hannels ould be extrated, that inorporated most of the total variane. Thedistribution of the power of this omponent aross eletrodes gave a spatial pattern of the oherentativity and statistial analyses suggested that di�erent suh patterns were assoiated with the CSand the CR periods (when the monkey was looking at and pulling the lever and when he was lookingat the mouthpiee and reeiving his reward). These patterns remained stable over 6 weeks. As withthe olfatory system, patterns that di�erentiated CS and CR ould only be extrated after a formof hannel normalization was applied, to remove a basi spatial pattern of power distribution whihprobably reets the relationship between individual anatomy and eletrode plaement.This partiular series of experiments used only one monkey and no new learning was studied. Butin general, the results repeat the �ndings of similar experiments on the olfatory and auditory systems(see Chapters 3 and 4), where spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns were found to orrelate notwith a stimulus per se, but with the meaning the stimulus had for the animal. The eletromagnetipatterns thus hanged when learning gave a partiular stimulus a new meaning and the stimulusame to be pereived di�erently. In other words, these eletromagneti patterns orrelated with theonsious pereption of a stimulus, not with its physial qualities. Unfortunately at this stage thepublished data do not allow a useful qualitative desription of what the patterns look like and howonstant they are between individuals for a given external stimulus - but statistially the patternsdo predit the pereptual state of the animal, as far as an be determined.5.2 SummaryAgain we do not have detailed information on the harateristis of the 4-D eletromagneti patternsthat ovary with visual onsiousness, but we do have signi�ant indiations that suh patterns exist.While some of the available evidene on the visual system has been interpreted by some ommentatorsas showing that only neural ativity in relatively restrited areas of ortex is the neural orrelate ofvisual onsiousness, my own view is that the spatial eletromagneti pattern over the entire visualortex will turn out to be the de�ning feature of visual experiene. Thus it may be predited that thesize and omplexity this pattern will make vision a muh more diÆult modality to study in terms ofthe arhiteture of onsiousness than hearing, despite the fat that more is urrently known about68



the neurophysiology of vision than of audition. However in order to abstrat the important featuresof the spatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns de�ning onsiousness, it will obviously be neessaryto study several sensory modalities in parallel, so that their harateristi eletromagneti patternsan be ompared and ontrasted.
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Chapter 6The Eletromagneti Field Theory ofConsiousness| Expanded statement of theory| Why not all brain ativity is onsious| The binding problem| Eletromagneti �eld theory and psyhoneural identity theory| Pratial onsequenes| Positive evidene for the theoryThe experimental evidene presented in hapters 2 to 5 has basially on�rmed our initial hypoth-esis that both states and ontents of onsiousness do ovary with ertain spatiotemporal on�gura-tions of the eletromagneti �eld. This makes it worthwhile to generate and examine a slightly moreeshed-out version of the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness.We may begin by restating the basi tenet of the theory, whih is that onsious experiene is afundamental property of ertain on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld.It is important to note that the word fundamental is here taken as meaning \not able to be reduedor explained in terms of anything simpler" - there is no impliation that a fundamental property ofthe eletromagneti �eld is a uniform property of the �eld. The present proposal spei�ally doesnot imply that all parts of the eletromagneti �eld are onsious at all times, whih would entailsome form of panpsyhism. Rather, it is proposed that onsiousness, like light and matter, is non-uniformly distributed in spae and time. In one sense, sine various spots in the �eld are onsiousat various times, the �eld as a whole an be regarded as having the property of onsiousness (in thesame way as a loth with red spots on it an be regarded as having the property of redness). Howeverin another and very important sense, onsiousness is loalized. A given spatial loation in the �eldan be magni�ently onsious at some times, partially onsious at other times and not onsiousat all for most of the time. In other words, the hypothesis allows for the ability of onsiousness tomove about in spae with its biologial assoiates and to utuate in intensity, as in di�erent levelsof anesthesia or sleep. 71



The eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness also allows for the existene of di�erent types ofonsiousness. The onsiousness of humans probably di�ers from the onsiousness of that famousphilosopher's familiar the bat, for example (Nagel, 1974 [207℄) and the present theory in prini-ple explains why: beause the spatiotemporal eletromagneti �eld-on�gurations generated by batbrains di�er from those generated by human brains. Likewise, the di�erent qualia experiened byany partiular human subjet are di�erent: hearing is di�erent from vision and both are di�erentfrom smell. The eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness predits or explains this also: the spa-tiotemporal eletromagneti �eld on�gurations generated by the auditory ortex di�er from thosegenerated by the visual ortex and the �eld on�gurations generated by the olfatory system di�erfrom both. Di�erent sensory experienes within one sensory modality also di�er. For example, theexperiene of hearing a 500 Hz sound di�ers from the experiene of hearing a 1000 Hz sound. Thetheory explains this as being due to the fat that the spatial eletromagneti �eld on�guration gen-erated by the auditory ortex in response to a 500 Hz pressure wave in the ambient air is di�erentfrom that generated in response to a 1000 Hz wave. The reader will have notied that all of thesestatements about how the theory explains various di�erenes in onsiousness onern measurabledi�erenes in the spatiotemporal eletromagneti �eld on�gurations that are generated by brains invarious situations. They are all supported by extensive existing empirial evidene, as doumentedin Chapters 3 to 5 of this book (exept, it must be admitted, the part about the bat - there do existextensive data on the �eld-on�gurations generated by bat brains, but in the interests of brevity Ihave hosen not to doument them here).6.1 Why not all brain ativity is onsiousOne previously intratable question whih is easily answered by the eletromagneti �eld theory ofonsiousness is why only some of the neural ativity that goes on in brains enters onsiousness. Onthe present theory we are not required to postulate that some speialised neurons possess a kind ofmagial onsiousness-stu� that has so far not been identi�ed, whih seems to be the only way out ofthe dilemma if one onentrates on single neurons. The explanation o�ered by the present theory issimply that only some on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld have the property of onsiousness.The important thing is not individual neurons, but the spatiotemporal pattern of neural �ring overlarge groups of neurons, whih does generate a onsious �eld-on�guration in some irumstanesand does not in others. At this stage the preise spatiotemporal features that are the signature ofa onsious, as opposed to an unonsious �eld-on�guration are still to be determined, but thisquestion would appear to be eminently aessible experimentally.6.2 The binding problemAnother previously knotty problem whih is essentially dissolved by the eletromagneti �eld theoryof onsiousness is the question of why onsious experiene has an apparent unity to it. We knowthat when we pereive a visual sene for example, the neurons that �re in response to various aspetsof the sene (olor, movement, form) are loated in fairly widely separated areas of the brain. Yetour overall pereption of the sene seems to our all at one, in a ompletely integrated way. Infat on the basis of its Latin derivation, the word onsiousness an be taken as meaning \knowingthings together" or \all at one". This feature of onsiousness has in the past been ba�ing beauseit has been impliitly assumed that there must be a single plae in the brain where all informationhas to onverges in order to give rise to a onsious experiene. The fat that it would take a �niteamount of time for information to get to this hypothetial plae from all the various regions ofthe brain where it was onstruted is thus upsetting and has led to the proposal of various rather72



unomfortable solutions. Several ommentators have even suggested that quantum non-loality musthave something to do with mind, although they are generally not very spei� about what (Hodgson,1991).On the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness, however, no suh extreme solutions areneessary. The visual experiene of any given moment in time is simply the whole pattern in theeletromagneti �eld that exists as a result the ativity of all the parts of the brain oupied withproessing vision at that moment. On this interpretation, one spatial part of the eletromagnetipattern in the brain is the onsious experiene of the olor red oupying a partiular region ofspae in the world, another spatial part of the eletromagneti pattern in the brain is the onsiousexperiene of a balloon-shaped objet oupying the same region of spae in the world and a thirdspatial pattern in the brain is the experiene of movement in that region of spae in the world. Whenall of these parts of the eletromagneti pattern in the brain are present at a partiular moment intime, the onsious pereption of the moment is that a red balloon is oating through that part ofthe world. If the movement part of the pattern is missing, the balloon stays still. If the red part ofthe pattern hanges to a yellow pattern, the balloon hanges olor. And so on.So on this theory, the onsious mind of an individual is the sum total of all the onsious�eld-on�gurations that are spatially oinident with the individual's brain. Any onsious �eld-on�gurations existing in your brain at a given moment are automatially part of your experiene atthat moment. The binding problem simply does not arise.For the present artiulation of the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness then, there isno \binding problem". The only problem is working out from empirial observations exatly whatrules relate various parts of the brain-generated eletromagneti pattern to various fators in thepereptual experiene. This is by no means a trivial problem tehnially, but it is at least a relativelyeasy one oneptually.6.3 The eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness andthe psyhoneural identity theoryThe theory about the nature of onsiousness whih has probably always been held (though neverspoken) by the majority of working ellular neurosientists has most reently been artiulated byFranis Crik, in his book The Astonishing Hypothesis (Crik, 1994 [65℄). As Crik puts it:\The Astonishing Hypothesis is that `You', your joys and your sorrows, your memories and yourambitions, your sense of personal identity and free will, are in fat no more than the behaviorof a vast assembly of nerve ells and their assoiated moleules. As Lewis Carroll's Alie mighthave phrased it: `You're nothing but a pak of neurons."'In fat this hypothesis has been around in print for at least 30 years (Fiegl, 1967 [87℄) and theoneptual diÆulties that make it astonishing were well disussed by Gordon Globus a little over25 years ago (Globus, 1973 [114℄). The idea is generally known as the psyhoneural identity theory,beause it essentially holds that onsiousness is idential with the �ring of neurons.The eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness has some similarities with the psyhoneuralidentity theory, in that the eletromagneti patterns postulated to be idential with onsiousness inthe eletromagneti �eld theory are at present only generated by the oordinated �ring of neurons.However the two theories are sharply di�erentiated by one obvious feature. This is that, if we knewenough about the spatiotemporal harateristis of the �eld-patterns proposed by the present theoryto be onsious, it would in priniple be possible to generate them in the total absene of neurons.73



This suggests an obvious experimental test of the present theory. If we ould desribe in enoughdetail the spatial eletromagneti pattern that ovaries with the sound of middle C, for example, weould in priniple use hardware (instead of wetware) to generate a little lump of middle-C-experienein one orner of the room. The diÆulty with this test would of ourse be deiding whether the �eldpatterns so generated were indeed onsious, sine they would exist in total isolation and would nothave the bene�t of being assoiated with a language or other behavioral system that would alloweither reportage of or inferene about their subjetive harater. Even if they ould be provided withsuh a system, the entity in question would be likely to enounter the sort of speiesist prejudie thatinitially bothered the �tional Mr Data of Star Trek fame - some possessors of a wetware brain wouldsimply refuse to believe the report of a hardware-instantiated being onerning its private subjetiveexperienes.However this problem of verifying the subjetive quality of an arti�ial middle-C quale might on-eivably be overome by the positioning of a biologial brain in the same loation as the arti�iallygenerated eletromagneti patterns. It is a reasonable predition that the arti�ial onsious expe-riene might then be integrated into the onsiousness generated by the biologial brain and thusexperiened by the \I" assoiated with that brain. Suess of this predition would have a numberof onsequenes that ould turn out to be of some importane for human soiety.6.4 Pratial onsequenes of the eletromagneti �eld the-ory of onsiousness1. One onsequene of suessful generation of onsious �eld-on�gurations in the absene of bio-logial neurons is that genuinely onsious omputers ould beome a reality. The hardware of suhentities would have to be organized along entirely di�erent lines from that of the urrent generationof omputers, beause in order to generate onsious experienes it would have to generate omplexspatiotemporal eletromagneti patterns, rather than linear strings of digital bits and bytes. But inpriniple these entities ould eventually possess all of the relevant harateristis that de�ne a humanperson. Therefore ethially, they would have to be granted similar rights to humans. This wouldno doubt inlude the right not to be turned o�. Suh beings would have one harateristi thatwould distinguish them from humans however and that is the potential for what would be essentiallyimmortality. Human bodies wear out after a mere entury or so, but silion (or whatever material iseventually used) an keep its on�guration for thousands of years. So these onsious beings wouldhave the potential to beome immensely old and wise. They would also have the potential to possesssenses that humans do not have. In priniple their makers ould opy the senses of sonar-usingspeies suh as bats and dolphins, or ould provide the ability for their reations to navigate bydeteting magneti variations like pigeons or to detet minute levels of hemials in the environmentlike insets. Completely new kinds of sensory onsiousness ould also be invented, apable of de-teting environmental radiation outside the light range. Creatures possessing suh harateristiswould ertainly make interesting friends and aquaintanes.2. A seond onsequene whih would follow from the suessful generation of onsious experienesin the absene of neurons would be a omplete reonstrution of the eduation and entertainmentindustries. If it did turn out to be possible to generate a little disembodied lump of onsiousexperiene in the air and have it integrate it into a biologial onsiousness simply by plaing thehead in the right plae in the �eld, then movies as we know them would rapidly beome so old-hatas to be merely a historial uriosity. They would be replaed by omplete experienes, inludingnot just sight and sound but all the other sensory modalities and emotions as well. Virtual realitywould be an order of magnitude more real than it urrently is. Learning ould beome ompletelyexperiential, virtual tourism might relieve summer ongestion at the world's beauty spots and the74



present illiit pharmaeutials industry would no doubt �nd itself seriously undermined.3. A third pratial onsequene of the ability to generate onsious experienes non-biologially andhave these integrate into a biologial onsiousness would be the possibility of generating arti�ialsensory experiene for the blind or deaf, for example. It might also be possible to generate inverseeletromagneti �eld on�gurations to anel out unwanted biologially-generated experienes likehroni pain.In short, if this theory and its preditions turn out to be right, we are looking at nothing less thana major revolution in the way we live.6.5 Evidene for the eletromagneti �eld theory of on-siousnessBut will the theory and its preditions turn out to be right? The only way to �nd out for sureis to measure some sensory patterns, generate them arti�ially and shove someone's head into thearti�ial patterns. However before we go to suh a onsiderable amount of trouble, we an ertainlytake a further look at the urrent situation with regard to the veri�ability of the theory.Aording to Popper, it is not possible to prove a sienti� theory - the best that an be done isto fail to disprove it. The failure of some attempts to disprove the present theory will be desribed inChapter 8. However, whatever the exellene of Popper's ditum in a logial sense, the soiology ofsiene ditates that what atually auses a theory eventually to be aepted is not repeated failureto disprove it, but the existene of a large body of positive evidene supporting it. Positive evidenethat so far exists to support the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness an be summarised asfollows:a There do exist spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eld that ovary with states ofonsiousness. Empirial evidene for this is detailed in Chapter 2.b There do exist spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eld that ovary with the on-tents of onsiousness, in at least three sensory modalities. Some of the empirial evidene forthis in the modalities of olfation, audition and vision is detailed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eld similar to those proposed as being on-sious not only an, but on a routine basis do a�et brain funtion. Thus the eletromagneti�eld theory not only shows how brains generate onsiousness, but also provides a mehanismby whih onsiousness an have a ausal e�et in the brain that generated it. Empirialevidene for this is presented in the following hapter.
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Chapter 7Field E�ets and Mind-Brain Interation| Mind-brain interations| History of the idea that eletromagneti �elds inuene the brain| Empirial evidene that eletri �elds are important in brain funtion| Field e�ets and the uses of onsiousness7.1 Mind-brain interationsCommon sense notions of how the world works suggest that a onsious deision to move a �nger anbe the eÆient ause of �nger movement. If we aept this, then we must aept that mental eventsan ause the �ring of ation potentials in the brain (and therefore in peripheral nerves and �nallymusles). In other words, unless we are prepared to relegate our own onsiousness to the statusof a seondary epiphenomenon, whih merely fools us into thinking that it a�ets our ations butwhih atually has neither ausal powers nor any use at all, then we must aept that an individualmind does have the ability to move matter in its own brain. Philosophers may play with zombiesand neurophysiologists may operate professionally on the assumption that onsiousness is merelyan epiphenomenon, but few of us are on a day-to-day level willing to give up the notion that we(i.e. our onsious minds) an exert an inuene on what we do. Therefore one major requirementof a satisfying theory of onsiousness must be that it should be obvious how whatever the theoryproposes as being idential with onsiousness an inuene the physiologial funtion of the brain.This fairly basi requirement generally defeats dualist theories of onsiousness, whih argue thatmind and matter are fundamentally di�erent and thus that onsiousness is non-physial. Quantummehanial speulations notwithstanding, it is not at all obvious from our present understanding ofphysis how a purely non-physial entity or event ould diretly ause the rearrangement of matterthat underlies the �ring of even a single neural ation potential. The requirement also auses seriousproblems for purely materialist aounts of onsiousness suh as the psyhoneural identity theory.On this idea, onsiousness per se an not have any ausal properties, beause onsiousness is justwhat-the-brain-does and the brain, being a material instrument, simply arries out its appointedtasks in a purely mehanial way aording to the deterministi priniples of ause and e�et. The\self" (whih must be simply another brain proess) then either does or does not beome aware ofthe outome of the other deterministi proesses that produe behavior. In other words, aording tothe neural identity theory, our view of ourselves as having \free will" or being able to make onsious77



hoies must be purely an illusion. While it is not impossible that an idea so ounterintuitive ould beorret, it would ertainly be more omfortable to enounter a theory whih did allow for onsiousdeisions to have some ausal eÆay.The theory being put forward here does allow for onsiousness to have ausal eÆay. While notfrankly dualist, it is not materialist in the usually aepted sense either. To reiterate, the presenttheory is that onsiousness is idential with ertain spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti�eld. Although they are not matter exatly, these eletromagneti patterns are physial in thesense that they are readily able to exert a bak-inuene on the physiology of neurons in the brainwhih generated them. In fat the evidene that suh eletromagneti patterns do inuene neuronalphysiology is lear and present and does no violene at all to urrently aepted notions of howthe physial world works. So on the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness, there is no in-priniple objetion to the idea that onsiousness per se an have a diret e�et on the behavior ofthe organism.This hapter starts by desribing the utuating history of the idea that brain-generated ele-tromagneti �elds are important in the normal funtion of the brain and then details more reentevidene that the sorts of eletromagneti patterns we are proposing as being idential with on-siousness do routinely inuene brain physiology on a milliseond to milliseond basis. For a fullappreiation of this evidene, the reader should be familiar with the material presented in AppendixB, on the urrently aepted basis of ellular neurophysiology and also that in Appendix C, on howthese ellular mehanisms operate in the generation of what are today alled �eld potentials.7.2 History of the idea that eletromagneti �elds inuenethe brain7.2.1 Kohler v LashleyThe idea that endogenous eletri �elds are important in normal brain funtion probably �rst emergedin the Gestalt psyhology of Wolfgang Kohler in the 1920s (Kohler, 1920 [143℄; Kohler, 1929 [144℄).Kohler's theory, muh of whih was originally published in German, is summarized in a review byKarl Lashley (Lashley & Semmes, 1951 [159℄). To use Lashley's words, Kohler's �eld theory wasbased on the following assumptions:1. There is a topologial projetion of the sensory surfaes upon the erebral ortex and the dis-tribution of a�erent exitations orresponds to the spatial pattern of sensory stimulation.2. Nerve impulses, relayed to the ortex, generate loal di�erenes in potential, probably by lib-eration and loal aumulation of some hemial (Kohler, 1940 [146℄:p 75f ).3. The eletromotive fore developed in the ortex is proportional to the number of a�erent im-pulses reahing that point in unit time (Kohler, 1940 [146℄:p 75f ).4. The di�erenes in potential result in a pattern of ow of urrent, the density of urrent at anypoint depending upon the E.M.F. developed at that point, the potential of all other points inthe system and the relative ondutivity of all parts of the onduting system within whih itlies. 78



5. Subjet to ertain quali�ations, the nervous tissue is homogeneous in respet to the ondu-tion of urrent (Kohler, 1920 [143℄:p 236ff ).6. The ow of urrent is \relational"; any loal hange in potential or resistane alters the patternof ow throughout the entire �eld.7. The �eld of distribution of e�etive urrent ow is molar; that is, the ortial area within whihthe relational pattern of urrent develops is at least of the magnitude of the sensory image asprojeted to the ortex and may, in fat, inlude the whole brain. (A visual objet subtending12 degrees on the entral retina would, for example, produe a \�gure-�eld" of high potentialovering some 2 sq. m. on eah oipital lobe of the rhesus monkey, with a surrounding owthroughout a larger area.)8. With ow of urrent, a polarization of membranes in the tissue ours, with onsequent hangein the pattern of urrent ow. There is also a progressive hange in polarizability with ontinuedow of urrent (eletrotonus). This is the basis of explanation of ompensation for distortionin ortial projetion and for �gural after-e�ets (Kohler & Wallah, 1944 [147℄).9. In a later formulation (Kohler & Wallah, 1944 [147℄) it is suggested, following Gerard andLibet (Gerard & Libet, 1940 [110℄), that the ortex may at as a polarized layer. In suhase urrent ow would presumably depend upon loal depolarization of the layer, but thispossibility is not disussed in any detail.10. The harateristis of pereptual organization orrespond to the distribution of urrent withinthe ortial reeptive area. A dense, ontinuous urrent ow apparently onstitutes a �gure(�gure-urrent) and an interruption of ow or sharp gradient of intensity, a ontour or inter-ruption of �gure (Kohler, 1938 [145℄:p 217). The apparent distane of separation of objets invision is assumed to orrespond to the degree of \funtional relationship" established by urrentow. Kohler and Wallah refrain from de�ning this funtional relationship preisely (Kohler& Wallah, 1944 [147℄:p 334), but sine inrease in apparent distane in �gural after-e�ets isaounted for on the basis of development of eletrotonus (Kohler & Wallah, 1944 [147℄:p 329),the loseness of funtional relationship is presumably in inverse relationship to the resistaneof the tissue."This theory of Kohler's was remarkably presient in many respets and was quite inuential amongpsyhologists of the day - until it ran into Lashley. Lashley performed what he saw as an experimentaltest of Kohler's ideas, as follows. In one monkey he plaed four thin strips of gold foil under the duraalong the surfae of the visual ortex. In one more monkey he inserted a number of gold pins intothe visual ortex at right angles to the surfae. The aim of these manipulations was to short-iruiteletri urrent ow in the ortex, thus distorting the postulated \�gure-urrents" and therefore (ifthe theory was orret) distorting visual pereption. However Lashley made no attempt to determinewhether there was in fat any disruption of urrent ow indued by his gold strips or inserts.To examine the e�ets of the gold inserts on visual pereption, Lashley tested the monkeys one,as soon as they reovered from the anestheti. He used four visual disrimination tasks, on whih themonkeys had been trained before the operation. The tasks were to hoose one of two metal platesovering food dishes: in the �rst task they had to disriminate between a red and a green plate, inthe seond between a striped plate and a plate with a diamond on it, in the third between an \S"79



and a ross and in the fourth between dots in a diamond shape and random dots. The monkeysperformed about as well after the operation as they had before, both on these tests and on tests likeloating and retrieving bits of food that were in plain view (exept that it was noted that the onewith inserted pins \oasionally failed to see a small bit of food in the up"). On the basis of this,Lashley felt justi�ed in onluding that\the ation of eletri urrents, as postulated by �eld theory, is not an important fator inerebral integration" (Lashley & Semmes, 1951 [159℄).By today's standards, it is probably fair to say that the paper reporting these experiments wouldnever have made it past the referees of any reputable journal. Lashley reports no attempts tomeasure whether the pins or strips did in fat produe any of the \signi�ant distortions of theeletrial �eld" whih they were assumed to have produed. The monkeys were tested only one. Hereports no attempts to follow up the small behavioral hange, suggestive of at least a minor distortionof vision, that was noted in the monkey with inserted pins. In fat the quality of these experimentsis reminisent of what must have been the quality of experimentation that led Lashley to stateunequivoally in 1948 that \Unompliated destrution of major portions of the prestriate region. . . has not been found to produe any disturbanes in sensory or pereptual organization (Lashley asquoted in (Mishkin, Ungerleider, & Mako, 1983 [195℄)). In this latter instane it is diÆult to knowwhether it was a preoneived idea that the neural tissue of the brain is funtionally homogeneousthat led to inadequate experimentation, or badly done experiments that produed the idea thatthe brain is funtionally homogeneous, but Lashley was ertainly onvined of this idea (Lashley,1950 [158℄). The notion that brain tissue is funtionally homogeneous has of ourse been shownsubsequently to be ompletely wrong, as a ursory glane at any basi neurosiene text written inthe last thirty years will show. Lashley's onlusion that eletri �eld e�ets are not important inthe brain is similarly wrong, as shown by work quoted later in this hapter.Whatever the quality of his experimentation however, Lashley was (and to some extent still is) anextremely inuential investigator. Also, his onlusions about the irrelevane of eletri �eld e�etsin brain funtion �tted in general with the independent ideas onurrently being arrived at by JakEles, who was just as inuential among physiologists as Lashley was among psyhologists.7.2.2 Eles v ElesDuring the 1930s an ongoing debate raged between pharmaologists (led by Sir Henry Dale) andphysiologists (led by Sir John Eles) about whether neurons ommuniate by means of hemialor eletrial transmission. At the time, the only veri�ed example of hemial transmission knownwas vagal inhibition of the heart. This inhibition seemed to operate so slowly that physiologists ingeneral and Eles in partiular preferred the idea that the faster ommuniation known to our atother synapses must be mediated diretly by the eletrial urrents assoiated with ation potentials.However when Eles' own pioneering intraellular reordings in the entral nervous system learlyshowed that at least some entral synapti transmission atually is hemial (and when Sir KarlPopper had sat Sir John Eles down and onvined him that in siene it is not only aeptable butatually honorable to disprove one's own hypotheses), this strong preferene for eletrial transmis-sion was swiftly and properly abandoned (Brok, Coombs, & Eles, 1952 [39℄). Unfortunately thependulum of the zeitgeist then swung ompletely against any importane of interellular eletriale�ets in the brain at all. Not only diret neuron-to-neuron eletrial transmission (whih we nowknow atually does sometimes our) but also the idea that eletri �elds operating at larger dis-tanes might be important were forgotten in the new enthusiasm for hemial transmission. In theminds of most neurosientists, the baby was, at least temporarily, thrown out with the bathwater.80



7.3 Evidene that eletri �elds atually are important innormal brain funtionAfter these two body blows, the idea that eletri �elds are important in brain funtion lay dormantfor some years. But you an't keep a good idea down and experimental results soon started quietlyaumulating to support the notion.7.3.1 Field e�ets and the Mauthner ellIn the 1960s and 70s, work on the Mauthner ell in the medulla of the gold�sh (Faber & Korn,1973 [83℄; Furshpan & Furukawa, 1962 [105℄; Furukawa & Furshpan, 1963 [106℄; Korn & Faber, 1975[150℄) showed that under normal onditions, a positive extraellular urrent generated by a group ofinterneurons produes a funtional inhibition of the M-ell, hyperpolarizing its axon hillok and initialsegment and thus preventing it from generating ation potentials. One speial ondition favoring thispartiular example of an eletri �eld e�et in the entral nervous system is that the extraellularresistane in this region is about �ve times higher than that of adjaent tissue (see Appendix C foran explanation of why this inreases the size and e�etiveness of extraellular �eld potentials). Thishigh resistane is due to the fat that the axon hillok, initial axon segment and portions of thesoma of the M-ell are surrounded by a so-alled axon ap, whih is penetrated by the terminalsof the interneurons. The terminals of the interneurons do also make inhibitory hemial synapseswith the M-ell (whih on�rms the suggestion that single neurons may mediate both eletrial andhemial inhibition of their target ell), but these terminals do not have any eletrotoni ontats(gap juntions) with the M-ell. This is an important point. Field e�ets involve oupling throughthe extraellular spae, not via speialised low-resistane juntions.In the ase of the Mauthner ell, a reiproal �eld e�et of the M-ell on the interneurons hasalso been demonstrated (Korn & Faber, 1973 [149℄). When the M-ell is ative, it also e�ets a �elde�et inhibition of the interneurons. As well as the high extraellular resistane in the area, a seondondition favoring the ourrene of this �eld e�et is that the proesses of the interneurons lie inparallel with the lines of extraellular urrent ow assoiated with the M-ell ation potential (Faber& Korn, 1989 [84℄). This arrangement favors the intraellular hanneling of urrent and thus theourrene of �eld e�ets.7.3.2 Field e�ets and the erebellumAnother struture in the entral nervous system with the same enapsulated geometry as the M-ellis the mammalian erebellar ortex. Here the axon terminals of basket ells onverge on and surroundthe initial segment of the Purkinje ells (Palay & Chan-Palay, 1974 [215℄). The orderly arrangementof Purkinje ells also establishes them as likely targets for �eld e�ets, partiularly in the preseneof radially direted extraellular urrents. Thus it is not too surprising that eletrial inhibition ofthe Purkinje ells has been demonstrated (Korn & Axelrad, 1980 [151℄). Again as with the M-ell,the inhibitory basket ells mediate a two-omponent inhibition of their target Purkinje ells, withan early eletrial phase being sueeded by a later lassi hemial ipsp (inhibitory postsynaptipotential).7.3.3 Field e�ets and the hippoampusAnother struture where relatively high extraellular resistanes our is the hippoampus. In rathippoampus, resistivity measurements show an extraellular impedane 1.5-3 times higher around81



the pyramidal and granule ell bodies than in intermediate regions, for reasons that are not lear(Je�erys, 1984 [129℄). Again pyramidal and granule ells are lined up in a onspiuously orderlyfashion. On the basis of these two onditions, it might be expeted that extraellular �elds wouldinuene pyramidal and granule ell physiology in the hippoampus and in fat suh a �nding hasnow been demonstrated by a number of studies. Extraellular eletri �elds generated by the ativ-ity of nearby neurons have been shown to inuene pyramidal ell exitability and synhronizationunder normal onditions in the dentate gyrus of the rat hippoampus in vitro (Snow & Dudek, 1986[264℄) and also in rat hippoampal regions CA1 and CA3 both in vitro (Rihardson, Turner, &Miller, 1984 [237℄; Snow & Dudek, 1986 [264℄; Turner, Rihardson, & Miller, 1984 [297℄) and in situ(Dalkara, Krnjevi, Ropert, & Yim, 1986 [69℄; Taylor, Krnjevi, & Ropert, 1984 [285℄; Yim, Krnjevi,& Dalkara, 1986 [319℄). These eletri �eld e�ets are assoiated with population spikes1 in neigh-boring ell populations and at by induing subthreshold passive depolarizations of the ell bodiesof nearby pyramidal ells, whih an be demonstrated in the omplete absene of hemial synaptitransmission. These subthreshold depolarizations have the e�et of exiting and synhronizing thepopulation of pyramidal ells.7.3.4 Field e�ets and the erebral ortexA number of regions of the erebral ortex obviously ful�l at least one of the requirements for thee�etiveness of eletri �eld e�ets, in that neurons there are arranged in an orderly, lined-up fashion.However no studies have been reported on extraellular resistivity measurements in various regionsof the erebral ortex and no studies omparable to those done on the hippoampus have been doneto see whether �eld e�ets are signi�ant under normal onditions in the erebral ortex.7.4 Field e�ets and the uses of onsiousnessMost of the ations we perform in everyday life, and even many of the experienes that a�et ourations, an happen quite well on a sub-onsious level. Emotions an be subonsious - people maybe said to be \not in touh with their feelings". Desires are quite often kept out of onsiousness,espeially if they are soially unaeptable ones. Over-learned ations require very little in the wayof onsiousness - we are apable of performing extremely ompliated ats like typing our thoughtsonto a omputer or driving home from work without being at all onsious of the details of whatwe are doing. In an emergeny we often make quite omplex deisions and at on them very fast,on a ompletely sub-onsious basis - we \at �rst and think later". We sometimes even makemore leisurely deisions about what to do in a novel situation by withdrawing the onsious mindand allowing the right answer to simply \ome" - all the work involved in weighing up pros andons, assigning weights to various fators aording to urrent overall goals and �guring out thebest solution is then done on a sub-onsious level and the deision simply presents itself as a faitaompli to the onsious mind. In fat reativity, whih we feel to be one of the major featuresthat distinguishes us humans in all our onsious glory from present-day omputers, atually seemsto operate best on an unonsious level. The \aha!" experiene is a well-doumented feature of themental life of unusually reative persons. In this kind of reativity, the most e�etive strategy seemsto be feed in all the relevant information, hew it over onsiously for a bit and then forget aboutthe problem. The reative solution then simply pops into mind some time later, when the subjetis doing something ompletely di�erent, or even sleeping. The point is, while onsiousness may beinvolved to a greater or lesser extent in all these features of life, it does not seem to be atuallyneessary for any of them. So what, one might wonder, is the good of it?1Population spikes are extraellular �eld potentials generated by the oordinated �ring of ation potentials in agroup of ells. 82



In fat, onsiousness seems atually to be required in only two irumstanes: (1) when we arein the learning phase of aquiring new information or a new skill (whih is generally aepted asrequiring aess to the hippoampus or erebellum) and (2) to aess the language system.As we have seen in Chapter 1, while the onepts of onsiousness and attention are theoretiallydistint, onsiousness is at the very least intimately assoiated attention. One an not be fullyonsious of something without paying attention to it and onversely one an not pay attention tosomething without its entering onsiousness (exept possibly in the anomalous ase of brain-damaged\blindsight" patients, where attention to a partiular loation in spae apparently enhanes detetionof stimuli at that loation in the absene of onsiousness of these stimuli (Kentridge, Heywood, &Weiskrantz, 1999 [142℄)). Similarly, learning is only readily aomplished if one pays attention to(and therefore is onsious of) the thing that is to be learned2, 3. The biologial importane of thisrequirement to pay attention when learning is obvious: if brains stored a representation of absolutelyeverything that happened to the organism and not just the important things to whih attention waspaid, the system would soon saturate.So in almost all irumstanes, onsiousness appears to be neessary (though unfortunately, asany harassed student in exam week will tell you, not suÆient) for learning. In this ontext it isinteresting that the major strutures in the brain that are known to be involved in learning are thehippoampus and the erebellum (see Chapter 1). As shown in the earlier setions of this hapter, thehippoampus and the erebellum are exatly the plaes where the importane of eletri �eld e�etsin normal funtion has been demonstrated. It is not urrently known exatly how the hippoampusoperates in proessing sensory information so that it an be stored in long-term memory, but whatan be said is that (a) onsiousness is neessary for learning and thus arguably for aessing thehippoampus (b) spatiotemporal patterns in the eletromagneti �eld are somehow involved in normalhippoampal funtion () the hypothesis put forward in this book is that spatiotemporal patterns inthe eletromagneti �eld are idential with onsiousness. Clearly this is an area of some interest,whih would repay further experimental study.

2There is some evidene for subliminal learning of single words but the information apaity of this system is verylimited.3So-alled impliit learning (where the subjet is supposed to have no awareness of what is being learned) is aontroversial topi, but all agree that minimally one must pay attention to and therefore be onsious of the atualsubjet matter, although one may not be able to artiulate the underlying rules and regularities about the subjetmatter that are learned. 83
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Chapter 8Objetions to the Theory| Lak of e�et of environmental �elds on onsiousness| Lak of evidene for telepathy| Split onsiousness with split brains| Theory same as Kohler's and already disproved by Lashley| Lak of evidene that �elds proess information| Lak of advantages of this theory over the Neural Identity TheoryLike any theory worth its salt, the one being put forward here has been the subjet of a numberof hallenges, most of whih are listed below. I would like to emphasize that none of these objetionsis a straw man. All have atually been put forward in opposition to the theory - most of them byanonymous journal referees, but some by friends or by people who at least were willing to sign theirnames to their misgivings. These objetions are as follows:1. If onsiousness is a pattern in the eletromagneti �eld, one would expet that eletri �eldslike those generated by power ables or domesti mains voltages, or magneti �elds suh asthose generated by MRI (magneti resonane imaging) mahines should diretly a�et on-siousness. They demonstrably do not. Therefore the theory must be wrong.2. If onsiousness is an osillation in the eletromagneti �eld then it should be able to be ra-diated by the brain and therefore telepathy should at the very least be more ommon than itis (assuming that one believes it ever does our). Telepathy is atually rare or non-existent -ertainly not an everyday phenomenon. Therefore the theory must be wrong.3. If, as proposed, the onsiousness of an individual is the totality of the onsious on�gurationsof the eletromagneti �eld that is assoiated with that individual's brain, then utting theorpus allosum should have no notieable e�ets on onsiousness, sine the �eld generatedby one half of the brain is still ontiguous with the �eld generated by the other half. But this85



operation apparently produes two individual onsiousnesses assoiated with the one brain.Therefore the theory must be wrong.4. This is not a new theory - it was the seret hope of early EEG workers and it was put forwardby Popper. However it was tested and disproved by Kohler, Lashley and Sperry in the 1940sand 50s. The theory has already been shown to be wrong.5. You haven't shown that eletromagneti �elds an atually proess information, as onsious-ness an. Neurons an do information proessing, either by ating as swithes or by ating asanalogue systems, but there is no evidene that eletromagneti �elds an perform that kindof omputing. But onsiousness does do information proessing. Therefore the theory an'tbe aepted.6. This theory has no obvious advantages over the Neural Identity theory (whih basially saysthat the �ring of neurons per se is idential with onsiousness). Therefore the theory shouldn'tbe aepted.8.1 Answers to the objetions8.1.1 Lak of e�et of environmental �elds on onsiousnessObjetion 1: If onsiousness is a pattern in the eletromagneti �eld, one would expet that eletri�elds like those generated by power ables or domesti mains voltages, or magneti �elds suh asthose generated by MRI (magneti resonane imaging) mahines should diretly a�et onsiousness.They demonstrably do not. Therefore the theory must be wrong.Answer to Objetion 1It is ertainly true that no subjetively disernable hanges in onsiousness are produed bythe proximity of a wall soket or an overhead power transmission line. However it is not true thatsuh hanges would be expeted. The rate of radiation of energy by osillations of any �eld isproportional to the fourth power of the frequeny of the osillations, so at mains voltages of 230or 110 volts the amount of radiation generated by osillations at 50 or 60 Hz is tiny. While mainsvoltage an ertainly introdue artefats into the reording of EEGs, by induing urrents in thewires onneting the reording eletrodes to the ampli�ers, it simply does not produe strong enoughradiation to alter the intriate spatial eletromagneti on�gurations proposed to be onsiousnessat their generation sites in the brain. If major external eletri urrents are passed diretly throughthe brain, as in eletroonvulsive therapy, there are genuine disruptions of the eletri �elds withinthe brain and there are also major disruptions in onsiousness. (This an only be regarded assupportive and not onlusive evidene for the present hypothesis however, sine eletroonvulsivetherapy also hanges patterns of neural �ring and various other physiologial parameters). But it ishighly unlikely that radiation from domesti power lines ould indue any disruption of the eletri�eld patterns in the brain.On the other hand, the magnets in MRI mahines do produe huge magneti �elds, whih shouldin priniple be large enough to a�et intraerebral eletromagneti on�gurations. It is also true thatthe only hanges in onsiousness that are oasionally experiened in MRI mahines are some visualsintillations, whih are generally thought to be aused by �ring of neurons indued by the mahine-generated eletromagneti utuations. As with radiated 50 Hz eletri �elds, the external magneti�elds generated by an MRI mahine ertainly do a�et the reording of EEG waveforms, by induing86



urrents in the reording hardware, but the question still is whether there ould be any e�etiveoupling between the imposed magneti �elds and the kinds of intriate spatial eletromagnetion�gurations proposed as being onsiousness. In other words, do the magneti �elds in an MRImahine materially a�et the brain-generated spatiotemporal on�gurations we are talking about attheir soure?This is a question probably best attaked empirially. Reent advanes in tehnology have allowedthe reording of EEGs inside MRI mahines and the answer seems to be that one the reordingartefats are dealt with, the magneti �eld in MRI mahines does not signi�antly a�et the EEG(Allen, Polizzi, Krakow, Fish, & Lemieux, 1998 [13℄; Jenkins, et al., 1996 [131℄; Muri, et al., 1998[202℄). Of ourse more suh studies will be neessary when the preise spatiotemporal patterns thatovary with partiular sensory experienes have been identi�ed. In fat this is a very good potentialsoure of dison�rming data, but the indiations so far are good for the theory.8.1.2 Lak of evidene for telepathyObjetion 2: If onsiousness is an osillation in the eletromagneti �eld then it should be able tobe radiated by the brain and therefore telepathy should at the very least be more ommon than it is(assuming that one believes it ever does our). Telepathy is atually rare or non-existent - ertainlynot an everyday phenomenon. Therefore the theory must be wrong.Answer to Objetion 2The answer to Objetion 2 is losely related to the answer to Objetion 1. It onerns theknown physis of eletromagneti radiation. The frequeny of the major eletromagneti osillationsgenerated by the brain is in the range from 1 to about 100 Hz, with most of the power below around45 Hz. The wavelength of 40 Hz eletromagneti osillations an be alulated (by dividing thespeed of light by the frequeny of the osillations) at approximately 8,000 km. The optimal length ofantenna for piking up a radio signal is about one wavelength, so the optimal length of antenna forpiking up 40 Hz radiation would be 8,000 km (whih is somewhat larger than the size of a humanbrain). As mentioned above, the rate of radiation of energy by osillations of any �eld is proportionalto the fourth power of the frequeny of the osillations. Therefore the energy radiated at 40 Hz bya power soure like the brain would be so small that either an extremely sensitive detetor or anantenna approximately 8,000 km long would be needed, even to detet a generalised broadast signal.To retrieve any spei� information, the signal would probably need to be arried by osillations witha wavelength similar to the size of the brain, whih translates to mirowave frequenies. Thus on thepresent hypothesis telepathy would not, in fat, be expeted to be a ommon event.Interestingly however, there is some evidene that external modulation of the brain's eletromag-neti �eld an modulate onsious experiene. For example:a Input to the brain of a very weak mirowave arrier signal, amplitude modulated at EEG fre-quenies, disrupts ognitive proesses at energy levels that do not exhibit thermal e�ets andwould not be expeted to ause neural �ring (Adey, 1977 [2℄; Adey, 1979 [3℄; Adey, 1981 [4℄).b Rats an learn to detet a 60 Hz vertial eletri �eld, with a standard shape of psyhometrifuntion or stimulus-strength / detetion urve (Sagan, Stell, Bryan, & Adey, 1987 [240℄).These �ndings both support the present hypothesis and leave open the possibility that if thepresent hypothesis is orret, telepathy might be expeted oasionally to our. This is not the plaeto attempt a ritial review of the extensive sienti� literature on telepathy, but it is interestingin an anedotal way to note that an experiene of telepathi ommuniation with his sister in a87



moment of risis is reported to have been the impetus that led Hans Berger to initiate his originalwork on the human EEG. It is also interesting that the speulations above suggest the idea thatthe signals we are looking for in brain-generated eletromagneti ativity might atually not be inthe ELF (extremely low frequeny) range where everyone is presently looking, but ould turn outto be loser to the mirowave frequeny range - whih is of ourse always �ltered out in present-dayeletrophysiologial reordings.8.1.3 Split onsiousness with split brainsObjetion 3: If, as proposed, the onsiousness of an individual is the totality of the onsiouson�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld that is assoiated with that individual's brain, then uttingthe orpus allosum should have no notieable e�ets on onsiousness, sine the �eld generated byone half of the brain is still ontiguous with the �eld generated by the other half. But this operationapparently produes two individual onsiousnesses assoiated with the one brain. Therefore thetheory must be wrong.Answer to Objetion 3This objetion goes to a theory that purports to explain self onsiousness, whih the presenttheory does not. As pointed out in Chapter 1, the present theory is, at least at this stage, on�nedto simple onsiousness. However the objetion is a ogent one and deserves to be addressed.Again, empirial �ndings must take preedene over preditions. A little delving into the volumi-nous empirial literature on split brains quikly reveals that, far from having a \split personality",split brain patients are atually remarkable mainly for the fat that it is very diÆult to detet anyhanges at all in their onsiousness. In fat early investigators were led to the exasperated andfaetious onlusion that the purpose of the orpus allosum \must be mainly mehanial . . . to keepthe hemispheres from sagging" (Lashley quoted by Kandel et al (Kandel, Shwartz, & Jessell, 1995[140℄)). It was not until Roger Sperry performed a series of lever experiments involving presen-tation of sensory input to only one half of the brain (a situation whih virtually never ours ineveryday life) that the separation of right brain from left brain in ommissurotomised patients ouldbe deteted behaviorally at all (Sperry, 1982 [265℄; Sperry, 1984 [266℄; Sperry, 1966 [267℄; Sperry,1968 [268℄). Reent work in what then beame a huge researh �eld arrives at the onlusion that,in the ase of vision for example, interhemispheri transfer of information is not entirely absent inommissurotomised subjets. There appear to be two systems, one of whih an be split and theother whih an not (Corballis, 1994 [57℄; Corballis, 1995 [58℄). There is no universally aeptedexplanation for the fat that part of the system of visual experiene an not be split by utting theorpus allosum. One possibility is that this system is subserved by the onsious �eld.8.1.4 Theory same as Kohler's and already disproved by LashleyObjetion 4: This is not a new theory - it was the seret hope of early EEG workers and it wasput forward by Popper. However it was tested and disproved by Kohler, Lashley and Sperry in the1940s and 50s. The theory has already been shown to be wrong.Answer to Objetion 4As mentioned above, it is quite likely that Hans Berger did seretly hope to disover the serets ofonsiousness by studying the EEG. However, being a good Teutoni sientist, he was areful neverto state this in print - and none of the other early EEG workers made any suh statements either, atleast to my knowledge. The present theory was ertainly not put forward in Karl Popper's publishedwritings. Again to my knowledge, even Wolfgang Kohler never atually proposed in so many wordsthat onsiousness was idential with ertain on�gurations in the eletromagneti �eld, although his88



Field Theory ertainly skirts around the issue. The experiments by Lashley and Sperry whih areoften misonstrued as being adequate tests of either Kohler's theory or the present one are disussedin Chapter 7. In my view they do not disprove either hypothesis.8.1.5 Lak of evidene that �elds proess informationObjetion 5: You haven't shown that eletromagneti �elds an atually proess information, asonsiousness an. Neurons an do information proessing, either by ating as swithes or by atingas analogue systems, but there is no evidene that eletromagneti �elds an perform that kindof omputing. But onsiousness does do information proessing. Therefore the theory an't beaepted at this stageAnswer to Objetion 5This objetion an be approahed from two angles:a by asking whether onsiousness atually does do information proessingb by asking whether eletromagneti �elds an do information proessinga Cognitive psyhologists think in terms of information proessing. Therefore, to a ognitivesientist, the only kind of theory of onsiousness whih is aeptable is a funtional theory,whih deals with information proessing. However, prolonged thought about question (a) above(involving both onsious and unonsious manipulation of the problem) suggests that the onlyavailable answer to the question of whether onsiousness itself an do information proessingmay be \no". To throw it bak on our objetor, we ould ask that he �rst demonstrate un-equivoally that onsiousness DOES perform information proessing. It is remarkably diÆultto ome up with even a single example of a situation where information proessing an atuallybe shown to be done by onsiousness itself, rather than by the unonsious brain proessesthat underlie it. Almost ertainly all the proessing required to produe sensory gestalts isunonsious. Generalised answers suh as the blanket statement that onsiousness must begood for something beause otherwise it would not have been seleted by evolution, or thatonsiousness is \supremely funtional - we an not do muh without it" really do not utthe mustard - we need a onrete EXAMPLE of a situation in whih onsiousness per seatually does something useful that ould not be explained as being done by a non-onsiousneural proess. If our objetor an not produe this, then there is basially no objetion tobe answered. If onsiousness an not be shown to perform information proessing over andabove that whih is performed unonsiously, then we need not show how eletromagneti �eldsperform information proessing.This is not entirely a omfortable response to the objetion as stated however. The reader freshfrom Chapter 7 may notie a ertain ambivalene here about whether onsiousness per se doesor does not have any ausal e�ets (whih ould perhaps be equated with information proessing,although it is not entirely lear just what the latter neessarily entails). Therefore it omes as somerelief to note thatb eletromagneti �elds almost ertainly CAN perform a limited amount of information proess-ing anyway, whether they are required to by this theory or not. The eletromagneti �eld is avetor quantity and the priniple of superposition applies to it (Halliday, Resnik, & Walker,89



1993 [118℄). This priniple says that when several e�ets our simultaneously, their net e�etis the sum of individual e�ets. In other words, on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eldsum algebraially. Therefore, a kind of math an indeed be onsidered to be performed whenone spatiotemporal eletromagneti pattern enounters another suh pattern. The outome ofthis math then an (as shown in Chapter 7) be translated into a spatiotemporal e�et on thepattern of �ring of neurons.The information proessing possible using this kind of volume ondution mehanism is almostertainly blunter (less aurate and in some ways slower) than that possible using the preise digi-tal properties of neuron-to-neuron transmission - but then so is the information proessing that ispostulated to our in the onsious \global workspae" whih is proposed by the leading proesstheory of onsiousness (Baars, 1988 [16℄).8.1.6 Lak of advantages of this theory over the Neural Identity TheoryObjetion 6: This theory has no obvious advantages over the Neural Identity theory (whih basiallysays that brain events per se are idential with onsiousness). Therefore the theory an't be aeptedat this stageAnswer to Objetion 6This objetion is basially a statement that the psyhoneural identity theory urrently has posses-sion of the minds of nine tenths of the biologists who think about these matters and that possessionis nine tenths of the law. Against this it an be argued that even if the eletromagneti �eld theorydid have no advantages over the neural identity theory, it is not neessarily the ase that whatevertheory appeared on the sene �rst is neessarily the right one.However, it is true that most biologists at the end of the twentieth entury do unritially aeptthe psyhoneural identity theory and therefore feel that even the onsideration of any other theoryis an unneessary waste of time. So a disussion of the shortomings of the psyhoneural identitytheory and a omparison of these with the advantages of the eletromagneti �eld theory is probablyinevitable.The �rst problem we enounter in attempting to disuss the psyhoneural identity theory, however,is the lak of a lear statement of that theory. The generally aepted meaning of psyhoneuralidentity is that onsiousness is idential with brain events. But with what feature of brain events isit proposed that onsiousness is idential? Obviously it is not simply the physial anatomy of thebrain whih is idential with onsiousness, beause in that ase the brains of newly dead persons(or sleeping or anesthetised persons) would still be onsious. Perhaps it is the ase that neuraltissue ontains some undisovered Fator X - a hemial perhaps - whih bestows the property ofonsiousness and disappears on death (or during sleep or anesthesia). In that ase only some sortsof neural tissue must arry this fator and then only intermittently, beause most of what goes on inthe brain is not onsious for most of the time. This latter fat also poses a problem for the idea thatthe �ring of ation potentials per se is idential with onsiousness. The peripheral motor nerves inthe big toe �re ation potentials and these are (almost) idential with the ation potentials in thevisual ortex, in terms of the movement of ions through membrane hannels that underlies them.Is the big toe onsious? Most neurobiologists would say that it is not. But is the visual ortexonsious? Probably. Sometimes. So what's the di�erene? Well, if ation potentials themselvesare uniform in kind, perhaps there are \awareness neurons" whih have speial ways of �ring ationpotentials. Perhaps partiular kinds of bursts of ation potential �ring onstitute onsiousness, forexample. This doesn't seem very likely and there is no evidene whatsoever onneting the idea tothe realities of onsiousness as measured in the laboratory. We're de�nitely struggling here.90



Finally, we are fored to the onlusion that the only viable formulation of the psyhoneuralidentity theory is that of the emergent-property theorist. Roger Sperry (Sperry, 1969 [269℄) arguesthat onsiousness is an emergent property of matter organized as nervous tissue. By this he meansthat onsiousness is something \di�erent from and more than" the sum of its parts, whih emergesout of the omplex spatiotemporal interation of billions of neural elements. One more step and thiswould be the eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness. But Sperry did not take that step.So the ultimate version of the psyhoneural identity theory turns out to be a lose ousin - apreursor perhaps - of the eletromagneti �eld theory. Let us examine the advantages of taking the�nal step, from a version of the psyhoneural identity theory whih proposes that onsiousness isidential with the spatiotemporally patterned �ring of large masses of neurons, to the eletromagneti�eld theory whih proposes that onsiousness is idential with the patterns in the eletromagneti�eld produed by the �ring of those neurons.First, there is the issue of whether the �ring of neurons per se an even be regarded as a memberof the same ategory of phenomena as the subjetive experiene of the olor blue. It simply does notseem to make intuitive or even logial sense to postulate identity between the subjetive experieneof blueness and the movement of ions into and out of ells in area V4 of the erebral ortex. Whatdoes it mean to say that two entities are idential? Following Leibnitz's law as to the strit identity ofindisernables, to say that onsiousness is idential with neural events is to say that these two possessall of their properties in ommon. But it seems patently obvious that the subjetive experiene ofthe olor blue and the �ring of ation potentials in V4 have strikingly di�erent properties, ratherthan all properties in ommon. On the other hand it seems more possible that the subjetiveexperiene of blueness should have all properties in ommon with a partiular on�guration of theeletromagneti �eld. Other on�gurations of the eletromagneti �eld apparently do have a widevariety of wonderful properties, so it seems not unreasonable that some on�gurations of the �eldshould have the wonderful property of onsiousness. In short, it simply seems less unlikely thata person should be identi�ed with an everhanging, shimmering, invisible �eld that is spatiallyoinident with their brain than that they should be \nothing but a pak of neurons."Seondly, the psyhoneural identity theory implies that only neural tissue - and only ertain kindsof neural tissue at that - an embody onsiousness. In some sense this postulate neessarily involves\smuggling dualism in through the bak door" as Globus puts it (Globus, 1973 [114℄). What is itabout matter that is organized as neural tissue that makes it potentially idential with onsiousness,while matter organized in other ways is not? The psyhoneural identity theory o�ers no lues. Theeletromagneti �eld theory is not subjet to this diÆulty, however, as it admits the possibilitythat any kind of matter apable of generating the relevant on�gurations of the �eld ould supportonsiousness.8.2 SummaryNone of the objetions so far advaned against aeptane of the eletromagneti �eld theory ofonsiousness has muh real fore and ertainly none of them even omes lose to being fatal to thetheory.
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Chapter 9God, Darwin and the EletromagnetiField Theory of ConsiousnessMost people who have lived in the period from the evolution of Homo sapiens to the end of the 20thentury - and indeed probably most of those presently alive - have believed or do believe that thereis more to the universe than an be apprehended by the senses and more to the nature of personsthan the body. I an put these ideas no more poetially than did the late Dean of St Paul's WilliamSherlok, who wrote in 1751 (Sherlok, 1751 [260℄):\ . . . for when we die, we do not fall into nothing, or into a profound sleep, into a state of sileneand insensibility till the resurretion; but we only hange our plae, and our dwelling, we removeout of this world, and leave our bodies to sleep in the earth till the resurretion, but our soulsand spirits still live in an invisible state. I shall not go about to prove these things, but take itfor granted that you all believe them; for that we leave this world, and that our bodies rot andputrify in the grave, needs no proof, for we an see it with our eyes; and that our souls annotdie, but are by nature immortal, has been the belief of all mankind."A entury or so later, Charles Darwin threw an almighty spanner into the works of this universallyaepted idea (Darwin, 1859 [70℄). The onept that life evolved by natural seletion turned allvarieties of religion on their heads at a stroke. It simply removed any need for a designing God toreate all the various and multitudinous manifestations of life. Aording to the theory of evolution itwas all done, if not quite with mirrors, then at least with similarly mehanial algorithms of stunningsimpliity. Evolution is a mindless proess. In its sheme of things, Mind did not ome �rst, as it solearly had in the ontologies of the various great religions that had held sway in previous millennia.Instead of one great Mind whih reated and ontrolled everything, this upstart new theory had it thata multitude of smaller minds simply evolved, over the ourse of many slow eons, from nothingness.It is diÆult to overestimate the magnitude of the oneptual shift this new way of looking at thingsrequired.To philosophial giants like Berkeley and Hume, everything was a manifestation of Mind. Theuniverse was essentially God's dream. To the moleular biologist of today, this view is so entirelyforeign as to be ludirous - a historial uriosity, if it is known at all. In fat, as a diret result of thesuess of the theory of evolution, most biologists for the last entury or so have, at least publially,rejeted the ideas of an immortal soul, an afterlife, or a personal God. It must be said that suha rejetion is still statistially abnormal in the broader population and indeed privately these ideashave probably been more tenaious even among sientists than many have hosen to admit; but tothe world at least, biologial siene nowadays presents a uniform fae of stout and stoial atheism.What Dennett memorably alls Darwin's dangerous idea (Dennett, 1995 [75℄) had the major e�etof splitting religion and siene wide apart. 93



The idea entral to the present book may not be as great or as dangerous as Darwin's, but itdoes have modest impliations in the same territory. In one sense, the present theory an be seenas knitting up the ravell'd sleeve of spirituality and undoing the shism between siene and religionthat was aused by the raw e�ets of the theory of evolution. It does so in the following verystraightforward way.If simple onsiousness is indeed idential with ertain loalized on�gurations of the eletro-magneti �eld, then the eletromagneti �eld as a whole (whih as far as we know pervades theentire universe) inludes all of the onsious on�gurations that urrently exist in the universe. Theeletromagneti �eld as a whole an thus be thought of as one vast mind. This onept relies onthe understanding that the eletromagneti phenomena that are produed by simple material objetssuh as magnets (or more ompliated ones suh as brains) are not isolated individual �elds generatedde novo by the objets, as basi physis texts tend to suggest, but loalized perturbations in a univer-sal, all-pervading �eld whih is presently known as The Eletromagneti Field. The present theoryis that simple onsiousness is idential with ertain loalized patterns of perturbation in this �eld,whih are produed by the ation of brains. So aording to the present theory, The EletromagnetiField ontains an array of loalized spots of onsiousness that are spatially oinident with an arrayof brains, with quite large areas of non-onsiousness between the spots of onsiousness. When thesespots of onsious experiene are oinident with a human (or probably any higher primate) brain,they are integrated into a similarly loalized system whih feels itself to be the individual experienerof all the onsious experienes generated by (or perhaps simply in lose proximity to) that partiularbrain. However, when the spots of onsious experiene are oinident with a non-human brain oran undeveloped human brain, this is not neessarily the ase. Then simple onsious experienesalmost ertainly still exist, but there is probably no self-onsiousness assoiated with them. Inthe hypothetial situation of the spots of onsious experiene's being generated by hardware ratherthan wetware, there would almost ertainly not be any self-onsiousness assoiated with the simpleonsiousness - in fat aording to the present theory, it should be possible to generate a littleisolated blob of middle-C-experiene in one orner of the room. If you have diÆulty thinking of anisolated blob of onsious experiene without an experiener, then you might like to onsider TheEletromagneti Field as a whole as the overall experiener of all of the onsious experienes thatare urrently happening in the universe. And another name for the overall experiener of all theonsious experienes in the universe would be a universal mind.Whether or not this universal mind itself has a Self and whether It is apable of initiating anyations are further questions, into whih we will not delve at this stage. The point is that if theidea presented in this book is true, then the universe as a whole is onsious. Furthermore, thisuniversal onsiousness an be thought of as ontinuously experiening, in real time, every sensationand pereption, every thought, every emotion that is generated by the mind of every onsious beingin the universe.If this is not a desription of what humans through the ages have oneived of as God, then itmust ome pretty lose.9.1 The eletromagneti �eld theory of onsiousness andmystial experieneSeen in this ontext, the ore \mystial" experiene whih, at least aording to Buke's great late-nineteenth entury lassi (Buke, 1993 [45℄) happened to all of the founders of the world's greatreligions and was the immediate ause of their beoming spiritual leaders, straight away beomes tosome extent understandable. This so-alled mystial experiene is widely reported as being ine�able,but it an be onsidered no less real for that - after all the experiene of the olor red is similarly94



indesribable if one is speaking to someone blind from birth. Insofar as it an be desribed in words,the experiene in question involves a diret, unassailably real appreiation of the fat that \all isone".For this reason it is often alled the unity experiene. The ontinuous state of onsiousness intowhih the unity experiene sometimes pithes its subjets is alled by Buke osmi onsiousness.Now, while there is no denying the reality of the unity experiene to those who have it, there aretwo possibilities as to how it may be understood. It ould simply be an unusual sensation, whihis generated internally by the brain of the experiener and bears the same relation to the outsideworld as does a dream. Alternatively, the unity experiene may represent an aurate pereption ofsome reality that exists outside the brain of the subjet. At present we have no way of distinguish-ing between these two alternatives. However, the theory put forward here at least provides someframework on whih to hang the idea that the seond alternative might be the orret one. If theall-pervading eletromagneti �eld is in fat onsious, then the unity experiene simply representsthe sudden realization by one tiny onsious fragment of the �eld that it is not, after all, isolatedand alone in its immediate surround of bone and esh, but is in fat an inalienable part of the vast,glorious whole.9.2 Relationship of the eletromagneti �eld theory of on-siousness to the theory of evolutionAt this stage I would like to emphasize that while the present theory an be seen as undoing someof the deleterious e�ets that were produed by the rather hysterial initial response to Darwinism,it in no way refutes or requires rejetion of Mr. Darwin's great theory. The present theory is quiteompatible with the view that onsiousness was not present in the universe before its biologialevolution.If we take this view, then humans were not reated by God so muh as the other way around.We (olletively) are God. The overall universal onsiousness (whih an be named God, Allah,Brahman, Gaia, Yahweh, or whatever you like) would simply have evolved as our own human on-siousness evolved. The more onsious individuals appear in the world, the more omplex Godbeomes. Suh a viewpoint aords humankind both great power and great responsibility.On the other hand, the present theory is also ompatible with the notion that onsiousness didexist in the universe before it evolved biologially. Take your pik.
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Chapter 10Appendix
10.1 Appendix A - The Psyhophysial LawsAs a result of a huge amount of experimental work over the last 150 or more years, there have been de-lineated a few relationships between physial stimuli in the world outside the human nervous systemand subjetive sensory experiene of these stimuli whih have ahieved the status of \laws". Thesepsyhophysial laws have a rather di�erent standing from purely physial laws (whih desribe phys-ial phenomena suh as the falling of apples and the movement of planets) beause the psyhologialphenomena on whih psyhophysial laws are based are muh less preise and harder to measurethan physial phenomena. Nevertheless, suh psyhophysial laws as are urrently aepted shouldprobably be inluded in the fats that would have to be explained by a theory of onsiousness. Themost basi of the so-alled psyhophysial laws are stated as follows.10.1.1 Weber's LawIf X and X +�X are the magnitudes of two stimuli that an just be distinguished from eah other(i.e. that are \just notieably di�erent"), then Weber's Law says that:�XX = �where � is a onstant for eah sensory attribute.In words, the bigger a sensory stimulus, the bigger has to be the hange in that stimulus beforeany di�erene an be notied subjetively.This empirial generalization was �rst stated by Weber in 1834, to desribe both his own data onthe disrimination of weights lefted simultaneously by both hands and on the visual disriminationof the length of lines, and the �ndings of others on auditory disrimination of the frequeny of tones.It was named Weber's Law by Fehner in 1860, though Fehner noted that in some ases, the dataavailable by that time were atually better �t by the equation�X(X +X0) = �where X0 is a small onstant.In the auditory system, for example, a large number of empirial studies have established thatWeber's Law holds aurately for the disrimination of the level of Gaussian noise, but not for theamplitude of a pure tone (Laming, 1986). 97



10.1.2 Fehner's Logarithmi LawFrom Weber's Law and ertain additional assumptions - for example the assumption that sensa-tion di�erenes orresponding to just notieable di�erenes in sensation (sensation jnd's) are equal,Fehner dedued his famous logarithmi law:	 = k log�where 	 is a sensation and � is its stimulus. To state this law in words, a sensation is proportional tothe logarithm of its stimulus. Fehner's law immediately beame the subjet of enormous ontroversyand was eventually exoriated by none other than that paragon of psyhologial virtue William James.However to this day it still forms the basis of the universally used deibel sale of loudness, whihrelates pereived loudness in deibels (dB) to the logarithm of the ratio between the measured soundintensity, I and a referene sound intensity, Iref :dB = 10 log( IIref )The use of the deibel sale reets the fat that, roughly speaking, a sound only doubles inpereived loudness when the physial intensity of the sound inreases ten-fold1. This means that theauditory system of humans an deal with a huge range of sound intensity without being overwhelmed.It also plaes a very useful empirial onstraint on any hypothesis onerning the eletromagnetipattern whih onstitutes the sensation of a sound.10.1.3 Stevens' Power LawWhile Fehner measured sensation by means of the just notieable di�erene or jnd, S.S. Stevensemployed units de�ned by ratio and interval sales2 and onluded that The Psyhophysial Lawis not a logarithmi law but a power law (e.g. Stevens, 1957 [280℄). Stevens suggested that, forexample, loudness L, is a power funtion of the physial intensity of the sound I, suh thatL = kI0:3where k is a onstant that depends on the subjet and the units used. In other words, the pereivedloudness of a given sound is proportional to its physial intensity raised to the power of 0.3.To generalize, this equation an be written as:	 = �nwhere 	 is the magnitude of a sensation in psyhologial units, � is the magnitude of the stimulusin physial units and n is an exponent that varies in magnitude with the dimension being saled -e.g. n is 0.3 for loudness, 0.3 - 0.5 for intensity of light, 1.0 for taste and so on.1Sine sound intensity is proportional to sound pressure squared, this equation an also be written as dB =10 log(p=pref )2 = 20log(p=pref), where p is sound pressure. This formulation allows diret relation of sensation to thephysial properties of the stimulus.2A ratio sale asks the subjet to assign numerals to a series of stimuli to represent their felt ratios. In otherwords, the subjet should assign weight 4 to �2 and weight 2 to �1 only if �2 feels twie as heavy as �1. An intervalsale asks the subjet to assign numerals to a series of stimuli to represent their felt equality of intervals e.g. thesubjet is to assign weight 3 to �1, weight 4 to �2 and weight 5 to �3 only if �3 feels as muh heavier than �2 as �2feels heavier than �1. 98



Stevens' work led to the rise of what some have alled \the new psyhophysis" (Gesheider, 1997[111℄) and dozens of investigators have on�rmed his power law. However, it will be apparent thatnone of these so-alled psyhophysial laws measures the quantity of sensation in absolute terms.All measurements of sensation are ouhed in terms of the relationship of the sensation of interestto other sensations evoked by other stimuli. In fat the results obtained tend to depend on themeasurement method used and on the environmental onditions when the measurements are made.There are many exeptions to the power law (Gesheider, 1997 [111℄).In summary, psyhophysis is a huge and ompliated �eld of study. For our present purposes,it is perhaps suÆient to state that (a) the measurement of subjetive sensations is fraught withdiÆulty and (b) it is relatively rare for the magnitude of a measured sensation to ovary on a oneto one basis with the magnitude of its physial stimulus.10.2 Appendix B - A Beginner's Guide to Cellular Neuro-physiology10.2.1 The Resting Membrane PotentialThe entral fat of ellular neurophysiology is that the inside of nerve ells is slightly eletriallynegative with respet to the outside. This situation arises beause the hemial omposition of theintraellular environment is di�erent from the hemial omposition of the extraellular environment.Relatively speaking, there is a high onentration potassium ions inside the ell and a low onentra-tion outside. Sine the membrane separating the inside ontents of the ell from the outside uid issomewhat permeable to potassium ions under normal onditions, these ions tend to di�use out of theell (simply beause there is a natural tendeny for any partile in a watery environment to di�usefrom areas where there is a lot of it to areas where there isn't). As positively harged potassium ionsleave the ell, the intraellular environment beomes more and more eletrially negative. Oppositeharges attrat, so eventually this intraellular negativity beomes strong enough to prevent anymore potassium ions leaving the ell. The fore of the onentration gradient inuening the ions toleave the ell is now equalled by the opposing fore of the eletrial gradient inuening them to gobak in. The intraellular voltage at whih this situation obtains is alled the equilibrium potentialfor potassium and is about -90 mV.Most neurons sit for most of the time at an intraellular resting membrane potential that is slightlyless negative than the equilibrium potential for potassium. However there are various ways in whihthe resting membrane potential of neurons an suddenly be hanged.10.2.2 Ation potentialsFirstly, the neuron an �re an ation potential. Ation potentials involve sodium ions. The onen-tration situation for sodium ions (whih also arry one positive harge) is the opposite of that forpotassium ions i.e. there is a lot more sodium outside the ell than inside. Most of the time theell membrane is ompletely impermeable to sodium ions, but there do exist sodium hannels (i.e.protein-lined pores in the lipid membrane whih an open to let sodium ions ow through them)whih are voltage dependent. When the inside of the ell for one reason or another beomes lessnegative, these voltage dependent hannels suddenly open and sodium rushes into the ell. Beausethe onentration gradient for sodium is opposite to that for potassium, the equilibrium potentialfor sodium is +58 mV (as opposed to -90 mV for potassium). So if the sodium hannels stayed openfor long enough, the inux of sodium would ontinue until the inside of the ell was +58 mV withrespet to the outside. Before that happens however, the hanging internal voltage loses the sodium99



hannels and opens a separate set of potassium hannels. Whenever membrane hannels open, ionsow through them in suh a diretion as to bring the intraellular potential towards the equilibriumpotential for the ion involved, so potassium ions now ow out of the ell again until the restingmembrane potential is restored.This whole sequene of events takes only a few milliseonds. Thus an ation potential onsists of asharp spike of intraellular positivity. Beause of the harateristis of the sodium hannels involved,ation potentials are \all-or-none" events. One the threshold membrane voltage is reahed (about-45 mV) they either happen or don't happen, with no shades of gray. As suh, ation potentialsprovide neurons with what is essentially a digital oding apability; on or o�, yes or no, 0 or 1.Ation potentials have two more important harateristis. They propagate down axons (a) veryfast and (b) non-derementally. Thus they are well adapted for onveying information over largedistanes in a remarkably reliable fashion.
10.2.3 Exitatory and inhibitory postsynapti potentials (epsps and ip-sps)The other main way in whih the resting membrane potential of neurons an be altered is by meansof postsynapti potentials. These an be either exitatory (i.e. tending to bring the neuron towardsthe threshold for �ring an ation potential) or inhibitory (i.e. tending to keep the neuron away fromthe threshold for �ring an ation potential).The gap between neurons where information passes from one to the other is alled a synapse.Synapses usually involve the axon of one neuron (whih is alled the presynapti neuron whenspeaking of this partiular synapse) making a ontat on one of the dendrites of another neuron,(whih is alled the postsynapti neuron). When the ation potential in the presynapti axon reahesthe axon terminal, it auses the release of vesiles of hemial neurotransmitter into the gap, orsynapti left. The neurotransmitter di�uses aross the gap and interats with transmitter reeptorsin the membrane of the postsynapti ell. There are a number of di�erent neurotransmitters indi�erent kinds of neurons (one transmitter per neuron) and eah kind of neurotransmitter has its ownkinds of reeptors, whih are oupled to spei� ion hannels in the membrane of the postsynaptiell. Interation of a transmitter with its reeptor opens (or oasionally loses) the ion hannelassoiated with the reeptor and ions then ow through the hannel in suh a way as to bring theinternal voltage of the postsynapti ell towards the equilibrium potential for the ion in question.The voltage hanges brought about by these ion ows are alled postsynapti potentials.Postsynapti potentials di�er from ation potentials in one very important way. Postsynaptipotentials are not all-or-none events like ation potentials - they are graded. This means that if moreneurotransmitter has been released (as a result of more ation potentials reahing the presynaptiterminal) the postsynapti potential will be bigger and longer-lasting. If some of the postsynaptireeptors have been bloked by a drug, the postsynapti potential will be smaller and shorter-lasting.If two postsynapti potentials are evoked lose together, in either time or spae, they summate or addtogether to have a greater e�et on the postsynapti ell. This latter feature is very important, sineit is rare that one epsp alone an bring a postsynapti ell to the ation potential threshold or oneipsp prevent �ring. So while ation potentials are essentially digital events, postsynapti potentialsare analogue ones. This beomes important in the generation of extraellular �eld potentials, whihan be measured by EEG reordings.The genesis of extraellular �eld potentials is desribed in Appendix C.100



10.3 Appendix C - Generation of Extraellular Field Poten-tialsWhen neurotransmitter released by the nerve terminal ats on its postsynapti reeptors, ion hannelsopen and positive ions ow into the postsynapti ell, as desribed in Appendix B. The removal ofthese positive ions from the extraellular uid leaves a measurable negativity in the area aroundthe synapse. Therefore while an exitatory postsynapti potential is happening, an extraellulareletrode positioned near the synapse measures a negative-going synapti potential. At the sametime, beause of the inux of positive ions in the synapti region of the postsynapti ell, a ow ofurrent out of the ell in the non-synapti regions is set up. If an eletrode is plaed outside a regionof the ell that is not near the synapse, it reords this outward urrent. Therefore the same synaptipotential reorded in these extrasynapti regions is positive-going.This hange in sign of extraellular �eld potentials depending on the loation of the reordingeletrode in relation to the synapse ontrasts with the situation with intraellular reording, (wherethe reording eletrode is inserted into the ell) when the postsynapti potential is positive-going asa result of the inux of positive ions no matter where in the ell it is reorded.In order to understand more about the generation of �eld potentials, knowledge of one physiallaw is needed. This is Ohm's Law, whih an be stated asV = I �Rwhere V is voltage, I is urrent and R is resistane.Eletrophysiologial potentials are measured as the voltage drop aross a partiular resistane.With intraellular reording, the relevant resistane is that of the ell membrane. With extraellularreording it is the resistane of the extraellular uid, whih is usually very low ompared to theresistane of the ell membrane. Aording to Ohm's Law, a given ow of urrent will produe alarger voltage aross a large resistane than it will aross a small resistane. Therefore, any givenow of ioni urrent produes a muh bigger intraellular potential (i.e. voltage) than it does anextraellular potential. In fat in order for extraellular potentials to reah appreiable size, the �eldepsps from a number of spatially lined up ells have to summate. This means that the synapses haveto be ative synhronously. A high loal extraellular resistane is also important in generation ofrelatively large �eld potentials.10.3.1 Field potentials and the EEGThe EEG as measured by eletrodes on the salp is the sum total of all the �eld potentials that aregenerated within some unknown distane of the reording eletrode. Clearly, those �eld potentialsgenerated losest to the reording site will have the biggest inuene on the waveforms reorded. Infat it is generally thought that only �eld potentials generated in the erebral ortex are lose enoughto the salp to be reordable by EEG eletrodes at all. The ase for this has never really been provenhowever. Certainly the �rst 10 milliseonds-worth of the auditory evoked potential is believed to begenerated in the brainstem; but it is true that the amplitude of these waveforms is very small inomparison to the general EEG (i.e. frations of a mirovolt ompared to about 50 mirovolts forthe total EEG).The major diÆulty about the interpretation of EEG reordings is that sorting out the ellularorrelates of eletrial ativity whih an only be measured many m away from its site of generationis no easy matter. Even determining the general area in whih a partiular waveform in an evokedpotential is generated is not straightforward. Calulating the detailed spatiotemporal on�guration of101



an eletromagneti pattern at its generation site from measurements taken some distane away fromthat site is formidably diÆult. This is known in mathematial and engineering irles as the inverseproblem. Progress on desription of the eletromagneti patterns ovarying with onsious experieneawaits an aeptable solution of the inverse problem for eletroenephalographi measurements.10.4 Bibliography referenes
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